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ABSTRACT
The papers submitted here, with the associated commentary, offer a contribution to the
debate on educational inclusion based on the theorising of a range of research involving
different groups but with the common theme of the challenge to inclusion of deviance.
The research reported in the nine papers addresses broad issues of inclusion / exclusion,
as the focus of the papers includes not only special educational needs but also gender,
ethnicity, poverty and social exclusion. In the commentary linking the nine papers I offer
a critique of the various definitions of social, emotional and behavioural difficulties,
'SEBD', both in practice and how these are used in the current theoretical and policy
discussions of inclusion and of exclusion. I argue for the possibility of constructing a
more complex multidimensional model of 'SEBD', which recognises the complexities of
its social construction but still acknowledges the often difficult experiences of young
people and those professionals involved with them. This commentary will attempt to
show that an explication of a wider social justice based model of inclusion can provide a
basis for practitioners to support individual young people within a critical, reflective
framework.
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THE COMMENTARY
Introduction
This paper constitutes a commentary on a number of research based articles. It sets out to bring
together the key ideas that underpinned, yet were implicit rather than explicit, in the articles
submitted in this document. The process gave me the opportunity to return to the articles, to be
critical of them, to do some more reading and to further develop my thinking. This was a
complicated process as I wished to try to address the full theoretical complexity of the issues
addressed in the various articles and, indeed, to argue that the broad topic of educational deviance,
and particular, the concept of Social, Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties requires a
multidimensional model of understanding. The process gave me the opportunity of stepping back
and developing my ideas into a more coherent argument.
So writing this commentary had a number of purposes:
• to demonstrate andfurther develop a clear theoreticalposition underpinning my work
• to reconsider the research and reflect critically on its aims, methods and arguments
• to develop a critique ofcurrent definitions of (social), emotional and behavioural difficulties,
'(S)EBDand related ideas such as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, 'ADHD'
• to explore the use ofthese concepts both in professionalpractice and in the current theoretical
andpolicy discussions of inclusion and ofexclusion
• to construct a multi-layered understanding of '(S)EBD', which acknowledges its social
construction but still includes a recognition ofthe difficult experiences ofyoung people and
those professionals involved with them
• to emphasise the significance ofgender in this understanding and to explicitly consider the
views ofyoung women
• to demonstrate the ways in which educational deviance and '(S)EBD constitute a challenge to
ideas ofeducational inclusion
to consider the implications ofall these for professionalpractice and educational change.
The work discussed in this commentary is based in both an academic interest in understanding, and
making sense of, the position of children and young people excluded from full participation in
education and in a professional interest in identifying ways in which they can be supported in
school. My view of the role of the educational theorist and researcher is that it should offer a way
through for practitioners. Accordingly while research should be undertaken with academic rigour,
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theorised and related to key ideas in the literature it can nonetheless be written in language that is
clear and accessible. This paper has offered an opportunity to develop and make more explicit my
own theoretical position. I use the term theory to denote a set of thinking tools, which can
contribute to understanding or, in another way can '...frame a number of interrogative
perspectives' (Slee 1995: 4; Allan 1999; Thomas & Loxley 2001).
The articles/chapters included here as a group of papers have the added value, together with the
commentary, of offering a contribution to the debate on inclusion, based on the theorising of a
range of research involving different groups but with the common theme of the challenge to
inclusion of educational deviance. The research reported in the nine papers addresses broad issues
of inclusion /exclusion, as the focus of the papers includes not only special educational needs but
also gender, ethnicity, poverty and social exclusion. In this commentary linking my articles I set
out to develop a critique of the various definitions of (social), emotional and behavioural
difficulties, (S)EBD, in practice and how these are used in the current theoretical and policy
discussions of inclusion and of exclusion. I wished to explore the possibilities of constructing a
multi-layered understanding of '(S)EBD', which acknowledges the often difficult experiences of
young people and those professionals involved with them.
This commentary, together with the papers, will be a distinctive contribution to the literature in this
field in its bringing together of four themes. First, it critiques the dominant psycho-medical
perspective on Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties (EBD) arguing for a more sociologically
based understanding of the construction of deviance and conformity in school. Second it
nevertheless asserts the powerfulness of individual experience while contextualising this is in a
wider exploration of the arguments around the social model of special educational needs /disability
in the work on inclusion. Third some of the papers it discusses have a strong focus on the
experience of girls and young women, rarely mentioned in any detail in the research literature on
deviance in school. Four it discusses the arguments about special education/inclusion in relation to
wider issues of ethnicity and social justice. Additionally the research is set in a Scottish educational
and social policy context. This aspect is not discussed in detail, as the number ofwords in this
commentary has to be limited. However the papers reflect the Scottish educational context, with
key differences in policy and practice, although the broad issues discussed here apply across
Scotland and the rest of Britain and indeed the theoretical discussion refers mainly to literature
based on policy and practice in England.
I use the evidence from the research to support my argument that much of the current critical
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writing on inclusion, in its criticism of the medical/psychological paradigms previously dominant
(and reappearing, for example, in the case ofAttention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, ADHD ) in
special education, has excluded the experience of the child /young person, as a human being, from
the discussion. Despite the emphasis on rights, in constructing inclusion and rejecting the
essentialist individualism of special education the voice of young people and parents is not strongly
heard. The views, actions and experiences of the young people and parents do not simply represent
diversity or difference to be celebrated within an inclusive ideology but also represent a challenge
to be addressed by theoreticians and practitioners.
The critical literature on inclusion may be rejected by practitioners as, in its justifiable and worthy
efforts to move from an obsession with the technical practices of special education, it denies the
reasonable question still asked by the teacher faced with a pupil who asks for help, confronts the
teacher or bullies other children - what to do? Clark and colleagues argue that the drawback of
what they call the post-positivist tradition in thinking about special education/inclusion is that it
leads to an ever refined critique that makes it more difficult to produce a constructive alternative to
current practices (Clark et al 1998).
The argument
This paper will argue:
• for the development ofa wider socialjustice based model of inclusion that can provide a basis
forpractitioners to support individual youngpeople within a critical, reflective framework.
• for a recognition ofthe multiplicity offactors in the construction and labelling ofeducational
deviance and the inadequacy ofthe dominant psycho-medical models.
that the concept of (S)EBD in practice is relational, not reflecting a fixed objective category.
• that youngpeople are constructed and labelled as deviant or with (S)EBD in shifting
professional discourses.
• that understanding these processes requires a complex, multidimensional model incorporating
the movements ofpower on and between the different but related levels ofthe social world
• for an acknowledgement ofthe impact on school ofwider structural inequalities and ofa range
ofdominant andminority cultures and cultural sources.
• for the relevance ofan analysis ofcompeting policy interests, ofprofessional expert discourses,
offinancial andfunding pressures, ofcommercialpromotion and an exploration ofthe
operations ofpower in the micropolitics ofschools.
• for a conceptualisation ofyoungpeople as subject to disciplinaryprocesses but also as
resistant to these processes, as exerting their own power in school and that these processes are
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gendered, classed and racialised.
• thatfor an understanding the 'deviantpupil' it is necessary to perceive all these factors in an
enmeshed and dynamic relationship with each other and with the individual choices and
responses ofthe youngperson.
• that youngpeople respond to these processes with individual human feelings, and these have to
be included in the model. A complex multidimensional approach can include the possibility that
individualyoung men and women have their own subjectivities andmay have personal
troubles.
that the way in which these troubles are expressed and described reflects the enmeshing ofthe
individual understanding with the complex range ofsocialfactors. Both are necessary for an
adequate account.
Outline of this commentary
In the pages that follow I begin by discussing the research that the articles are based on. Further
details of the research projects are given on pages 56-61, immediately preceding the articles
themselves. I outline some methodological and epistemological considerations (pp7-10), defining
the key elements ofmy methodological approach. The paper then discusses some important ethical
issues and arguments about the politics of research . I then offer an indication ofmy own broad
theoretical understanding of the world (10 -13).
The next sections begin to explore the concept of power in understanding how pupils 'behave' or
'misbehave' in school (14), arguing for a complex reading of the operations of power in schools
that allows for a more creative understanding of both structure and agency. The concept of (S)EBD
is then considered as the beginning of a critique of psycho-medical approaches (16 -18). The
processes of labelling in professional decision-making and the role of disciplinary knowledge and
power in naming and placing are discussed (19-20). The exclusionary processes of schools are
discussed in their production of pupils who conform and who also may resist and this is connected
with the response to difference in school (20-21). The paper then returns to the notion of labels, the
complexity of the process of professional decision-making and the range of pressures on decision¬
makers (21-22). The paper moves on to explore the connection between private and public
dimensions, in discussing disciplinary exclusion in the context ofwider ideas of exclusion (22-23).
In arguing for an understanding that recognises the individual complexities of young people as well
as the power of the social context, it then criticises the notion of the biopsychosocial (particularly in
relation to the notion ofADHD (23-25). This section also further considers the place and purposes
of labels, recognising the power ofmedical labels. The next part reviews and criticises the 'new
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medical model' in writing about special education, relating this to the theme of binary judgements
in the dividing practices of decision-making about young people (25-29).
The paper then explores the ways in which these practices of labelling and decision-making are
gendered, arguing that the literature on school deviance is largely gender blind and that the
experience of girls and young women is under-represented (29). The contribution of feminist
writing is discussed in relation to the argument that young men and young women may both resist
and be produced through the social relations of class and gender (30-31). This leads on to an
exploration of gendered power relations in school and the ideas of double standards and the 'gender
deal'. Gender is itself seen to be constituted in relation to class and culture (32-35) and the notion
of school exclusion widened into a discussion of social exclusion (35-37).
The next sections reconnect the wider aspects of social exclusion with the troubles of individuals
arguing that the sociology of educational deviance has underplayed the complexities of human
experience (37-40). The individual young person with a psychic life characterised by affect as well
as intellect, in constant interaction with their social world, may experience difficulties and search
for support. In acknowledging the range of discourses which contribute to an understanding of
human actions and feelings, the experience and voice of that individual may be lost The paper
argues for a recognition that young people may have individual troubles and for an approach which
recognises the complex enmeshing of the individual and the social (40-43).
The paper then returns to the literature on educational inclusion, that in its critique of the dominant
psycho-medical perspective in special education, tends to suggest that attending to individual
troubles is oppressive, that it is really about social control in the interests of professionals (43-44). I
discuss the continuum of positions about inclusion, recognising the value of the radical inclusive
position in its critical discussion of special education needs in a wider context of social and
economic inequality (44-46). The moderate inclusion position is rejected as a reconstitution of the
old practices of special education, but acknowledged to be rooted in the 'dilemmas of difference'
(46-48 The valuing of difference is argued to be problematic (48-50).
The paper concludes with an attempt to bring together all these complex strands into an
understanding of school deviance, arguing for a recognition of exclusionary and inclusionary forces
in a contradictory tension in school processes and for a multidimensional model of (S)EBD. Such a
model can include the possibility that young people have their own subjectivities and may have
personal troubles. The way in which these troubles are expressed, described or responded to,
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reflects the enmeshing of the individual understanding with a complex range of social factors (50-
52)
The final section relates these ideas to educational practice and suggests some ways forward (52-
55). It argues that a complex model of understanding leads to an approach that emphasises the
knowledge and involvement of the individual young person in developing support strategies.
Inclusive approaches would begin by exploring the structures of power and constructions of
deviance in the school. Professionals would reflect on their role and their contribution to decision¬
making, unpacking the language of labelling and discourses of difference. Young people
interviewed in the research discussed in this paper valued professional intervention that was based
on respect and warmth and on recognition of shared humanity. They wished for their voices to be
heard and for schools to take account of their views. I have attempted in this paper to show why
this should be done, both in the interests of individual young people and of creating a more socially
just and inclusive education system,
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The research
No academic work exists in isolation; it develops in dialogue with other researchers, with the grand
theorists and with contemporary texts. The research reported in the nine papers included in this
submission was all undertaken with colleagues. The six papers that have multiple authorship,
however, all relate to research that was conceptualised, planned and directed by myself. I believe
that it was ethically appropriate to include on the publications the names of those who contributed
to the research, either in terms of data collection or analysis. All ofmy work, not just that included
here, reflects discussion and argument with colleagues, in this University and beyond. The projects
perhaps reflect a trend in research into inclusion described by Clough (2000). He sees a move
towards research which is 'epistemic', bringing together different forms or disciplines of
knowledge, eg psychology and sociology; methodological, bringing together and justifying a mix
of research styles and ideologies; and collaborative (Clough 2000:29-30
The research discussed in the submitted papers focusses on issues of deviance and difference at
different levels, the national and authority policy level, the social contexts of school and special and
mainstream schools. It explores how deviance is constructed, produced and labelled, mainly
through listening to the views and the stories of individual subjects, although these are
contextualised with data collected by more quantitative methods and in one study through analysis
of press reporting on deviance.
Details of the research projects and the methods used are on pages 56-61
Methodological and epistemological issues
The methods employed in the projects discussed here, with the possible exception of that discussed
in Paper 8 (see p 60) reflect my own epistemological position. I reject notions of social science
investigation as parallel with an apparently neutral, value free natural science, able to describe and
measure the real world with accuracy. I acknowledge that knowledge is produced by human beings,
with feelings, histories, opinions and political beliefs. However I view these human producers of
knowledge, as well as their research participants, as situated in structures of power, which both
constrain and enable the ways in which they make sense of their lives and the lives of those
researched (Armstrong et al 1998).
I set my research in the broad qualitative, interpretive tradition. An interpretive emphasis on
understanding and meaning does not preclude a rigorous, systematic approach to methods, with an
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appropriate concern for validity. I also identify strong influences from feminist research,
particularly on the absence of thinking about women from much literature on deviance, about the
centrality and value of feeling and on the inter-relatedness of the personal and the professional; also
from some postmodern thinking, particularly around the concept of power. However I reject the
postmodern view that all stories are of equal worth. While accepting that there will be a diversity of
stories, I am unhappy with the endless relativism of postmodernism,'The View from Nowhere and
the Dream ofEverywhere' (Bordo 1990: 142) and the lack ofway forward offered. I view research
as part of a search for better ways of enabling education for all pupils, recognising that this is not
part of an inevitable progress, that change may have different purposes for different individuals and
groups, and should always be open to challenge and critique (Griffiths 1998; Clark et al 1998). I
hold to the view that some knowledge is possible. 'Conversation as a goal is fine; understanding
how power works in oppressive societies is important. But ifwe are to construct a new society we
need to be assured that some systematic knowledge about our world and ourselves is possible'
(Hartsock 1990). I associate myself, perhaps, with the position of some feminist thinkers described
by Harding, standing '... with one foot in modernity and one in the lands beyond' (Harding 1990;
100).
In rejecting positivism I nevertheless accept the value of some quantitative research, in relation to
structural aspects that are to some extent open to measurement and analysis, therefore accepting
some realism in my theoretical position. However these structures are themselves understood and
experienced in different ways by individual social actors. A recent research report produced for the
Educational Institute of Scotland, the largest Scottish teacher trade union (TESS 2002) exemplifies
the importance of contextualising the points of view of individuals within a broader framework
which pays attention to more quantitatively based data. It reported the view ofmany teachers that
inclusion was creating more behaviour problems in schools because fewer children were being
educated in special provision. National school census statistics however show about the same
proportion of school population of Scotland being educated in special settings now as ten years
ago. But the beliefs that this is not so are powerful and they contribute to the construction of the
micropolitics of the school and to the discourse about inclusion in practice.
Discussion of these statistics is therefore important but so is a recognition that how the statistics are
produced, the judgments made by school managers completing the census forms, the lack of clarity
in the definitions of 'in' or 'out' of school provision, the retaining of absent pupils formally on the
school roll, mean that they can not be claimed as straightforward or objectively constructed.
However they form a key part of the multiple perspectives available on the issue. In the project
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reported in Paper 1 many participants, for example policy makers and educational psychologists,
school staff believed that the policy of reintegration to school was being implemented. No one in
either of the two authorities had counted the (very small) numbers who did return, so equally no
one investigated what the obstacles to the policy delivery might be.
The research described in Paper 8 reflects a different approach to research from the other projects
in that the overall design was produced by the research team in response to a Scottish Office
research brief for a national funded project. Thus the project reflects more of a methodological
compromise, between the positions of the team, (led by a colleague, P Munn, with whom I was co-
grant holder) and the demands of contract research. This research perhaps conforms most to Denzin
and Lincoln's definition of postpositivism, making less assertive claims about representing
objective reality than positivism and '... relying on multiple methods as way ofcapturing as much
ofreality as possible.... traditional evaluation criteria, such as internal and external validity, are
stressed...' (Denzin and Lincoln 1998:9). Those taking this approach may gather statistics and
make computer-based analyses, as we did in this project, in addition to case studies and individual
interviewing. Paper 8 discusses my subsequent gender analysis of the data collected by the team
during the project.
None of the projects discussed can make claims to generalisation, instead offering illumination.
However, as I argue that the findings can have some significance for how we think about inclusion
/exclusion and, by implication, an impact on practice, therefore I do accept that some (contested)
knowledge can be generated. I accept the possibility of what Williams calls 'moderatum
generalisations' (2002:136) limited by the 'logical problems ofinductive inference and... the
ontological problem ofcategorical equivalence' (2002:139). He argues for a 'minimalform of
realism... whereby our accounts ofthe world are regarded as substantial, reliable, yet incomplete
and erroneous' (2002:138-9). The existence of shared experiences and cultures means that the
accounts produced by research indicate some 'realities' as experienced in relation to wider
processes and structures.
So the methods described in these projects are informed by elements of social constructivism,
feminism, structuralism and postmodernism, selected and combined to create my own developing
view. This range of overlapping perspectives offers the possibility of theoretical complexity. The
key elements are:
• broadly interpretive





' some quantitative as well as qualitative methods
influence oftheoretical ideasfrom literature
• engagement with the field studied
• concern for the politics, ethics ofresearch processes
reflexivity /acknowledgement ofown views
In this section 1 have tried to indicate my own epistemological and methodological position. In this
next section I develop this further and discuss some ethical issues.
Ethics, politics and practicalities
The research discussed in these papers focusses on broad issues of inclusion and exclusion, largely
through an exploration of the views of different groups of informants. Researching the stories of
Travellers, disadvantaged young women, young people in trouble at school and at home raises
questions to do with the political and moral relations of research. Many writers have criticised
academic researchers for their exploitation of their research participants, for the appropriation or
distortion of their voice, the powerful researcher and the powerless participant (Reynolds 2002).
Disabled researchers have claimed that non-disabled researchers /..parasitise disabledpeople's
experience and develop careers on the back ofdisabledpeople's lives ' (Shakespeare 1996, cited in
Allan et al 1998). Oliver, himself disabled, is also highly critical of research by non-disabled
researchers, which objectifies and exploits disabled people (Oliver 1996). This argument can be
most clearly made with respect to groups with clear disabilities. The social creationist perspective
argued by Oliver based on the valuing of diversity, becomes much more problematic when we are
talking about deviance rather than disability. In the field of special educational needs the notion of
social, emotional and behavioural difficulties does not fit with this model. However the ethical
issue of how researchers construct and relate to participants with different life experiences remains
of strong concern.
Our research with Travellers equally raises this issue and parallels concerns about white researchers
and black or other ethnic minority groups (Reynolds 2002; Skeggs 2002). In this project we were
highly aware of the long histories of conflict between settled and Traveller groups leading to
understandable suspicion by Travellers, particularly of officials. Access to Traveller research
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participants was negotiated through gatekeepers (organisations and individuals with established
relationships) and some interviewing of Show Traveller pupils was carried out by a Show Traveller
(Papers 4,5). Concerns about the spurious giving of voice to other cultures (Skeggs 2002) are
fundamental if in our telling of the stories of others we deny their opportunity to tell their own
stories. The stories of Travellers excluded from school or bullied in the playground existed before
the research but were not listened to or were not told to those who could make changes. I have felt
it important to consider whether the gathering of data about other lives and cultures inevitably
implies an assumed moral/social inequality between the researcher and the researched but, while
recognising the dangers, agree with Skeggs (2002:363) that'Most ofus do research in order to
learn from others, not to exploit and use them'.
Who I am, my position in the structural relations of disability, sexuality, gender, race, class '...does
not necessarily give access to ways ofknowing (although some standpoint theorists would argue
that it helps...' (Skeggs 2002:356). However it is clearly of significance to the process of research,
particularly through interview relationships with participants. The response to these concerns
offered by feminist and others depends on the process of reflexivity, variously defined, but almost
always including a reflection on the power relations of research, care in representing the views of
participants, adherence to an ethical standard and reflection on the values of the researcher
(Griffiths 1998).
Some writers emphasise a disclosure of their own biographies ' ...aspart ofan honest dialogue...'
(Griffiths 1998). The work represented here does reflect my biography and those of colleagues with
whom I have worked but I reject the view that moves research/writing into an autobiographical self
reflection, my work authorised only by who I am (Skeggs 2002). However I accept that the knower
is inevitably implicated in the construction of the known (May 2002:2) and that it is not'enough
for researchers to assert their own subjectivity without also understanding the production ofthat
subjectivity itself (Walkerdine et al 2002:179). As researchers we are, as I argued earlier, part of a
social and economic production of research and writing, as well as negotiated selves situated in
gendered relations of power. Awareness and reflection on these relations are important
Interviews were central to these projects, an approach which is familiar to research participants,
from the mass media and, in the case of professionals from their own practice and of young people
also from their interactions with professionals. The latter may be a major drawback and therefore
requires care in presenting a very open approach to interviewing so that is does not replicate
previous negative experiences. Interviewing in all the projects discussed here was on the basis of a
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topic guide, a checklist drawn up on the basis on prior reading, reflection and reviewed /amended
sometimes in the research process. Interviewing in qualitative research '...is the art ofconstruction
rather than excavation...it is about asking, listening and interpretation as part, not just ofdata
gathering but ofthe theoreticalprocess'' (Mason 2002:227). The age, social class and approach and
theoretical assumptions of the interviewer do have an impact on the interviewing relationship.
I am a middle-aged white woman with a generic Scottish middle class accent. I began as a
sociology postgraduate student, convinced that understanding the social world better would enable
us to change it. My postgraduate work on the 'role of the teacher' identified the teachers' concern
for order and control as central to their discussion of their work. I chose to take my first teaching
post in a residential school for delinquent boys, not because I believed in the value of segregated
education -I did not know those arguments then - but because the school was managed on relatively
democratic lines with daily decision-making meetings involving all the pupils and staff, and
because unlike most Scottish schools it did not use physical punishment. My professional and
research work since, such as that outlined in these papers, has been permeated with the dilemma
about how to change the (educational) world but also to make it better for those who are
particularly disadvantaged now.
I have worked as a teacher and groupworker in a range of settings with young people labelled as
deviant. I also have a Counselling certificate and a commitment to a style of interaction with young
people that is informal and based on respect. My research is founded in ideas of social justice
(Griffiths 1998). My practice as well as my research with young people and their families indicates
that many have found it both interesting and useful to talk about themselves and their histories with
an adult who is values their stories and who communicates a valuing of themselves as human
beings ofworth. The maintenance of reflexivity was enhanced in the projects discussed in this
paper through working with colleagues, where discussion and challenge promoted a more explicit
and negotiated ethical position, which paid '... attention to power, practice andprocess' (Skeggs
2002:368).
The issues and concerns discussed above about exploitation of research participants are still,
however, heightened when researching children. Some young people, particularly the young
women discussed in Papers 2 and 3 talked of highly distressing life experiences. At times some
young people were confused or upset. To interview young people can seem like interfering in their
lives - to talk about your life is to structure it, to affect your own reflections. Writing about the
ethics of interviewing tends to identify three aspects - informed consent, the right to privacy and
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protection from harm (Denzin and Lincoln 1998). In these projects it was particularly important to
foreground these issues, to hold them up for constant reflection, rather than to consider them, and
then regard them as resolved, at the beginning of projects.
One issue which is of particular importance here is child protection and the importance of making it
clear to young people that new disclosure of abuse would be passed on, with their knowledge and
to a preferred adult. This has never been necessary, although sadly many young people in research
in which I have been involved have talked about histories of abuse. I and colleagues have now
developed a clear way of writing about this in leaflets for research participants which also outline
their rights not be interviewed and to anonymity. A further issue of concern involves some requests
for support and advice. It seems really important to make it clear that the researchers are offering a
brief relationship that cannot be sustained. I do offer suggestions, when directly asked and where
appropriate, for other support. I believe that there is an ethical obligation to provide this, even
though this may influence the research outcomes. This has not happened often, but does occur, for
example a young woman asking about educational places for young mothers.
This section has explored methodological issues raised by the research projects discussed in the
group of papers submitted. I argued that the papers address issues of inclusion and exclusion,
largely through an exploration of the views of different groups of informants, young people and
those professionals who work with them and make decisions about them. The projects raised
questions about political and moral relations of research. In the next section I argue that these
stories of teachers, professionals and young people are particularly important in exploring issues of
structure and agency.
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Stories of persons and structures
I understand the social world to be structured in terms of social class, social divisions based on
economic and social inequality, and characterised by conflict between competing interests, but also
see gender and ethnicity as important mediating factors. I recognise, however, that these structural
factors have often been described as operating in a narrowly determinist way. So one key issue is
how these wide structural factors operate at the level of the school or in individual histories or
biographies - how they interact /interrelate with understandings of agency and social interaction.
'And all stories are related to matters ofpower, race, sex and class and the struggles people have
in telling each other how we might live together'
(Blaikie 1993:214).
In Paper 3 I argued for '...an understanding that acknowledges the complex interweaving of
structure and agency in the lives of disadvantaged young women.' (Paper 3:78). This complex
interweaving requires an equally complex set of ideas to draw on, to make sense of different times
and situations. So, in the discussion that follows, I have drawn on a range of theoretical
perspectives that will be fragmented, which will overlap, which will make more sense, contribute
more to understanding, in some situations than others. This does not constitute self-indulgent
eclecticism (Slee 1995) but recognition of the inter-related character of social situations and human
relationships. The key to the theorising is in exploring the enmeshing - how the mix works in
practice, which varies from situation to situation, from the classroom to the policy forum or to the
family.
The recognition of structured inequality provides a historically situated context for individual
actions. This means that I have acknowledged a level of realism in my position, in that I see the
possibilities for action by individuals as constrained by these structural factors. However these
factors may be understood and experienced in different ways by different actors, each creating their
own view of 'reality'. So the meaning of the world for individuals is socially constructed. The
possibilities for individual action are affected both by the wider structural factors and by the
reciprocal social construction ofmeaning by actors in social settings. I see the concept of power as
central to the working of these wider structural factors but also, to the settings, such as school and
family, where social identities are constructed. I am using the concept of power, therefore as
complex and as productive as well as repressive. I see this understanding of power as helpful in
understanding how social and economic inequalities are reproduced in practice. Power is not
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random, structural factors and human actions affect and constrain the way the mix works in practice
and how it impacts on the individual subject In the next section I will look at the use of power in
understanding how deviance and conformity are constructed in school.
Choosing to 'behave' in school
There is a focus in all nine papers on how deviance is constructed, produced and labelled in school.
Paper 4 argued for the unpacking of school practices, and in particular those practices which
represent the exercise of power, informal as well as formal, in normalising social relationships in
school. It suggests that deviance in school can be understood both in terms of the breaking of
formal rules and the visible power of the formal disciplinary structures but also in conflict with the
more complex processes that produce the 'well behaved' pupil. It also links the production of
deviance through the structures and processes of the operation of power in school, with the wider
factors of social inequality, ethnicity and gender. The 'well behaved pupil', boy or girl, does not
simply behave because of a visible system of rewards and sanctions - they choose to be 'well
behaved' and they participate in the processes that define and redefine acceptable actions. Of
course in the complex and shifting world of schools pupils may move in and out of'well behaved'
or deviant identities as they also move, or are moved, in and out of participation in class or school
through the operation of formal and informal exclusionary processes.
I have drawn on the insights generated by the symbolic interactionist perspectives, particular in
their development of the idea of labelling and the ways in which talk constitutes social life.
However these perspectives are limited by their inability to deal with issues of power and by their
failure to situate social interaction within wider histories and structures. Foucault's conceptions of
power are useful in making sense of the interweaving of individual meanings and the structures
within which they are located. This understanding of power as not fixed, but mobile, creative as
well as repressive and historically changing, is helpful in addressing the changing and shifting
dynamics of institutions like schools and families. Understanding these processes in schools draws
on Foucault's conceptualising of power in the production of the pupils who want/choose to behave
and those who are construed as deviant. He described the production of the individual as subject;
subject to others through control and restraint but also subject through their own identity through
conscience and self knowledge (Foucault 1982)
Allan argues that Foucault '...is significant to the study ofspecial education in to respects. First,
his analyses ofdiscipline andpunishment, medicine and madness have relevance.... (and)... his
methodology or 'box oftools ... makes itpossible to analyse both the official discourses on special
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needs and those operating within schools and classrooms'' (Allan 1999: 18). Several writers have
made the connection between Foucault's ideas and the working of special education. Some, for
example Thomas and Loxley (2001), in their critique of schooling and what sounds like a
'conspiracy' approach to special education (bad professionals imposing their destructive diagnoses
in their own interests), have employed his idea of power in its more pessimistic reading as only
negative and destructive, rather than as also productive. An understanding of the micro politics of
schools and of professional decision-making should however see power and resistance to power as
part of the same interrelated process. In an earlier study of young women in 'bother' at school I
argued that they were both 'powerless and powerful', negotiating their relationships with other
pupils and teachers, ' ... both creative and restricted in their lives' (Lloyd 1992:223). In Paper 4 the
everyday practices of schools in producing normalised 'behaviour', are related to the values of the
sedentary, dominant classes. ' Through our power, we attempt to get children to accept certain
values, to aspire to certain futuresfor themselves, and to accept and understand their own
strengths and limitations '(Furlong 1991:298 cited in Paper 4).
Critical sociological discussion of disciplinary power in education (in both the traditional school
use of discipline and its Foucauldian sense), such as Slee (1995) and Thomas and Loxley (2001)
has tended to offer an image of the pupil either as hero resister or as victim of the self interested
professionals, powerless to resist their transformation from 'naughty' to 'mad'. The latter is
paralleled in the psycho-medical literature by the image of the 'disturbed' pupil with ADHD,
represented as controlled by their disorder and victim of insensitive teachers who label him (usually
male) 'bad'. Both models tend to underplay agency. A more complex reading of the play of power
in schools allows for a more creative understanding of the interlinking of structure and agency. In
the following sections I develop this further, with a particular focus on the construction and use of
labels.
Unable to 'behave' in school?
Labels like ADHD offer a special status to young people (Paper 6). In the analysis of press
coverage in the project discussed in this paper parents indicated that this diagnosis saved them from
blame, from being branded 'bad' (Paper 6:120). In research in England, by Maras and colleagues,
children with 'EBD' (Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties) were seen by teachers to be
choosing to behave badly whereas those with ADHD may be seen to have no choice (Maras et al
1997). In most literature however the concept of EBD is itself set against the idea of simply 'bad'
behaviour, for example in the DfE document quoted in Paper 6 (120). Agency for 'EBDs' is often
denied in favour of a biological or psychological determinism.
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The dominant perspective on EBD is informed by psycho-medical assumptions which both fail to
recognise the social context of the production of labels and the power processes involved in the
social construction of deviance but also tend to deny agency and individual subject consciousness
to the pupil determined by their disorder. Their transgression is inadvertent, not deliberate or
conscious. In contrast some of the more sociologically influenced writing, as discussed above, may
interpret their actions as resistance to oppressive structures and deny any biological or
psychological influences (Thomas and Loxley 2001; Slee 1995). Writers such as Cooper talk of the
'range of EBDs in schools' and 'severe EBDs', indicating an understanding of the term that locates
these difficulties within young people (Cooper 1999).
In Scotland the term used is Social, Emotional or Behavioural Difficulties, in England EBD
(although interestingly the research review produced by Cooper for Barnardos in 2001 on 'what
works' uses '.SEBD'). The term SEBD was used in the papers submitted here as a label, as 'an
administrative category rather than an individual psychopathology' (Paper 2:69), with no official
definition but dependent on subjective professional judgement, often negotiated in relation to the
specific interests of school or educational psychologist or pupil. In this commentary I mainly use
(S)EBD when discussing the idea, since the context of the research projects was Scottish (SEBD)
but the academic and practice literature almost always uses the English term (EBD). There may be
some differences between the Scottish and English conceptualisation and use in practice of the term
and this is mentioned in the submitted papers (and discussed in Lloyd et al 2001). However there is
little other distinctively separate Scottish research literature. In this commentary, therefore, I use
the form (S)EBD, to denote the concept as used broadly in both Scotland and England.
'(S)EBDs'
'The causes ofEBD are many and varied, with increasing attention beingpaid to biological
factors'' (Cooper 2001:18).
Official writing about (S)EBD in Britain has shifted over the last twenty years but the concept has
always been a slippery one. In the review mentioned above, Cooper, currently the most prolific and
probably the most influential writer on this topic in Britain, quotes Rutter and Smith's (1995) work
on psychosocial disorders and equates it with the concept of (S)EBD. 'International trends in the
prevalence ofa wide range ofEBD, such as crime, substance abuse, depression, suicide and self
injurious behaviour, are at an all-time high and are increasing most rapidly in the 12-24 age
group' (Cooper 2001:5). He continues by quoting the estimate of Young Minds that at least 10%
(and possibly 20%) of school age children ' ...experience clinically significant levels ofsocial,
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emotional and behavioural difficulties...' (Cooper 2001:5). So he assumes that (S)EBD is the same
as psychosocial disorder and that they are both individual difficulties measurable in terms of
'clinical' significance. Crime is also in this view an (S)EBD. Cooper goes on to discuss the wide
range of 'behavioural manifestations' found in schools, moving from low level disruptiveness in the
classroom to 'disturbed behaviour'. This document exemplifies the confusion in the use of these
terms in this field (Cooper 2001).
Paper 1 describes the confusion of labels used by professionals interviewed in this project on
reintegration. Terms like SEBD, maladjusted, disruptive, disturbed, phobic, hyperactive were used
in various contexts with a range of implied meanings but without agreement on definition in a kind
of 'loose labelling' (Paper 1 and 8). A more recent project, not submitted for this thesis, on inter¬
agency working to prevent school exclusion also found a considerable level of confusion in the use
of such labels (Lloyd et al 2001).
One often made distinction is between '...disruptive behaviour that appears unacceptable to
teachers, and that which indicates some individual psychological difficulty on the part of the
child... ' (Paper 1:66). In the 1980s and 1990s there was an increasing literature that focussed on
the former, based first in behavioural and subsequently in cognitive behavioural psychology mixed
with an element of social constructivism. Often developed by educational psychologists, and
sometimes taking the form of applied packages for schools, this literature focussed on the
contribution of curriculum, pedagogy and school organisation to varying levels of'disruptiveness'
(Gray et al 1994; Munn et al 1998). Cooper sees this in terms of nature/nurture arguing that
psychologists and educationalists have opted for nurture, reluctant to perceive 'individual within-
childfactors at work in given cases ofEBDs' (Cooper 1999:229 & 231).
In the 1990s rising numbers of pupils excluded from school provided a context for analyses which
focussed on school factors which appeared to influence varying rates of exclusion and promote
inclusion (Parsons 1999; Cooper et al 2000; Munn et al 2000). The emphasis was on school ethos,
praise and reward systems and classroom management and was often related to broader ideas of
school improvement. The focus of this work was school and classroom behaviour as a generality,
rather than the actions or psychology of individual pupils. The aim was to promote 'positive
discipline' and to avoid low level indiscipline, the 'drip drip' of talking out of turn and annoying
other children which various research reports had suggested was ofmost concern to teachers (Munn
et al 1998). So in the last 20-30 years there has been a developing professional focus on school
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processes rather than individuals but at the same time, in parallel, a continued literature on (S)EBD
with an individual focus (Laslett et al 1998; Cole et al 1998).
Naming for placing
The young people in the schools involved in the project discussed in Paper 1 had been placed
through different systems of decision making, each with their own legislative and policy base and
their own professional labels for deviance in school and/or the community. In practice there was
considerable overlap between the systems and some labels were redefined or selected in order to
gain access to particular provision. 'Problems were shaped by what was on offer' (Paper 1:67). The
shifting use of terminology in relation to provision is also discussed in Paper 7. The uneasy,
frequent movement between welfare based approaches for young people who were sinned against
(the disadvantaged) and punishment for those responsible for their actions (the offenders) can be
seen in the history of residential schools (Paper 7).
Foucault in Madness and Civilisation quotes the founding aim of the Hopital Generale in Paris as
the prevention of'mendicancy and idleness as sources ofall disorder' (Foucault 1971:57),
introducing the 'mad' into the existing institutional approach to the poor. Young people in the
Hopital, as in their contemporary residential schools in Scotland, were to work as hard as their
strengths permitted, read pious books, and be taught a useful occupation (Paper 7). 'For the first
time, institutions ofmorality were established in which an astonishing synthesis ofmoral obligation
and civil law is effected'' (Foucault 1971:60). The placing into institutions of the mad and children
of the profligate poor was based on a process of 'naming', which Foucault described in terms of the
technologies of differentiation - classifying, disciplining, analysing and normalising.
The occupants of the asylums, like the special day and residential schools for (S)EBD of today,
were sometimes seen to be hapless victims of poverty and sometimes to be active in the
construction of their own downfall; now in the 21st century sometimes to be suffering from
psychosocial disorders and sometimes excluded for deliberate disruption. Discussion of deviance in
school tends to shift between explanations in terms of biologically determined and psychologically
defined madness and structurally determined poverty or between an active construction of
disaffection and a learned response to a stimulus.
Young people and teachers respond and negotiate themselves in relation to the operation of power
in schools, they are defined as good or bad or maladjusted pupils through the dividing practices of
disciplinary processes. Discipline has two senses, both particularly relevant to this discussion, the
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first implying control and sometimes also punishment, the second a body of knowledge and theory.
Disciplinary power accords a person a space within an institution and a rank within a system
(Danaher et al 2000). Disciplinary knowledge is evident in expert discourses and through them can
become a force for control. Foucault argued, however, that although discourse transmits and
produces power, it also undermines and exposes it making it possible to thwart it (Foucault 1976).
Staff in mainstream schools in Paper 1, in resisting the reintegration of the young people from the
special provision, used a discourse of special needs to argue that such pupils required more than
they could offer. Galloway and colleagues connected this kind of resistance to the pressures of
multiple educational policy change in England (Galloway et al 1994). A perspective 'which defines
children's difficulties in terms of individual disturbance serves to remove the responsibility for the
child from hard pressed mainstream teachers' (Paper 1:67). So both teachers and pupils while
subject to power can also exercise power in their own interests.
Resisting and reputations
In discussing the exclusionary processes of schools in Paper 4, the essence of power was discussed
in its ability not only to produce pupils who conform but also to exclude those who resist being
'produced' (Paper 4:107). Paper 4 addresses the issues of deliberate vs. involuntary transgression of
the cultural norms ofmainstream education, arguing that sometimes Gypsy Travellers misread or
may not see the signals but that they may, as other pupils may, choose to transgress the boundaries.
(The young man who peed in the cooking bowl in home economics knew what the consequences
were likely to be!) Transgression 'allows individuals to shape their own identities, by subverting
the norms which compel them to repeatedly perform as gendered or disabled subjects...' (Allan
1999:48). Travellers' transgression in school sometimes allowed them to resist the notion of the
desirability or indeed the compulsion of schooling.
Teachers sometimes valued Travellers in their efforts to reduce difference and to produce
themselves as like the others.
"He's integrated no problem, you wouldn 't really take him as Travellingpeople... "
"They were very acceptable, they were nicely dressed they turned up nice, they didn 't make
themselves different in any way... They were actually very clean and tidy... they didn't make
themselves out to be tinker girls " (Paper 5:113-114).
The young Travellers interviewed however saw themselves as different and experienced this
difference in constant and routinised name-calling. Padfield discusses reputations, as referring to
'...a person's social credibility by drawing upon knowledge ofwhere thatperson lives, about their
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family and about their cultural, ethnic background' (Padfield 2000:164). She saw a blurring
between 'official' labels, formal statements with consequences for pupils, and reputations which
are more informally constituted but which may interact with and be influenced by the official.
Mandy in Paper 2 felt labelled with the reputation of her family, many of who had been in trouble
at school. Ann described difficulties in resisting her reputation as being "...up for the laugh and it
was the pressure from my peers to say something funny or do something... " (Paper 2:73). For the
Travellers the informal name-calling of'tinko' or 'dirty Gypsy', reflecting wider cultural
assumptions, sometimes led to violent retaliation in the playground which in its turn led to
disciplinary exclusion and the construction of an 'official' label (Papers 4 and 5).
Official labels
The range of labels used by professionals to describe the actions of young people considered to be
deviant in school was discussed earlier. These labels are produced through a discourse of
disciplinary knowledge that is constituted of a complex mixture of professional, theoretical and
personal perspectives. Thomas and Loxley suggest that teachers and others working in relation to
young people identified as deviant in school draw on a ' ...morass ofhalf-understood ideas about
disturbance, a jumble ofbits andpieces from psychoanalysis, psychology andpsychiatry, a
bricolage ofpenis envy and cognitive dissonance, ofFreudian slip and standard deviation, of
motivation andmaternal deprivation, regression and repression, attention-seeking and
assimilation, reinforcement and self-esteem - ideas corrupted by textbook writers and mangled by
journalists andwriters ofpopular culture'(2001:54). This rather nicely written paragraph dismisses
the knowledge of practitioners, apparently unable to be self reflective in their professional practice,
a skill presumably restricted to a few academics.
The research reported in the papers submitted does indicate that professionals, involved in the
labelling and processing of young people as deviant, draw on a range of theoretical models and use
labels that are ill defined and confused. Tomlinson, and others subsequently, criticised the notion of
the benevolent professional in demonstrating the ways in which professional decision-making in
special education was structured in terms of race, gender and class (Tomlinson 1982). Tomlinson's
work effectively deconstructed ' ...special education in terms of the social 'process' which lies
behind it' (Clark et al 1998:161). Subsequent literature in this tradition, like Thomas and Loxley,
has tended to replace the benevolent with the deluded or maliciously intended professional
maintaining an individualistic model of (S)EBD to sustain their own professional interests.
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This seems as simplistic as the old benevolent professional. The professionals involved in
constructing expert discourses do so in a complex and shifting context. Ifwe accept that they are
not benevolent professionals applying disinterested knowledge in an objective way then we need a
more satisfactory understanding of professional labelling and decision-making. Teachers, social
workers and educational psychologists operate in the micropolitics of schools and councils, subject
to national, local and school policy making. They have career and other interests, views, opinions,
preferences, relationships and their own theoretical perspectives on deviance and appropriate
responses to this. They experience pressure from colleagues, from young people, their parents and
from others with interests in promoting a particular view from the Daily Express to the
pharmacological industry (Paper 4). A necessary recognition here is that the process of
identification and labelling of individual young people is part of a range of social processes at
different levels of complex structural forces from the individual to the state. In the following
sections I move from discussing the complex construction of labels to focus on the particular label
ofADHD and to develop a critique of the concept of the biopsychosocial and the 'new medical
model'.
Individualising public issues
Paper 5 observed that school staff tended to see name-calling, including that of Travellers, as an
individual issue and argued for a reconnecting of public and private dimensions (Troyna and
Vincent 1992). The literature on bullying tends to be written within an individual psychological
perspective, focussing on the characteristics ofbully, victim and bystander (Paper 5:104). The
normalising process of schools in undermining difference and connecting with dominant cultures is
evident here in the language of the other pupils, learned in their families and neighbourhoods. So
the 'dirty Gypsies' themselves become the problem. Disciplinary exclusion as a violent response to
name-calling '... while ostensibly a behavioural issue, is inherently connected to a broader social-
exclusion of particular groups of pupils, in relation to class, disadvantage, ethnicity and gender'
(Paper 4:95). The normalising power of schools is shown in their dividing practices - individual
needs are constructed as different or special.
Paper 4 quotes Furlong who argues that the educational structures of the school, in their production
of'ability', occupational identities and value positions, contribute to the construction of pupils'
'subjectivity as well as their public identity - their 'legitimate' differences. In each case there are
positive and negative opportunities. Through interacting with these structures pupils can come to
feel valued, have a sense ofachievement and a sense ofloss. '(Furlong 1991:304). I found this
article still valuable in that it explores the failure of the sociology of educational deviance to
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successfully challenge the continued dominance in education of'the individualisedpsychologically
oriented approach'. He quotes Connell (1987) who identified two forms of occupational blindness,
the 'inability ofsociologists to recognise the complexities ofthe person and the unwillingness of
psychologists to recognise the dimension ofsocialpower' (1991:293).
The biopsychosocial approach
The biopsychosocial represents an attempt by writers from a psychological tradition (in education
principally Cooper) to address criticisms of the individualistic focus of the literature on (S)EBD
(Cooper 1999; 2001). This concept has been much used recently in an educational context with
respect to (S)EBD and particularly in the increasing literature on ADHD but comes from a
medical/health discourse. The term has an initial attractiveness in the broad possibilities it seems to
offer for a theoretical synthesis, or at least to be able to draw on different theoretical bases. It has
sometimes been used in this way, for example in a paper on gambling which explores the
sociological dimensions of the phenomenon before discussing the various psychological models of
explanation (Griffiths and Delfabbro 2001). However more frequently it is used to offer an
additional dimension to a still limited, individualistic model, for example in a discussion of pain
one author argues that the biopsychosocial represents '... an alternative to the predominant
biomedical model' which seespain as entirely medical in origin whereas the biopsychosocial is a
holistic model where 'mind and body are seen as automatically intertwined'' (Hanson read 2002:1).
So the biopsychosocial model in medical contexts recognises, reasonably, that the course of illness
is affected by the psychology and social context of the individual. However it does not offer a
critical perspective on what we mean by illness.
Cooper applies the biopsychosocial idea in addressing the debate over ADHD. He criticises Slee's
dismissal ofADHD as the medicalising of naughtiness, arguing that biomedical and psychosocial
understandings can combine powerfully and synthesise the best of current conceptualisations of
EBD (Cooper 1999). 'The substance of this argument should be that while biology create
propensities for certain social and behavioural outcomes, biology is always mediated by
environment and culture ' (Cooper 1999:239). The biopsychosocial perspective therefore still
constructs the condition of (S)EBD as internal to the individual, affected by that individual's
interactions but still as a fixed, and often assumed to be measurable, condition. As such then the
disorders may still be addressed by technologies, deriving from a psycho-medical approach.
This approach does not acknowledge the complex processes of defining deviance, does not see the
development of the concept of (S)EBD in the construction of normality. The biopsychosocial is still
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part of a medical gaze (Fox 1993). (Fox (1993:31) suggests that in some views the concept has now
been replaced by the 'psychoneuroimmunological' that provides a 'medical gaze which is universal
and holistic'. However it may be some time before this is discovered by education). Through the
medical gaze the effects of power are inscribed on the bodies of the children, through labels
constructed in expert disciplinary knowledge. The biopsychosocial extends the gaze to a wider
context, the individual in their family and social context, but does not alter the nature of the gaze.
The biopsychosocial and ADHD.
The dominant knowledge in the discussion ofADHD has been rooted in the idea of the biologically
determined abnormal. In this view ADHD is a neurobiological condition, a medical label that is
positive for children in that it both offers forgiveness, as discussed earlier but also access to
effective medication. 'Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is an internationally
recognised medical condition ofbrain dysfunction, in which individuals have problems in
inhibiting inappropriate behaviour and controlling impulses, so giving rise to educational,
behavioural and other difficulties' (Kewley 1999:23). Or, in the critical literature, it is the control
of naughtiness through a medical gaze, a soft category, a quasi-medical diagnosis (Slee 1995,
Thomas and Loxley 2001). 'The identification ofthis supposed 'disorder' and the willingness of
both medics and educators to want to treat it with drugs provide a case study ofthe readiness ever
to seek a clinical, even physiological rootfor children's problems' (Thomas and Loxley 2001:126).
The ADHD literature is in general very positive about the idea of labels, they offer hope and
effective intervention. 'At a more fundamental level, an informed diagnosis ofADHD challenges
the deeply embedded, pernicious belief that deviant behaviour in youngpeople is always
eitherprimarily volitional in nature or the product ofneglectful or deviant parenting' (Cooper
2000:599). Labels in this sense are not seen to be stigmatising, rather they validate the concerns of
parents or teachers without imputing blame. The only alternative to the diagnosis ofADHD is,
according to Cooper to blame the child, to see their actions as 'volitional' choosing to be bad, or to
blame the parents, 'neglectful or deviant parenting'.
Such labels denote which professional knowledge constructs them, and to some extent which
professionals are in control (Paper 6). ADHD 'creates a professional discourse, which is excluding.
This makes it difficult to challenge by the lay person or by other professionals who do not have
access to this specialised discourse ' (Paper 6:121). It elevates the status of some 'experts'.
However at the same time increased access by parents to information about 'conditions' like
ADHD and a growth in organised pressure, in the context of a developing culture of individual
responsibility for health, has created a more challenging client group, with an increased emphasis
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on a right to diagnosis (Norris and Lloyd 2000). Maras and others in the work mentioned earlier,
question whether teachers claiming not to be expert, not doctors, allowed the teachers to dissociate
themselves personally and thus professionally from the label ADHD (Maras et al 1997; Norris and
Lloyd 2000). This connects with the argument, mentioned earlier, that policy changes and their
impact on education may create a resistance in some teachers, which may be partly expressed in a
wish to transfer responsibility onto external experts (Galloway et al 1994).
Paper 6 also identified other benefits of labels, for example the financial benefit for families when
the diagnosis ofADHD was made. Equally there may be a financial benefit for schools in attracting
of funding for special educational needs, where audit based funding depends on the identification
ofmore medical sounding conditions, rather than those associated with disadvantage. 'Syndromes
means funds' (Paper 6:127). Dyson and others have observed the 'colonisation' ofmainstream
schools by special education staff in theory working to transform the schools, 'in practice they are
constantly under pressure to reproduce the traditionalfeatures ofspecial education'' (Dyson 1997,
cited in Paper 6:127). Here notions of individual deficit become part of the politics of resource
allocation, political rather than psychological (Corbett and Norwich 1997) and '...needs talk
functions as a mediumfor the making and contesting ofpolitical claims'' (Fraser 1989:163)
So medical labels seem to have a financial and apparently more powerful explanatory power than
other labels. ADHD is a clear example of what Cohen and colleagues in the LISA, call the 'rational
use of drugs' paradigm (Cohen et al 2001). The prescription rate ofmedication is affected by much
more than the apparent incidence ofADHD and the availability of the medication. 'Medications
themselves are much more than material objects with physiological effects; they are also
representations that carry meanings and shape social relations as they evolve in conjunction with
individuals and collectivities...' (Cohen et al 2001: 442). In the USA the 'new medical model' has
recently been promoted, with similarities to the biopsychosocial promoted in Britain by Cooper
(Forness and Kavale 2001, Cooper 2001).
The new medical model
The new medical model, advocated recently in a paper in the American journal Behavioural
Disorders by Forness and Kavale (2001), is based on the observation that when 'the old medical
model' was discarded,'special educators struggling with the challenging behaviors ofchildren
with emotional and behavioral disorders (E/BD) came to rely on functional behavioral analysis
andpositive behavior support as the sole strategy available for diagnosis and treatment. The new
medical model adds to the classroom behavioral armamentarium a contemporary, largely
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biological, conceptualframework that emphasizes the role ofpsychopharmacology in the treatment
ofE/BD' (Oswald 2002:155).
The new medical model reasserts the disciplinary supremacy ofmedical professionals, rejecting the
conceptualisations and strategies developed by educators. The analysis of press coverage ofADHD
in Britain suggested that there was a hierarchy of experts and that GPs and educational
professionals were not frequently quoted (Paper 6; Norris and Lloyd 2000). Schools do not have
the resources to diagnose and prescribe and are dependent on hospital based psychiatrists and
pediatricians. Kewley calls for a screening for ADHD at an early age in schools as well as for a
range of other 'conditions', SEBD, dyslexia and so on. (Kewley 1999). ADHD is itself considered
to be co-morbid with a range of other 'disorders' - 60-70% of those diagnosed with ADHD are
thought have one or more co-existing conditions, some of these, like ADHD, imported from the
American DSM IV (see discussion of this in Paper 6). Oppositional Defiant Disorder, Conduct
Disorder, Depression, Bipolar Disorder, Tourette's, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, Dyslexia,
Asperger's (Kewley 1999).
Thus the concept ofADHD is widened to relate to a whole raft ofpsychosocial problems, involving
complex 'cocktails' ofmedication, not simply those like methylphenidate hydrochloride often
recommended for ADHD, '...current ways ofseeing EBD are retreating to an account ofthe
culpable individual, pathology or neurology in a way thatprovide apartial view of the possibilities
for intervention'' (Daniels 2001: 119). The new medical model in the USA and the biopsychosocial
in Britain clearly can be criticised in that the labels are constructed to focus on the individual and
therefore avoid scrutiny of the school environment. The difficulties of children and young people
are constructed out of' ...assumptions about deficit, weakness, disturbance or vulnerability'
(Thomas and Loxley 2001:88).
Gresham in a critique of the new medical model of 'E/BD' agrees with Paper 6 that the reasoning
involved in explaining disorders like ADHD is tautologous (Gresham 2002) 'Children have it
because they show the behaviours which define if (Paper 6). Gresham quotes Carson's view that
'psychiatrists continue to view problematic behaviors as manifestations ofa generalised,
mysterious intrinsic property- much like a virus - that exists within individuals whose behaviour
meet certain classification criteria'' (Gresham 2002:159). The procedures for exclusion /suspension
from school in the USA, require a consideration of whether the behaviour considered by the school
to be unacceptable is a manifestation of their 'emotional disability' (Munn et al 2000). Gresham
suggests that this produces a conceptual quandary in 'manifestation determination' hearings when
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'school personnel involved must decide whether a student's problem behavior was or was not due
to his or her emotional disability'' (Gresham 2002:159). This difficulty follows from a
conceptualisation of difficulties as disease, the disease 'causes' the behaviour so are all actions
therefore a manifestation of the disease, however if this is so the behaviour must be understood and
therefore cannot be punished.
The next sections return to the centrality of the processes of labelling in disciplinary processes in
school and then move on to consider how these are gendered.
Dividing practices
School regimes of regulation and punishment involve complex mixture of disciplinary processes, a
range of dividing practices through constructed binary judgements. You are either normal or
abnormal, are mad or sane. This brings us back to the binariness of much of the conceptualisation
of (S)EBD. If it consists of a fixed measurable condition, then you either have it or you don't. This
then conflicts with other models, such as those underpinning the formal systems of discipline and
disciplinary exclusion in school, which operate in terms of'behaviour' that is acceptable or
unacceptable, good or bad, innocent or culpable.
Some commentators are currently suggesting a significant shift from 'naughty' to psychological
explanations and some shift in this direction is apparent in the new medical and the biopsychosocial
models (Slee 1995, 1998, Thomas and Loxley 2001, Gresham 2002; Cooper 2001). However this
seems too simple; a review of the history of theory and practice with young people defined as
deviant suggests that they have always been intertwined, coming and going, separating and then
overlapping (Paper 7). The power of different professional groups shifts and is reconstructed, as
argued earlier, in terms of their own professional interests, theoretical perspectives, personal lives
as well as changes in the socioeconomic context of their work and the legislative and policy
context. The jumble ofjargon / 'loose labelling' identified in the process of labelling young people
reflects the complexity of the labels - who gets labelled, which in turn reflects who does the
labelling and affects the impact of labelling on pupils. 'Whose interests do particular labels serve
and what are the structural conditions leading to the attachment ofcertain labels to given groups?'
(Riddell 1996:12).
Tutt, on the basis of his research in the 1970s, suggested that a lack of professional consensus over
the meaning of labels and the structure of decision-making led to almost untrammelled professional
discretion (Tutt 1984 cited in paper 7:137). His research suggested that there was a fortuitousness
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in placements of young people, whether they were labelled as in need of care depended on their
location or the interests and opinions of their individual educational psychologist, or whether they
first entered the social welfare or the education decision-making system. The research reported in
Paper 1 also indicated a similar level of fortuitousness, undermining assumptions that the
professional decision-making about (S)EBD identified the young people most 'in need' of special
provision. Research into exclusion from school also suggested that a range of factors to do with the
school, its pastoral care and professional decision-making were involved in constructing
disciplinary exclusion rates (Paper 8). The shift in national and local policy involved in the
development of youth strategies in the 1980s when funding was withdrawn from the Scottish List D
schools led to a redefining of difficulties in young people as the numbers placed in residential
schools for the 'maladjusted' rose in equal numbers to the reduction of those placed in List D
schools (Paper 7). So the label of need was reconstructed. In the case ofADHD Paper 6 argues that
it 'would be understandable if teachers, as well as parents, looking for scarce resources for this
group were to look for ways in which they could justify their arguments by minimising the social
disadvantage and emphasising individual need' (Paper 6:128).
As I have argued the labelling process involves a complex process involving a range of
professionals, pupils, and parents negotiating with varying power in a context of shifting
conceptualisations of deviance and diverse policy and legislation. The professionals involved come
from a range of different contexts - education, support services such as educational psychology,
social work and health. Policy and legislation in relation to education, social welfare, health and
justice overlap and affect each other in practice. Definitions of need vary but also overlap in both
legislation and in practice (Lloyd et al 2001).
'Young people presenting behaviour which is regarded as unacceptable will usually be responded
to on a random and uncoordinated basis by one or more offour professional systems: education,
health, criminal justice and social services' (O'Neill 2001: 49). Council documents, on the other
hand, in Scotland talk of careful inter-disciplinary assessment and joint decision making (Lloyd et
al 2001). In Paper 1 and Papers 2 and 3 young people were placed in a range of settings, funded by
education and/or social work. The common feature was a professional decision that they 'needed'
to be educated in a separate setting, from unit in mainstream school, special unit or school,
residential school or secure. The placements reflected all the complexity of factors discussed
earlier, in terms of those involved in the labelling process, and also more straightforward factors
such as the provision available in the council and the funding available for out of council
placements, particularly in expensive secure accommodation.
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The proportion of young women in special provision of this kind is usually about a quarter of the
total population, whether educationally funded or social work funded, although the proportion
placed in secure provision has at times been higher (Papers 1 and 9; Maras and Cooper 1999;
O'Neill 2001). Girls are also excluded from school in similar proportions. What is clear in the
professional decision-making and placement process is that in Scotland and in England young
people excluded from school for similar actions or referred for similar welfare concerns might end
up in very different settings (Cole et al 1998; Brodie 2001; Papers 1, 7 and 8). Gendered
assumptions about deviance are key dimensions of this process. Dividing practices work to
separated the deviant from the normal. Both are gendered concepts.
Gendered practices
So production of conformity, and of deviance, in school is gendered. Young women may be viewed
as 'better behaved' but also both more vulnerable and more wicked than young men (Paper 9). In
Papers 8 and 9 I argued that the research /thinking about gendered decision-making in the juvenile
justice system was useful in developing an understanding of processes in relation to educational
deviance. The young women in the research reported in Papers 2 and 3 had been involved in a
range of labelling and decision making processes relating to their actions in the family, the
neighbourhood as well as the school. Their lives were not neatly divided between home and school
in the way ofmost research literature.
The literature on deviance in school, on (S)EBD rarely discusses the experiences of girls and young
women, often claiming to be gender blind but implicitly or explicitly focussing on the experiences
of young men (Papers 2,3 and 8). Young women are quite disproportionately absent from the
'special educational needs' literature (Paper 9). Riddell, discussing the invisibility of gender
(quoted in Paper 9) suggests three reasons for this. First the under development of disability theory
and the predominance on the disability movement ofmen, second the neglect by feminism of issues
of disability and special educational needs, and last the continued domination of what she called the
'child centred ideology in the field ofspecial educational needs' (Riddell 1996:3). The stronger
presence of girls/young women in the criminological literature is shown in a strong feminist
research base although this has been less prominent more recently (Gelsthorpe 1989; Hudson
1989). In Paper 9 I argued that thinking about decision-making in relation to educational deviance
would benefit from the development of feminist thinking in criminology.
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Feminist views
One of the few recent papers on gender and (S)EBD (Maras and Cooper 1999) begins by
discussing 'internal to childfeatures as a basis ofEBDs' and then offer a perhaps rather simple
version of feminist approaches -'In contrast, there is a growing literature that depicts gender
issues in terms ofillegitimate masculine power built on (notions of) male domination and
oppression offemales...' (Maras and Cooper 1999:66). The authors give faint praise to what they
describe as feminist views, although fail to refer to the diversity of ideas in feminist thinking, but
do make the important point that current conceptualisations of gender avoid crude binary divisions,
quoting Mac an Ghail in talking of the complex social and psychological processes, involved in the
development of gendered subjectivities, underpinned by institutional and wider powers (Mac an
Ghail 1994).
Feminist thinking on the development of gendered subjectivities has been largely rather more
sophisticated than the account offered by Maras and Cooper, who perhaps underplay the theoretical
debt owed by writers on masculinities like Mac an Ghail to the preceding, and current, feminist
perspectives on gender. There are, of course, different feminisms, with varied perspectives on this
issue (Francis 2000).
Francis discusses the contribution of post-structuralist theory in addressing theoretical complexities
that have challenged earlier feminist thinking (for example that rooted in social learning/
behaviourist traditions) (Francis 1999). 'Black, working class, gay and disabledfeminists, have
drawn white middle class, able bodied heterosexualfeminists' attention to the fact that oppressive
power relationships are not dependent only on gender but on a host ofotherfactors and can exist
between women'' (Francis 1999:7) She rejects the gender essentialism of'difference feminists' but
also those ideas which entirely dismiss the gender dichotomy (Francis 1999:16). Much current
thinking on gender identity, tends to see gender as relational, 'not as fixed, as socially constructed
through various gender discourses...\Francis 2000; Francis 1999)
Feminist writing about education has largely, with a few notable exceptions, ignored deviance,
concentrating much more on issues to do with the curriculum and teacher pupil relations in the
classroom. Rather than concentrate on a broad idea of women's oppression in education, several
studies of the construction and deconstruction of femininity in school developed a notion of active
resistance by girls and young women, suggesting that often they engage in different forms of
resistance from boys (Riddell 1992; Lees 1993; Lloyd 1992; Plummer 2000). The young women in
the projects discussed in Papers 1,2,3 and 8 sometimes were defined as deviant in terms of some
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conceptions of feminine deviance, for example running away and being 'at risk' and sometimes, as
will be discussed further later, doubly deviant as their actions were seen to be more associated with
notions of deviance associated with young men, such as violence in groups (Paper 8).
Although some literature suggests that girls may be more likely to construct their deviance in
actions different from that of 'silly' or bad boys (Francis 2000: 62), it also offers examples of girls
and boys together in sometimes resisting and sometimes conforming to the school's gendered
construction of 'normality'. I argued earlier that power and resistance to power can be understood
as part of the same interrelated process. Young women may be constructed as part of a discourse of
normality and deviance in school but may also position themselves actively in other discourses.
The discourses of conformity and deviance shift and alter with the play of power relationships in
schools, they are produced not only through official values and the formal power of teachers over
boys and girls, they are also produced in the operations of power between and among teachers (men
and women) in schools, between teachers and school managers and between teachers and other
professionals (Paper 8). They are also produced strongly in the construction, as argued earlier of
'reputations' by boys and girls of each other and of themselves. Reputations can be experienced as
supportive or excluding, they can include references to gender, sexuality, class or ethnicity. Gypsy
Traveller girls may be name-called, for example in relation to both gender and ethnicity.
Reputations may operate within and across boundaries, for example, of class and gender. There
may be contradictions in their use, as for example, when young women, themselves constructed as
deviant in school, may actively engage themselves in sex based name-calling 'cow', 'whore',
'prostitute' of other girls (Lloyd 1992:218).
Plummer quotes Reay's argument that prevailing academic discourses marginalise the ways in
which social class contributes to social identities of young women but asserts, again with Reay, that
the only current feminist work which examines the intersections of class and gender is almost
exclusively written by feminists academics from working class backgrounds (Plummer 2000: 84,
citing Reay 1998:260). Their position offers a valuable emphasis on the experiences of working
class women although significantly overemphasises the virtue of the academics' own class based
stories. Plummer also sees working class girls 'problems that underlie their educationalfailure and
which manifest themselves as anorexia, withdrawal, depression, and early pregnancy' as forms of
resistance' (Plummer 2000:200). This is a rather over simple analysis which fails to address the
complexities of individual gendered subjectivities in relation to the operations of power within and
between groups of adults, young men and young women, and within and between social classes. As
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argued earlier young women may both resist and be produced by relations of class and gender. ' We
are all complexly constructed through different categories, ofdifferent antagonisms, and these may
have the effect of locating us socially in multiple positions ofmarginality and subordination, but
which do not yet operate on us in exactly the same way' (Hall 1991:57).
Gendered power relations in school
The processes and assumptions evident in professional decision-making in the schools researched
as part of the Scottish project on disciplinary exclusion suggest some ways in which the operation
of power in school is gendered (Paper 8). I argued earlier that many pupils, male and female choose
to be 'well behaved' and that they participate in the processes that define and redefine acceptable
actions. In the complex and shifting world of schools pupils may move in and out of 'well behaved'
or deviant identities as they also move, or are moved, in and out of participation in class or school
through the operation of formal and informal exclusionary processes. I referred to the operations of
power in the production of the pupils who want/choose to behave and of those who are construed as
deviant. Through the deconstruction of school practices, which represent the exercise of power,
informal as well as formal, in normalising social relationships in school, the production of deviance
is linked with the wider factors of social inequality, ethnicity and gender. These dimensions may
not be very explicit, however, in these practices. Only two of 176 Headteachers in the project on
disciplinary exclusion from school identified gender when asked what they thought were the key
issues (Paper 8). Gender was not seen as significant but was taken for granted.
School staff interviewed in several of the projects discussed in the submitted papers talked not only
ofwhat was 'acceptable behaviour' but indicated a construction of acceptability or worthiness.
Gypsy Traveller young women, as discussed earlier, could make themselves acceptable by
'passing', by minimising their Traveller status through dress, language and style of interaction with
teachers and other pupils (Papers 4 and 5). Girls in the project on disciplinary exclusion could
avoid reaching the stage exclusion by being willing to 'take a telling off (Paper 8). Girls and young
women may be seen to avoid direct confrontation, but when they are perceived to be challenging
the 'authority' of the school and become involved in the processes of disciplinary exclusion the
reasons given for the exclusion were parallel to those given for boys.
The criminological literature suggested that professional decision-making about girls is permeated
with concerns about morality and vulnerability. The history of special provision for girls (see Paper
7) suggests that in the historically shifting issues of punishment and welfare, girls were more often
processed within a context of welfare concerns. Biologically based accounts of their deviance were
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more prominent and a continuing concern for their sexual actions (Papers 7 and 9). The idea of
reputations, discussed earlier, has been well developed in understanding the ways in which the
sexual actions of young women are labelled by other young people and their teachers and how this
becomes part of a process of social control (Lees 1993). Sewell in his discussion of black
masculinities and schooling cites Foucault's argument that'sexuality underlies the whole truth
about aperson' and argues for an understanding of the 'policing ofsexuality, both institutional and
self imposed' (Sewell 2000 :xii).
Carlen, discussing adult women offenders, talked of a gender deal, where women are shown greater
leniency if they take on feminine behaviour, if they are in a 'normal' family as a wife or daughter
(Carlen 1988; Carlen and Worrall 1987). 'Within the notion ofconformity there is inscribed a
system ofgender differentiation which enables defendants to be judgedfor their identity as much
for, or instead of, the crime they may be committing' (Young 1996:42-43, cited in Paper 9). In the
process of disciplinary exclusion, as in the criminal justice system there may be a double bind for
girls; the possibility of greater leniency if they follow the script and are a 'nice' girl, despite their
crime but of greater harshness if they not only break the school rules but also those which construct
appropriate femininity. If they are violent, if they are aggressive in groups, if they are sexually
promiscuous they may be judged more deviant. Judgement and care here intersect. In the stories of
the young women in the studies reported here even when young women come into structures of
professional decision-making on grounds of committing offences they are more likely to be
processed in terms of concerns about their moral welfare - or their threat to the moral fabric
(Hudson 1989).
The threat of bad girls
The young women in the projects discussed in Papers 2 and 3 epitomised the dangerousness of
deviant girls. They were in trouble at school, they were delinquent in their neighbourhoods, they
were sexually active. Their moral turpitude was shown because despite support provided by the
State, they still perversely became (mainly single) teenage mothers, 'doubly dangerous to society,
both because of their own apparent lack of morality and welfare dependency and because of their
responsibility for producing the male, delinquent youth of the future' (Paper 3). In that paper I
rejected the view that such young women were 'feckless creators of their own irresponsible
circumstances' or that alternatively that they were 'victims of their own structural positioning' in
terms of gender and class. They had experienced difficulties in their lives, had been subject to the
working of power in producing their deviant label and identity but had also shown resistance. Their
stories illustrate the complexity of these processes, of the complicated interplay of individual
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biographies with structural forces (Paper 9). Their lives showed opportunities taken, resistances and
choices made. They resisted their production as 'docile bodies'. These choices were limited
however by a context of poverty, of poor housing and limited employment opportunities.
Their stories show the significance of gender in an exploration of the construction and processing
of deviance in schools but that as argued earlier, gender is itself constituted in relation to other
structural factors like ethnicity and class. 'Rather the new politics ofcultural difference examines
the regulative and normalisingpower within identity categories. In this way identity is constituted
through a range ofsubjectivities that cannot be contained within a single category' (Hayward and
Mac an Ghaill 1998:127).
The following sections widen the focus on gender to include social class and culture into a
discussion of the idea of social exclusion.
Gender, class and culture
Gender and class are central to understanding how power relations in school construct and redefine
normality and deviance. Wright and colleagues, discussing gender and race in exclusion from
school, draw on Bourdieu in suggesting that pupils (and teachers) have a constantly reformulated
set of dispositions towards power, primarily rooted in social class. They argue that ethnicity, gender
and class are intertwined in question of how pupils are disposed towards the power relations they
experience in school (Wright et al 2000; Bourdieu and Passeron 1977).
The relationship between disciplinary exclusion in school and wider exclusionary processes is
apparent in the stories of the young women and of the Traveller young people and their families.
The disciplinary (and self) exclusion ofGypsy Traveller families from school, and from aspects of
majority culture, connects with and is reproduced by the inability ofmany schools to recognise and
accommodate their difference (Paper 4). This difference is also developed and defined in relation to
their position in local communities. Gypsy Travellers in the study discussed here often lived either
on Traveller sites, which tended to be in very disadvantaged neighbourhoods or else to be housed in
poor housing areas. Name-calling and discrimination in school reflected opinions about Travellers
in these neighbourhoods.
The young women in the research discussed in Papers 2 and 3 all lived in areas of social
disadvantage, some in extremely poor, sometimes very troubled streets, or in tower blocks with
discarded needles on the stairs. Recent thinking and policy development tends to use the term
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social exclusion to indicate the ways in which disadvantage is multiplied in some areas (Clark et al
2001)
Paper 2 suggests that the limited educational opportunities offered by special provision for (S)EBD
are linked to the subsequent experience of social exclusion. Whether young people in transition
find themselves in circumstances of social exclusion is affected by social policies affecting the
institutions that shape their lives (Baldwin et al 1997).
Social exclusion
Much recent discussion of the issue of social exclusion has used the ideas of social and cultural
capital to address the process of the reproduction of inequality (Garnikov and Green 1999).
Versions of the idea of social capital, as in its different formulations, underpin many policy
recommendations relevant to the social groups participating in the research projects discussed in
this submission. Coleman's formulation of the idea of social capital is relatively value neutral,
although others have developed the idea as a more normative concept, linked with presumed
desirable forms of democracy (Coleman 1994; Garnikov and Green 1999). This more normative
understanding of the term is evident in much of the UK current policy formation around issues of
social exclusion. In the Westminster and Scottish governments' conceptualisation of social
exclusion, there has been a 'shift awayfrom a solefocus on material deprivation towards a
recognition ofwider social and cultural factors.... social capital features increasinglyprominently
in New Labour thinking' (Riddell and Tett 2001:5).
The failure of some of these recent conceptualisations to include the dimensions of power/conflict
can lead to rather romantic conceptions of community. This can be seen in some writing about
Travellers, where a celebration of some strong cultural values fails to emphasise for many Gypsy
Travellers the strength of the exclusionary forces around their loss of traditional employment, lack
of access to medical services, harassment and disadvantaged living situation (Papers 4 and 5). The
cultural capital ofGypsy Travellers is not exchangeable for that which enables educational
achievement, 'the expression ofclass privilege within educational institutions' (Garnikov and
Green 1999:59). Ozga talking of the education market and school choice suggests that schools may
encourage the participation of those pupils 'fromfamilies with social and cultural capital, which
contributes to the virtuous spiral ofsuccess, and to rejectpupils who may not so contribute' (Ozga
2000:62). Others may be more easily excluded. School staff talking of Travellers experiences
recognised that minority groups have 'culture' but not that there are a range of cultures in schools
and their neighbourhoods, as suggested by the Traveller support teacher in Paper 5. "What I think
the shortfall is there, is that teachers in schools are not aware of their own culture, they are all dying
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to be told about Travellers culture but they are not aware that this is a system they operate in ...you
really have to have a close introspective look at the culture you are creating in a school".
In Paper 3 I rejected the current usage of the 'underclass', in its implication that young people were
solely responsible for their own plight, so individualising 'the problem of vulnerable young people'
(Leney 1999:37). Leney suggests that there was some worth in Myrdal's early conceptualisation of
the underclass in analysing the 'tendencyfor economic and social polarization, combined with a
credentialism in education and the labour market, and both impacting on particular communities
intensely, as creating almost impenetrable boundariesfor the unemployed, groups with low skills
and ethnic minorities' (Leney 1999:36). In substituting the concept of social exclusion we need to
be able to address the complexities of individual biographies with social structures of disadvantage.
The stories in Paper 3 illustrated the complicated interplay of individual biographies with structural
forces; their choices were limited by a context of poverty, of poor housing and limited employment
opportunities.
The ideas of social and cultural capital, it is suggested can bridge the perennial gap between these
structures and the individuals. Munn discussing disciplinary exclusion from school views social
capital as 'an elaboration of the concept ofcultural capital, and by giving greater analytical
purchase on that conceptprovides a useful analytical tool in understanding schoolpractices...'
(Munn 2000:172). Schuller and colleagues argue that 'a social capital approach is relational, and
requires us to look at socialphenomena from different angles simultaneously in ways that at least
attempt to capture the changing nature ofrelationships... This is, emphatically, to be distinguished
from apost-modernistposition ofunqualified relativism...' (Schuller et al 2000:29). Schuller et al
think that, despite the problems they identify with the concept, it has value because Ht shifts the
focus ofanalysis from the behaviour of individual agents to the patterns ofrelations between
agents, social units and institutions, can act as a link between macro, meso and macro, crosses
disciplinary boundaries, reinserts issues ofvalue into the heart ofsocial science discourse and so
can be ofheuristic value' (Schuller at al 2000:25-26).
So the idea of social capital may be useful in helping to explore the networks, families, identities
and the features of social life, in relation to advantage and disadvantage but only when its roots in
the older ideas of cultural deprivation, where only the privileged had culture and the poor need to
be given it, are rejected. The relationship between ideas of cultural deprivation and those of
inadequate parenting, criticised by Bernstein and others in the 1970s (Bernstein 1970; Keddie
1971; Plummer 2000), is reappearing in current formulations of social exclusion, where 'social
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capital may be realised in a normative order oftraditional institutionalforms, for instance,
favouring two-parent nuclearfamilies; locating the 'parenting deficit' in women's increased labour
market activity; and arguingfor a collectivist non-relativist moral regime ofduties and
responsibilities to which all are expected to conform, particularly those least wellplaced in the
.system'(Garnikov and Green 1999:50). McClenaghan questions the validity of the validity of social
capital in its uses in discussion of community action, arguing that in its original formulation by
Bourdieu it provided a more useful'.. frameworkfor the study of the complex social processes
structuring and restructuring the socialfield in which community takes place. (McClenaghan
2000:580) She argues for a critical view of the ways in which cultural and social capital are
differentially accessible and how they operate to obscure social and economic inequalities.
Ifwe reject the more normative perspectives yet we can still recognise that people do have
individual troubles and these are clearly both produced and exacerbated by poverty. How people
respond to and deal with social disadvantage is through networks of social relationships, in
accordance with or in rejection of cultural traditions, which are not fixed but constantly
reconstructed and redefined (Paper 4), operating through a range of social institutions, as argued
earlier, where the self is constructed through technologies of power. The major structural factors
are still there, as I argued earlier, power is not random, structural factors and human actions affect
and constrain the way the mix works in practice and how it impacts on the individual subject. How
individual difficulty is defined and addressed in disadvantaged communities is increasingly
discussed in terms of social exclusion, unpacked into ideas of capital, which may be useful in
making sense of the complex relationships between major structures of inequality and the processes
of education and social welfare - if they are not constituted in formulations which denote blame to
the poor, obscure economic inequalities or deny individual agency to those involved. In the next
sections I focus on the idea of individual agency in a discussion of the place of the individual
troubles and the individual subject.
Individual troubles
The troubles of the young women, in Papers 2 and 3, may in many ways, have been rooted in
poverty but they also were experienced and accounted for by the young women as individual
troubles. For many of the girls their difficulties with school were seen to be connected with the
failure of schools to recognise and accommodate changes and problems in their out of school lives
(Paper 2:72). Osier and colleagues talk of the invisibility of such difficulties in schools (Osier
2002). Much of the sociology of educational deviance, as argued earlier, has tended to underplay
the complexities of individual human experience. Yet many of the participants in the research
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projects discussed in this commentary spoke of their feelings about their lives in school and at
home. Furlong's paper talks of the hidden injuries of schooling and the failure ofmuch writing to
acknowledge the feelings of pupils (Furlong 1991). 'Most ofus, when we pause for thought,
recognise that we have highly complex emotional lives and this, in part derives from the fact that
our social world makes contradictory emotional demands on us' (Furlong 1991:305).
School deviance inevitably has a psychological and emotional dimension, denied by much of the
critical literature on inclusion in its rejection of the individualising of the psycho-medical model.
Writers like Thomas and Loxley, Garner and Slee tend to argue that if schools were run with
humanity and due attention to children's rights then they wouldn't have any problems and that
'psychologism' is really just about control (Thomas and Loxley 2001; Slee 1995, 1998, 2000;
Garner 1999). Garner equates 'Pupils with Problems' with 'oppositional behaviour'. Fie sees
current concerns about pupils 'behaviour' as 'a further expression ofthe traditionalfear of
difference - whether cultural, racial, social or behavioural - within our society' (Garner 1999:166).
This underplays the powerfulness of the individual's experiences in and out of school and the
complexity of the relationship between them. This complexity is evident, for example, in the story
ofAnn (Paper 2). Paradoxically however those perspectives, variously described as medical or
psycho-medical represent an individualistic approach which fails to address the idiosyncratic
complexities of experience and subjectivity of the actual individual human subject - rather they
tend to classify and sort individuals into categories and label them as (S)EBD, ADHD, conduct
disordered. The biopsychosocial model is not sufficiently complex and it is still rooted in an
individualistic perspective, which sees the difficulties as essentially belonging to the individual -
the organic nature of disease mediated by the psychosocial experience for the individual.
I have argued that to try to understand 'the deviant pupil' means to explore the dynamic
relationships between the major structural factors of class, gender and ethnicity, the levels ofpolicy
and legislation, the ways in which these are understood, implemented and resisted by professionals
in their institutions and negotiated by these professionals with pupils and parents. It means
exploring the processes by which the major structural factors interplay with individual actions
through the operations of power within and between governments, schools, families and
neighbourhoods. It means recognising the operations of different (gendered) regimes of truth in
systems of professional decision-making and surveillance, which produce ideas of the norm and
produce the 'deviant' in relation to the 'normal'.
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It also means to acknowledge that individual pupils make choices and have feelings and
understandings which are individual and idiosyncratic and that these develop in their unique
biographies but that these are formed and shaped within institutions, such as the family and school,
within discourses, ideologies and institutional practices. From birth the individual subjectivity is
forming in a dynamic interaction, affected by a child's biological and temperamental dimensions
but these are experienced, interpreted, incorporated and resisted in relation to shifting
understandings generated through the institutional discourses of family, neighbourhood, mass
media and school.
If, as I have argued, we need to recognise the dangers of privatising public concerns then we should
be equally wary of dismissing complex human feelings. In rejecting the biological determinism, for
example in much of the literature associated with ADHD, or some of the crude biological
assumptions about femininity in some explanations of girls deviance, it would be foolish to deny
that some biological factors are relevant (Papers 4 and 9). How individuals make decisions and live
in their social world is also affected by physical and biological factors. In Paper 4 I argued for an
appreciation of the work done in relation to ADHD by psychologists in the developmental
contextualist tradition (Pellegrini and Horvat 1995). Some feminist writers have drawn on
psychodynamic perspectives, for example on the notion of the unconscious, in understanding
personal histories and the development of gender identity in families (Mitchell 1975; Chodorow
1978). Plummer criticises this work (middle class women again!) but does quote the black
liberation psychologist Fanon who argues that in order to liberate themselves people 'have to
attend to the woundedness oftheir psyches' (Plummer 2000:50; Fanon 1963).
Some of the young people, boys and girls interviewed for these research projects had mental health
problems. The concept of a mental health problem, like (S)EBD, is relational; it is socially
produced, reflecting the assumptions of the definer, part of regimes of truth that act to produce
conformity and deviance. This analysis is not incompatible with recognition that the troubles of
some young people are expressed through actions that indicate distress. Young women who run
away, use drugs, and engage in sexual intercourse with strangers may be having a good time, or
they may be resisting what they see to be inappropriate expectations of femininity or they may, like
Lesley, be angry and confused and running from violence and sexual abuse at home (Paper 3).
Some young women in these studies had engaged in physical self harm or had been so depressed
that they could not leave the house in the morning.
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Depression and suicide are widely recognised to be highly related to social and economic
disadvantage, to unemployment. If they are only conceptualised as an individual phenomenon then
these links will not be addressed. If the question posed earlier is not asked, about whose interests do
particular labels serve and the structural conditions leading to the attachment of certain labels to
given groups, then the relationship between the conceptualisation of mental heath and the interests
of the pharmaceutical industry would not be apparent (Riddell 1996; Paper 6).
Troubles, often gendered like abuse, depression and eating disorders, are both socially defined and
individually experienced. James and colleagues argue, for example, with Foucault that child abuse
is not currently more prevalent but more evident in a contemporary context with a particular view
of the innocent (although also still seductive) child. The concept has been defined in current
professional practice but historically was a constant practice (James et al 1998; Foucault 1988). The
recognition of this however does not deny the deep distress felt by abused young women (Papers
2,3). James et al argue that' The body in childhood is a crucial resource for making and breaking
identity, precisely because of its unstable material' (James et al 1998:156). To deny the body in our
thinking is, paradoxically, to prevent the development of theorising the complex relationship
between the body and its social context. In relation to ADHD for example in Paper 6 I argued that
as children's brains are plastic and continue to develop during childhood and adolescence then a
dynamic model is required, which recognises the reciprocal effects of the body and its social
context. 'Biologies can be created and are responsive to environments' (Paper 6).
While recognising biology as a form of historically situated disciplinary knowledge I reject those
views that argue that the body is only a socially constructed knowledge. ' While the limitations of
the body are constantly changing, they still shape the feasibility ofmediated interactions' (Shilling
1999:553). That the body may be 'endlessly reconstructed and reinvented' (Armstrong 1983, cited
in James et al 1998) is relevant to thinking about mental health, about SEBD, about ADHD, all
ideas rooted in particular historical and disciplinary discourses. However while a key issue here
involves who defines and labels pain, the bodies of individual subjects also feel pain and distress,
which is articulated by those who feel it.
The individual subject
In its critique of individualism some of the critical literature about inclusion has lost some sense of
the individuality of human persons. The assertion of the presence of individuality is sometimes set
in contrast to the 'dissolveddecentred, deconstructed individual actor and author as he or she
appears in Durkheimian, Structuralist and Post-structuralist schools of social science' (Rapport
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1997:7 italics in original). Rapport argued that an appreciation of the individuality of others is
fostered through a consciousness of oneself in a socio cultural environment. He criticises 'the
relative ease with which one can anti-humanistically impersonalise (dehumanise) others while
wishing yet to personalise (reserve a comparatively humane treatmentfor) oneself; one creates a
marvellously ingenious, elegant and circumscribing model ofthe lack of individual agency of
others (their false consciousness, their unconsciousness, their collective consciousness) while
omitting (the possibility of) one's own creativity as model-builderfrom the model...'' (Rapport
1998:8). Dyson in discussing issues in researching 'voice' identifies the difficulties faced by those
whose research identifies voices which do not correspond to the theoretical model /expectations of
researchers and their tendency then to resort to idea of false consciousness (Dyson 1998:10).
The humanistic liberalism offered by Rapport is attractive in the possibilities it offers for human
change and improvement and its connection with ideas of social justice. Writers in this tradition
recognise that human beings have feelings, belief and desires which can be expressed in words
through which they tell the stories of their lives (Rapport 1998) but however this approach does
underestimate the impact of the major structural forces, operating through the complexities and
inequalities of power in social settings.
The individual human subject of value and worth listening to, however, must be part of an
understanding of the stories of research participants, who are 'allowed' to reflect, to have self-
awareness. Cohen argues that' We shouldfocus on selfconsciousness not in order to fetishise the
selfbut, rather, to illuminate society'' (Cohen 1994). The notion of mental health and mental health
problems necessarily involve some conceptualisation of individual identity. Bendle argues that
increasing concerns about'mental health, both in its institutionalforms and its cultural
representations'' are paralleled by a theoretical crisis around the concept of' identity' (Bendle
2002:4). Perhaps the currently most quoted approach to identity is Giddens' notion of the reflexive
self in the risk society, where self identity is reflexively understood by the individual in terms of his
or her biography (Giddens 2001). Sociological notions of the self, like that of Giddens, have been
criticised for their emphasis on cognitive processes and marginalising of lthe significance of
emotional dimensions of interaction for human action and social structure' (Shilling 1999:558; see
also Furlong 1991 discussed earlier).
Giddens uses some ideas from psychodynamic theory, in particular from the object relations model,
to develop a notion of the development of a stable self-identity in childhood through childhood
relationships. I have found some of the key concepts of psychodynamic theory useful, particularly
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in their historical/biographical perspective, the centrality of feeling and the notion of the
unconscious (in its less determinist conceptions). The notion that the past is present in a relatively
un/integrated, un/resolved way in all current biographies seems important as a part of an
understanding of troubles experienced by young people, but has important flaws. For example,
Butler criticises the use of psychodynamic ideas (in particular those derived from Lacan) in some
feminist models of the formation of gendered subjectivities, while recognising some value in
identifying the 'developmental moments in which gendered identity is acquired (Butler 1990:326).
She raises the fundamental problem with psychodynamic perspectives, in their almost complete
lack of a social and culture context for child development and their lack of reflectiveness on the
social production of theory itself. She is critical of an over determinist notion of intrapsychic
processes of an 'interior fixity ofour identities' (Butler 1990:339)
However the notion that human beings have a psychic life, characterised by affect as well as
intellect, in constant interaction with their social world is still central to a notion of humanity. For
some people an understanding of their troubles requires a recognition that the emotions of their
inner world may become overwhelming, that they find it difficult to deal with their social world.
Difficulties with this inner psychic world do not simply represent the projection of professionals
reconstructing the 'challenging' as 'disturbed', although human beings as I have argued, respond,
construct and reconstruct their sense of self in relation to the play of power relationships in
families, schools and other social contexts which contribute to their own discourse of personal
difficulty.
ADHD, evil or possession by devils, each of these different accounts of human actions derives
from discourses that become normalised and a part of the cultural awareness of young people. This
is particularly epitomised by mental health problems associated with food and eating, which are
highly varied in their incidence between countries and cultures and which may be understood from
a range of perspectives. In modern Western cultures, mainly an issue for women, they represent, in
one aspect, the incorporation of the sexual gaze, the embodiment of normalising femininity. In
another they reflect the massively invested capital of the dieting industry and its constant
representation of the desirability of thinness (Norris 1996). They reflect the significance of food in
family/mothering relationships. In the loss ofmenses and secondary sexual characteristics they
represent a rejection of or resistance to adult female sexuality. They may represent a satisfying
sense of personal control over the body, for example in web sites where participants assert their
right not be constructed as sufferers and share strategies for weight loss. They also may mean that
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young women may feel emotionally troubled and irreparably damage their physical bodies; this
understanding intersects with and complements the other processes.
The responses to the actions of those in these papers identified with (S)EBD had been influenced
by all of the complexity of professional interests discussed earlier. The labels used to describe and
account for their actions were varied and reflected a jumbled confusion of understandings and
interpretations. Nevertheless most of these young people, particularly the young women in Papers 2
and 3, told stories in which they described distress, hurt, anger, feeling out of control, panic.
Sometimes they felt these things as a consequence of the ways in which they had been treated or
where they had been placed by the professional decision-making. Often they were angry with
teachers, who they saw as unfair or not listening. But most said also that they had troubles and
needed help.
Their accounts indicate a more complex relationship between individual difficulty and the
'impedimenta, vocabulary andjudgements ofthe new professionals' than is suggested by the notion
that'institutional needfor order is transformed to a child's emotional need' (Thomas and Loxley
2001:54,52). Writers in the new critical inclusion make a crucial point when they remind us of the
processes of social control in education and draw attention to the ways in which the labels of
special educational needs, such as (S)EBD, rather than accurate measurable descriptions of a
condition, are constructed through, in and the interests of, school processes. However, in this
assertion, the possibility that individual young men and women may have individual troubles, and
the complex enmeshing of the individual and the social, tends to get lost.
Helping individuals is to oppress them?
So, in the denial of the possibility of individual trouble, the process of support or help is construed,
not as benevolent, but as oppressive. Young people, in this perspective, ask for help or see
themselves as having emotional difficulties only because of their production as such through a
moral career in which their sense of self becomes 'sufferer and victim. Escape comes only by
'acknowledgement' and 'acceptance' of one's problems. 'It helps ifone can learn the vocabulary
and the semiology ofthe therapeutic system andparrot it back to the therapeutic agent' (Thomas
and Loxley 2001:54). Thomas and Loxley and others in the critical inclusive paradigm speculate
about the persistence of the traditional psycho-medical tradition in special education. Slee sees the
proliferation of categories like ADHD as an 'administrative windfall ofan insidious device for
regulation and surveillance of increasing numbers ofstudents' (Slee 1998:132). Thomas and
Loxley discuss why the 'therapeutic mindset behind notions ofmaladjustment should have been so
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resistant to suffocation in the absence ofsupporting evidence' (2001:55) and suggest that they
continue because they support the continuance of the power imbalance between adult and child,
because of the professional 'taken for granted assumption of doing good', whereas really they are
doing control in their own interests. So the acknowledgement of individual difficulties is relegated
to the old discredited categorical system of special education.
From special education to inclusion
There have been various accounts of the different positions associated with thinking about special
education and the process of transformation to, or depending on the perspective substitution of,
inclusion. These relate to and are intertwined with theoretical accounts of disability. The positions
also overlap and are not always clearly distinguished in theory or practice. Dyson talks of the
ambiguities of inclusion (1999:36).
Riddell, and Slee developing her typology, identify a series of positions - the essentialist, which is
also often referred to as the psycho-medical, where needs exist, are identified and measured in an
unproblematic way; the social constructivist which emphasise the oppressive process of the
construction of disability; materialist positions which see disability in relation to the production and
management of labour; post-modernist which analyse ' the complex andfragmented experiences of
disability across a range ofidentities' and disability movement perspectives which concentrate
more on change and disability rights (Slee 1998:129; Riddell 1996). Slee argues that these
schemata demonstrated the shortcomings of that offered by Clark and colleagues, who had
criticised the importing into discussions of special education of a 'sociological theorising of
disability'' (Slee 1998: 129). Slee quotes Oliver's argument that disablement speaks to political
rather than individual pathologies, insisting that'consistent with the struggle to dismantle racist
andpatriarchal schooling, an enabling education demands acknowledgement that disability
describes unequal relationships ofpower and access to privilege'' (Slee 1998:134).
Skrtic categorises the new post -psycho-medical paradigm in terms of three broad approaches,
interpretivism, radical structuralism and radical humanism but Clark and colleagues, however,
argue that these positions overlap and are 'united in their critique ofthe older psycho-medical
paradigm' (Clark et al 1998:158) Those in the new paradigm do agree that special educational
needs are not simply a descriptions of the characteristics of individual children and are ' united in a
view that special education presents a benign and rationalfacade that is essentially false.... a
discriminatory, arbitrary and inefficient education system serving the interests not ofthe
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disadvantaged but ofthose who are already well resourced and socially advantaged'' (Clark et al
1998:159).
I agree with Clark and colleagues that there is much ofworth in this broad paradigm. I have tried to
develop a critique of the concept of (S)EBD which shares many of the theoretical characteristics of
this paradigm, along with a concern for inequality and disadvantage recognising that '...defining
special education in terms of'special need' and 'disability' obscured the class and economic basis
offailure in, and exclusion from, school...'' (Booth 1998:82). Clark and colleagues argue that this
radical inclusion paradigm has become difficult to challenge and indeed assert the value of the
critique developed by those working within this paradigm. They argue, however, that the
preoccupation with critique tends it towards ever more refined versions of itselfwhich inevitably
fail to offer avenues for change, other than the wished for disintegration of special education in
response to the critique. Slee responds that' Our purpose is not the refinement ofcritiques. Nor are
we trapped in a detached academy. The production ofeducational practices requiredfor inclusion
demands that we 'think otherwise' (Ball 1998) which itselfdemands disengagementfrom the
investment in traditional special educational culture' (Slee, with Corbett, 2000:144).
Inclusion requires disengagement from special education?
I stated earlier that I write not just as an academic but also as an educationalist, a teacher, a
researcher and as someone who has worked with young people labelled as delinquent, at risk, in
difficulty in school and neighbourhoods. I have learned since my first teaching in the residential
school that the experience of residential education was destructive for many young people, that
many of them found it a route that confirmed a delinquent identity, a moral career, and that some in
schools young people were abused. The existence of special provision allows the mainstream to
avoid addressing issues about a diversity of learners and about creating more humane communities.
I also recognise that although some young people may express, as many did in the research projects
discussed here, positive and grateful views about some of their placements, that the support they
received could be provided in a more diverse and responsive neighbourhood setting and their future
lives may be affected by the limited curricular options available in the special setting.
However some young people, then and in this research, clearly did feel supported by professionals,
some of who had acted with humanity and kindness to young people having troubles (Paper 2 and
3). It may be too easy to dismiss their views as false consciousness. Their views about the value of
the provision reflect the same mixture of knowledge and opinion formed in interaction with others,
their families, their peers, the professionals, the television as do those of the professionals who
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work with them. Ifwe value the concept of voice but privilege some voices, then we exclude
others. Some of the young women in the project discussed here expressed clear opinions that
undermined some ofmy long held views. For example the young women who said they liked to be
in a small minority in a residential school because they had more choice of boyfriends, an
understandable concern for a teenage girl. I have substantial professional reservations about the use
of secure placements for young people but Lesley (Paper 2) felt that her life was out of her control
and that she had been saved by the decision to place her in secure provision.
Many young people in the projects discussed here, as in others, valued professional support or
intervention in their lives when it was offered by professionals who 'treated them as equal human
beings, who listened and provided uncritical support even while sometimes criticising their actions.
This kind of support was not seen to be often available in the mainstream, although as for Ann it
could be there' (Paper 2:76). Other studies have found professional involvement to be valued when
'rooted in an understanding ofthe informal networks ofyoungpeople and ...in partnership with
significant carers or supporters' (Armstrong et al 2000:70; Lloyd et al 2001).
There was a diversity of professional voices in the research discussed here, in mainstream and
special settings. Some like teachers, expressed views that seemed to be informed by the popular
press or by neighbourhood prejudice, others that they were seeking to understand, make sense of
and respond appropriately to what they perceived to be the needs of their pupils or directly to
requests for help. Many, as I argued earlier, will have a mixture of views and will act in relation to
shifting patterns of power relationships and interests. The radical inclusion perspective inevitably
tends to view them as acting only in their own interests to control children and maintain their
professional power. A colleague, who at the time of the publication of Tomlinson's book had
worked for years in special education, described her feelings when she read it (Tomlinson 1982).
She said she understood it to say that everything she had done was wrong, that by working in the
places she had worked she been destructive of her pupils. So it is understandable that educational
practitioners may resist this awareness and assert the value of their daily work, avoiding an
awareness of the wider implications. They may also be more attracted to the writing of those who
describe themselves as 'moderate 'inclusionists'.
'Moderate' inclusion
The widening use of the term inclusion in education over recent years means that the idea is
increasingly contested. Some elements of the contestation come from an incorporation of earlier
ideas of integration into the discussion of inclusion, partly as a result of issues arising from
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practicalities of delivery (Hornby 1999; Daniels and Garner 1999). Recently the notion of
'moderate' or 'responsible' inclusion has been canvassed, where the proponents argue for the
retention of the best of what Slee calls the traditional special educational culture and against the
supposed arrogance of the 'detached advocates' of the 'full inclusion lobby' (Garner and Gains
2001). This debate was conducted recently in a professional practice journal with a level of
bitterness ('Special' 2001). The 'moderate' may have an obvious appeal to practitioners, in
particular those with occupational interests to defend but also to those who have worked to engage
with young people in difficulty. The 'moderate' inclusion approach has a superficial attractiveness
in its assertion of a commitment to the principles of inclusion but a 'realistic' approach to delivery
that recognises the slow pace of educational change still valuing much work undertaken in
segregated settings.
The approach can be criticised, however, on a number of grounds. First in its continued
preoccupation with the technicalities ofmovement from 'segregation' to 'integration' it continues
to focus on narrow notions of special educational need. Second, and related to this, while adherents
of this position often acknowledge an element of social construction in the idea of 'need', they
often then move on to a discussion ofpractice which does not really reflect this. Cooper's work on
ADHD, for example, sometimes acknowledges an social interactive view, but ultimately still sees it
as individual 'disorder', failing to recognise the complexity of factors involved in the production of
this notion. 'Whether the disorder develops, and the nature of its development, depend on the
complex interactions between the molecular level, the cellular level and the organism in the
external environment. This interaction makes it entirely disingenuous to frame a discussion around
the simplistic dichotomy ofwhether 'ADHD is a biological brain dysfunction' - this is inaccurate
andmisleading. ADHD is best understood as a biopsychosocial problem and the 'bio' is in there
because the research evidence indicates that it is an importantfactor...'' (Cooper 2000:599).
Cooper is strongly associated with the claim that ADHD is seriously under diagnosed and under
prescribed in Britain (Cooper and Bilton 1999). This literature can be seen to have contributed to a
relatively uncritical widening of the medicalised net, in terms of diagnosis and prescription.
A further problem with the moderate inclusion position is that it so easily becomes simply a
justification for current practice, demonstrating the point made by writers in the more radical
inclusion position that 'inclusion' becomes the label for the uncritical continuation of the practices
of special education. Booth in his response to the paper by Garner and Gains points out that they
view inclusion only through the lens of special educational needs. He criticises their emotive
language. 'In order to show political correctness countless thousand ofchildren representing the
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full range oflearning difficulties are being shoe-horned into schools with little or no real help'
(Garner and Gains 2001). He also points out that the movement of pupils into the mainstream from
segregated settings has been relatively small, echoing the point made earlier in this commentary
about the expressed fears of some school staff in Scotland based on an unfounded belief in this kind
of shift in school populations.
The development of the 'moderate' inclusion position can be related to Fraser's discussion of the
politics of needs interpretation (Fraser 1989). Fraser describes 'reprivatization' discourses which
emerge in response to politicised 'oppositional' forms of needs talk, when subordinated groups,
like the disabled, challenge the ways in which their needs had been defined by others and develop
new ways of articulating their 'needs', such as the social model and the associated radical inclusion
discourses. Reprivatization discourses tend to incorporate some elements of the critique of the
oppositional, while 'defending the established social division ofdiscourses.... (and) denying the
claims ofoppositional movements' (Fraser 1989:172). So for example the 'moderate' adopts some
of the language of 'inclusion' and the critique of labelling is acknowledged in some of the writing
of the 'moderate' position but then is largely dismissed. 'Despite the acknowledgedproblems with
the use ofcategory based systems to describe pupils with SEN, it is likely that they will continue to
be used... ifwe offer some children additional help that is not available to others we need some
form ofwords or labels to describe or 'categorise' the children who receive this help... used wisely
they can be helpful in describing a problem, indicating the cause andfor predicting the long term
future' (Farrell 2001:4). This 'moderate' discussion of inclusion is still just about identifying
individual difficulties and finding a place to meet needs.
Dyson argues that we can see the roots of the moderate inclusion position in the 'dilemmas of
difference', and that the 'the powerful emphasis within inclusion on access to common placements
andparticipation in common learning experiences generates enormouspractical and theoretical
tensions when set against the realities oflimited teacher skills, exclusionary pressures in schools,
and, above all, substantive differences between learners' (Dyson 2001:27). This is exacerbated by
the awkwardness sometimes in the discourse of some radical inclusion writers, when in their
construction of the inclusive school they use phrases like 'responding to the needs ofa range of
student differences' (Slee 1998:135). So a student cannot have 'needs' but a 'difference' can.
Differences and disability
Participants in these projects were identified as different through a range of social processes; some
were different through their construction as deviant, as having (S)EBD, or as disruptive, or
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'suffering' from a 'disorder' like ADHD. These labels of difference also reflected social class and
gender in their construction through professional discourses. In the project in Paper 4 some of the
participants had become defined as deviant in a process that reflected their different culture as
Gypsy Travellers. All the Traveller young people in this project, including the Show Travellers,
said that this difference led to negative consequences in their relationships with other pupils. The
dominant understanding of bullying in their schools however was of individual bullies and victims,
rather than of a pupil (and sometimes staff) culture that denigrated difference. ' The neglect ofpupil
cultures andfamily cultures which are also class cultures means a neglect ofagency.'' (Hatcher
1996:40 cited by Ball 1998:78).
The complexities of the processes through which some young people become labelled in school as
(S)EBD have been discussed in this commentary. I have argued that understanding these processes,
and rejecting simple individualistic explanations, does not preclude recognition that these young
people are individual human subjects. Nor does it preclude a recognition that they have often acted
in ways that have been destructive and distressing to other human beings. Difference as a cause for
celebration is problematic, when the difference may be exemplified by violence or by racist name-
calling by some young people, themselves constructed as different / deviant. Some of the research
participants in these studies had been labelled in a process that constructed cultural difference as
deviance (Paper 6). Others were different in their social exclusion but had set cars on fire or
assaulted other young people. Some had experienced family separations, abuse, institutional care,
and violence.
The politics of difference and of disablement tend to valorise difference in a way that is
problematic when looking at deviance. Equally mental health difficulties do not fit easily into the
social model of disability. This is not to deny the important contribution of the social model. In
particular I do not associate my observations with those critics of this model who deny the validity
of the critique of categorical approaches to special educational needs (Blamires 2001: Robertson
2001). Dyson argues helpfully that in the rejection by disabled people of their victimisation,
'alternative understandings ofdisability have been sought which represent its social origins and
offer a basisfor articulating the political character ofthe struggle for 'human rights' in an
inclusive society' (Dyson 2000:11). It offers a model where the ideas discussed here of deviance,
(S)EBD, mental health can be viewed in the context of wider critique ofwhat constitutes 'normal'
(Dyson op cit). It also links ideas of personal difficulty firmly to a social context of inequality and
social justice. Recognition of the political context of the construction and interpretation of needs
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does not preclude a discussion of the needs claims, which as Fraser (1989) argues may enable the
discussion of needs to become one of social rights.
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CONCLUSIONS
Inclusion, exclusion and social justice
The importance of wider structural factors in understanding educational deviance has been asserted
in this commentary. In the papers discussed here the key aspects of gender, ethnicity, culture and
poverty have been clear in the lives of the young people. They highlight the relationship between
the various conceptualisations of educational inclusion/disciplinary exclusion and the wider
notions, now currently evident in social policy of social inclusion/exclusion. Education can only be
viewed in relation to the wider social world, 'educational issues cannot be adequately understood
in merely technical and resource terms. They are fundamentally social questions, involving
struggles over, for example, social justice, equity and citizenship...' (Barton 1999:54). Barton
describes inclusive education as a 'means to an end - the creation and maintenance ofan inclusive
society' (Barton 1999:58). Thus the educational discourse of radical inclusion recognises the
central dimensions of social inequality, however expressing this often through the discussion of
disability and not developing a wider notion of educational inclusion /exclusion (Booth 1996).
Equally issues of disability or special educational needs are often not strongly visible in the
literature on social justice, which tends to concentrate on the inequalities of class, ethnicity and
gender (Griffiths 1998).
A bringing together of these arguments perhaps moves us towards Dyson's idea of multiple
inclusions (Dyson 1999). ' There is no one right answer... All answers are revisable and subject to
change as a result ofcritiques' (Griffiths 1998:13). Griffiths in defining social justice argued that
'each individual is valued and recognised as an importantpart ofthe community as a whole ...just
as we create ourselves in and against community we create ourselves in and against sections of
that community as persons with gender, class, race sexuality and (dis)abilities (Griffiths 1998: 13)
Conceptualising inclusion in terms of social justice therefore does allow for the presence of the
individual in a complex social context. It also allows for the recognition of exclusion in inclusion, a
notion of exclusionary and inclusionary forces in a contradictory tension in school processes. To
recognise the continuing pressures for exclusion is not necessarily pessimistic. On the contrary it
offers a way of exploring the complexity of the play of power in schools in social and economic
contexts as well as enabling the re-introduction of the individual subject in the social context.
A multidimensional model of (S)EBD
Recognition of the multiplicity of factors in the construction and labelling of educational deviance
demonstrates, as I have argued, the inadequacy of the dominant psycho-medical models. The
concept of (S)EBD in practice is relational, not reflecting a fixed objective category. Young people
are constructed and labelled as deviant or with (S)EBD in shifting professional discourses. So
understanding these processes requires a complex, multidimensional model which recognises the
movements of power on and between the different but related levels of the social world,
acknowledging the impact on relationships in school of wider structural inequalities, of a range of
dominant and minority cultures and cultural sources, like the mass media. The model, as developed
in this commentary, includes an analysis of competing policy interests, of professional expert
discourses, of financial and funding pressures, of commercial promotion. It explores the operations
of power in the micropolitics of schools. It involves a conceptualisation of young people as subject
to disciplinary processes but also as resistant to these processes, as exerting their own power in
school. It views the disciplinary processes of schools as gendered, classed and racialised.
It rejects binary notions of normality, worthiness, sanity and their opposites by recognising that
young people move in and out of deviant identities, and that professional discourses also shift and
moderate their notions of deviance. I have argued that in understanding the 'deviant pupil' it is
necessary to perceive all these factors in an enmeshed and dynamic relationship with each other
and with the individual choices and responses of the young person. Young people respond to these
processes with individual human feelings, and these have to be included in the model. A complex
multidimensional approach can include the possibility that individual young men and women have
their own subjectivities and may have personal troubles. The way in which these troubles are
expressed and described reflects the enmeshing of the individual understanding with the complex
range of social factors. Both are necessary for an adequate account.
From theory to practice
The ways in which educational deviance is conceptualised influence discussions ofpractice.
Theory is important for offering practitioners alternative views of their professional world. 'Theory
is destructive, disruptive and violent. It offers a language for challenge, and modes of thought,
other than those articulatedfor us by dominant others' (Ball 1994:79). I am interested in
developing this complex multidimensional model into a theoretical resource accessible to the
practitioner face to face with the excluded pupil, or in the multi professional meeting. I have argued
that in order to struggle for understanding in relation to the individual young person in front of
them, professionals need to have access to theoretical accounts, which promote thought both more
widely about the social forces constraining what they do, but also about what they can do today.
Like Francis I question whether it is more justifiable 'simply to ironically criticise socialpractices
than to lookfor constructive solutions and recommend suggestionsfor change ' (Francis 2000:20).
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An account of the relations of power in school processes allows for the identification of the
chinks and cracks' and the margins on which power can be challenged (Simons 1995:109). A
social justice based model of inclusion that recognises the continued force of exclusionary
processes allows for a more complex construction of educational change in terms of conflict and
dilemmas (Clark et al 1999, Munn et al 2000). The dilemmas perspective acknowledges that it is
challenging for educational professionals to reflect on the social production of schooling in relation
to competing imperatives and on the complexity and for them to acknowledge the dangers of
labelling / categorisation, which can seem to deny the value of their practice. A complex
multidimensional model of (S)EBD, of individual troubles in school might encourage the
recognition of this but still acknowledge the existence of such individual troubles, indeed of some
perhaps with a physical, biological dimension, and offer the opportunity to reconceptualise
practice.
If the model involves a mix of different ways of understanding /theories with differing/varying
emphases then it points to a mix of possible practice - not one answer or simple solutions but a
complex range of approaches, related but at different levels and at different times. There can be no
simple prescription of strategy to fit a category of 'need'. But the range of practice, the possible
strategies do not have to be complex in themselves. For example approaches to work with young
people with troubles in their lives are often viewed as helpful by young people if they are based in
equitable, non-judgemental, genuine relationships, rather than in highly professionalised
interventions (Hill 1999); and effective if they are rooted in understanding, not only of individual
biographies, but of the institutional processes in which they are mutually engaged. This approach
can reject the medical notion of therapy but can reclaim the idea of therapeutic process, in a simpler
model where the young people themselves can be involved in defining who and what help them to
feel 'better', more in control of their lives or safer.
The critical inclusion perspective has clearly demonstrated the risks of reconstructing an
institutional need for order into individual difficulty on the part of those pupils who challenge that
order. Evidently schools must have a level of order and control in order to operate but this exercise
of school disciplinary power intersects with wider relations of power. Inclusive approaches would
therefore initially unpack actions identified as problematic in terms of how relationships between
the teacher and the student are constructed in the classroom, rather than viewing them in terms of
the characteristics of the individual pupil. However to acknowledge the individual troubles of
young people is not always to impose a need for order and therefore the development of strategies
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to support young people with troubles in schools may not always be about the relabelling of
naughtiness as problems. The rejection of the psycho-medical paradigm is not to deny the value, of
course sometimes, ofmedical intervention. Fox argued that, for example, that in rejecting the
inappropriateness ofmedical certainties one should also criticise the 'bad medicine' model of some
sociology of health. If educational professionals do not always act with benevolence towards young
people neither do they always act simply in their own interests, but as I have argued in a much
more complex negotiated balance of interests.
A social justice based approach to inclusion could assert the right of children and young people to
be valued as human beings of worth in a school system, which reflects diversity but which tries to
reduce the inequalities of difference and tries to model human relationships ofwarmth. A
reconstructed notion of care would involve listening to the concerns of the young people and
understanding the pressures of their lives. This would require professionals to engage in an ongoing
consideration of their role in systems of classification and labelling, and the implications of these
for the young people for their institutions and to explore and make explicit the structures of power
they work within and, as Corbett argued, to acknowledge their humanity and reflect on their power
(Corbett 1998).
Professionals, as human beings, may empathise with the troubles experienced by some young
people, while working to avoid their construction as victim or sufferer, recognising the idea of
human need as valid while rejecting the notion that this can be measured against some objectively
established norm. This model might offer the possibility of understanding of how relationships
between carers and the cared for might be potentially empowering for the latter, based not in
discourses of 'the role of the medical but in relations of trust, generosity and confidence' (Fox
1993:71).
This model would acknowledge pupils and parents as those with expert knowledge of their lives.
Professionals could understand and describe the troubles of young people as much as possible in an
everyday, non-medicalised language, while at the same time recognising that they, the young
people and their parents are part of a constant redefining of discourses, interpreted and represented
in both the mass media and everyday interaction. School staffmight explore their own cultural
assumptions in relation to the cultures of their communities, forming alliances with parents and
with those groups promoting economic and social equality, rather than simply joining up to respond
to deviance. Support provided through informal neighbourhood based networks both of young
people and their families can be ongoing, informal and non-stigmatising.
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Such an approach to inclusion would recognise the need for vigilance in relation to the newer forms
of segregated/exclusive practice identified by the radical inclusion literature and show ' a
commitment to the disadvantaged, apromotion ofequity, participation in common institutions and
non-oppressive practices... to anti-discrimination and the valuing ofindividuals (Clark et al
1998:160-161). It could encourage everyone to 'know what they do... know why they do what they
do ...(and) know what they do does' (Allan 1999:6). Professionals could resist the destructiveness
ofmuch sorting and classifying of individual young people, reflect critically on the process of
identification and labelling of individual young people, explore their own participation in a range of
social processes at different levels, understand the operations of complex structural forces from the
individual to the state, while still developing supportive practices in response to the troubles of
some young men and women in school.
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THE RESEARCH PROJECTS
In this section I describe the projects to which the nine papers refer. I give a brief outline of the
research, the methods used and the people involved.
Methods used in the projects
The methods used in the research projects were diverse, although the most frequently used method
was that of interviewing, mainly semi-structured interviewing using a prepared checklist.
• Interviews with young people (Papers 1,2,3,4,5,8)
Interviews with school staff and other professionals (Papers 1,4,5,8)
Questionnaires (Paper 8)
• Gathering of statistical data. Number of pupils in out of school alternative education provision
and number returning to mainstream (Paper 1). Pupils excluded from school, numbers
excluded, a range of information on the pupils and on the process of exclusion. (Paper 8)
• Case studies of pairs of schools (Paper 8)




This project investigated the policy and practice of reintegration to mainstream school of pupils,
who had been placed in special educational provision for pupils with 'social, emotional and
behavioural difficulties'. It explored the meaning in practice of the concept of'SEBD', the official
label used in the Scottish education system for children considered to require special support
because of their behaviour or concerns about their personal and social development. This project
was funded by the Moray House Research Committee through its allocation of the SHEFC research
grant.
Data was gathered using both quantitative and qualitatively based methods. All pupils from two
Scottish authorities in any alternative education setting for 'SEBD' over a two-year period were
traced and counted (615); those returning to mainstream school were identified and followed up
(39). Semi-structured interviews were carried out with school staff and young people in both
special and mainstream schools
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Roles and responsibilities:
Gwynedd Lloyd: Original conception. Project design and planning. Application for funding and for
research assistance. Data collection. Analysis. Discussion of findings. Writing up of research report
and subsequent article.
Pauline Padfield: Research assistant. Project planning. Data collection. Analysis. Discussion of
findings.
Paper 1
Lloyd, G & Padfield, P 1996 Reintegration to Mainstream - Gi'e Us Peace! British Journal of
Special Education. 23. 4. 180 -186
Publication from this project not submitted for this award
Lloyd,G & Padfield,P 1995 Reintegration to School. A Research Report Moray House
Publications
SCHOOL AND AFTER
A follow up study ofthe post-school experience ofyoung women with 'SEBD'
(Papers 2 and 3)
This study explored the expectations of 20 young women in their final school year and then
investigated their subsequent experience ofwork and personal life after school. They were young
women who had been identified with 'social, emotional and behavioural difficulties' and had been
placed in special provision, from special support in mainstream school to secure accommodation.
Semi-structured interviews were held with the young women while still of school age. They were
then traced, with some considerable difficulty, two years later and re-interviewed. This study also
explored the meaning in practice of SEBD, discussed issues to do with the effectiveness of special
provision and the idea of the underclass. This project was funded by the Moray House Research
Committee through its allocation of the SHEFC research grant.
Roles and responsibilities:
Gwynedd Lloyd: Original conception. Project design and planning. Application for funding and
research assistance. Data collection. Analysis. Discussion of findings. Writing articles.
Anne O'Regan: Research assistant. Tracing participants and interviewing (second stage of project)
Discussion of findings.
Paper 2
1999 Lloyd, G & O'Regan, A. Education for Social Exclusion? Issues to do with the effectiveness
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of educational provision for young women with 'social, emotional and behavioural difficulties'.
Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties 4. 2. 38 46
Paper 3
2000 Lloyd, G. & O'Regan, A. "You have to learn to love yourself cos no-one else will." Young
women with 'social, emotional or behavioural difficulties' and the idea of the underclass. Gender
and Education 12. 1.39-52
EXCLUSIONAND TRAVELLER PUPILS
(Papers 4 and 5)
This small study was developed in the context of evidence, from the Scottish Office funded study
of exclusion from school (see below) and anecdotally from Traveller support workers, of the
disciplinary exclusion from school of Traveller pupils. It explored the views of school professionals
and ofGypsy and Show Traveller young people and their parents. Semi-structured interviews were
conducted with school staff (31), Gypsy and Show Traveller young people (18), parents (24) and
Traveller support workers (18). Focus group discussions were carried out with Traveller support
workers. This project raises issues to do with the relationship of difference and deviance in school.
It identified wide scale name-calling of Traveller pupils. This project was funded by the Moray
House Research Committee through its allocation of the SHEFC research grant.
Roles and responsibilities:
Gwynedd Lloyd: Original conception. Project design and planning. Application for funding and
research assistance. Data collection. Analysis. Discussion of findings. Writing up of research
report. Articles.
Elizabeth (Betty) Jordan : Consultant on Traveller literature and research. Project planning.
Interviews. Data analysis.
Claire Norris: Research assistant. Project planning. Data collection. Analysis. Discussion of
findings.
Joan Stead: Research assistant, replacing Claire Norris. Data collection. Analysis. Discussion of
findings.
Writing up of research report.




Lloyd, G & Norris, C 1998 From Difference to Deviance; The Exclusion of Gypsy Traveller Pupils
from School. International Journal ofInclusive Education 2. 4. 59 -369
Paper 5
Lloyd,G & Stead,J 2001 "The boys and girls not calling me names and the teachers to believe me."
Name calling and the Experiences of Travellers in School. Children in Society 15. 361-374
Publications from this project not submitted for this award.
Lloyd, G Stead, J Jordan, B and Norris, C. 1999 Teachers and Gypsy Travellers Scottish
Educational Review 31.1. 48-65
Lloyd,G Stead,J Jordan,B (with Norris,C & Miller,M) 1999 Travellers at School: The Experience
ofParents, Pupils and Teachers. Edinburgh: University of Edinburgh
Lloyd, G with Stead,J 2002 Including Gypsy Travellers in education race equality teaching
21/1/21/24
A SOCIAL HISTORYOFA PSYCHIATRICDISORDER
(Paper 6)
This project involved an content analysis of newspaper articles from a three-year period, on the
phenomenon of the rapid rise in public awareness of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder in
the UK and the identification of the 'disorder' and prescription ofmedication. The study raised
issues, common to all the projects, about the understanding of behaviour considered deviant in
children and young people and about what influences the professional construction and labelling of
deviant behaviour in an educational context. This project was funded by the Moray House Research
Committee through its allocation of the SHEFC research grant.
Roles and responsibilities:
Gwynedd Lloyd: Original conception. Project design and planning. Application for funding and
research assistance. Data collection. Analysis. Discussion of findings. Writing articles.
Claire Norris: Research assistant. Data collection. Discussion of findings. Writing second article.
Paper 6
Lloyd, G & Norris, C 1999 Including ADHD? Disability and Society 14, 4, 505 -517
Publication from this project not submitted for this award.
Norris, C & Lloyd, G 2000 Parents, Professionals and ADHD - What the Papers Say. European




A small study of historical materials in two residential schools for pupils with 'social, emotional or
behavioural difficulties', to provide illuminative examples for a historical account of residential
schools in Scotland.
Paper 7
Lloyd, G 2000 From Ragged to Residential Schools in Compendium ofScottish Ethnology 11 :




This was a project funded, through a process of competitive tender, by the Scottish Office. It aimed
to map the use of disciplinary exclusion across Scotland, to explore the exclusion process, gather
information about excluded pupils and to investigate in-school alternatives to exclusion. The
research was undertaken by a research team led by Pamela Munn. The gender analysis of the data
was undertaken by myself, and the submitted article written, subsequent to the main investigation.
This, a much larger project than the others discussed here, involved a wide range ofmethods.
Conceptually it began with constructing a national picture of disciplinary exclusion and alternatives
and then progressively focussed down to the level of the school and then the individual excluded
pupil and their family. The first stage involved a questionnaire to schools, followed by a series of
telephone interviews with Headteachers. The second involved case studies of pairs of high and low
excluding schools with similar populations. The third stage was to interview excluded pupils and
their families from each of these schools. A research and literature analysis on out of school
alternatives to exclusion was also carried out (Cullen and Lloyd 1997).
Roles and responsibilities:
Pamela Munn: Led the research team. Project planning. Data collection. Analysis. Discussion of
findings. Writing research reports, book and articles.
Gwynedd Lloyd:. Project planning. Data collection. Analysis. Discussion of findings. Writing
research reports, book and articles.
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Margaret Johnstone: Research fellow: Project planning. Data collection. Analysis. Discussion of
findings. Writing research reports.
Mairi Anne Cullen: Research assistant. Project planning. Data collection. Analysis. Discussion of
findings.
Writing research reports, book and articles.
Paper 8
Lloyd, G. 1999 Gender and Exclusion in Salisbury,J & RiddelfS Gender and Policy in Education.
London: Routledge
Publications from this project not submitted for this award.
Munn, P Lloyd, G & Cullen, MA. 2000 Exclusion from School andAlternatives. London: Paul
Chapman
Cullen,M Johnstone, Lloyd,G & Munn,P 1996 Exclusion from School andAlternatives - Three
Reports. Moray House Publications
Munn,P Cullen,M Johnstone, & Lloyd,G 1997 Exclusion from School and In-school Alternatives.
Interchange 47, Scottish Office, Edinburgh.
Cullen,MA & Lloyd,G 1997 Alternative Education Provision for Excluded Pupils. A
Literature Review for the Scottish Office. Moray House Publications
Munn, P Cullen, MA Johnstone,M & Lloyd,G 2001 Exclusion from School: a view from Scotland
of policy and practice Research Papers in Education 16: 1; 23-42
FINAL SUBMITTED PAPER
(Paper 9)
Lloyd, G.1997 Deviance and Gender in School - Integrating the Thinking. Scottish Educational
Research Association Conference Proceedings. Glasgow: SERA
This article was included on the advice of the Senatus Postgraduate Studies Committee who felt
that, as a single authored article, it contributed to the overall sense that this submission represented
my own ideas.
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Reintegration into mainstream? 'Gi'e us peace!
Gwynedd Lloyd and Pauline Padfield
Statement), established by the regional education authorities,
and are often referred to as 'Recorded pupils'. Decisions
about children who may be considered to require
compulsory measures ofcare or control within a social work
context are made in the Children's Hearing System which is
underpinned by a strongly welfare based ideology. (For
further information on the System, and its relationship to
education, see Schafer, 1992)
Introduction
The results of the study indicated that, despite a policy
context emphasising the maintenance of children in
mainstream schools, most of the pupils who were placed in
special provision did not return to the mainstream, even
when they had been referred early in their school careers.
The findings raise questions about the purpose of segregated
provision and the relationship of special schools and units to
mainstream primary and secondary schools, whose staff tend
to say 'Gi'e us peace', meaning 'leave us alone, we've had
enough!'.
Background
In 1990, a report was published by HM Inspectorate in
Scotland on the educational provision for pupils with
'social, emotional and behavioural difficulties.' It found that:
'All regions stated that their professed policy
towards pupils placed in alternative forms of
educational provision was to reintegrate them as
quickly as possible.' (p.8)
Anecdotal evidence and our initial discussions with field
professionals suggested that the rate of reintegration was,
however, very low. Research in other educational systems
found little evidence of successful reintegration, (Topping,
1983; Lloyd Smith, 1984; Tattum, 1989; Cooper, 1993) but
there have been no substantial research conclusions
published in Scotland.
The Scottish context
The Scottish education and social welfare systems are more
centralised and homogeneous (with a different legislative
base) than those in England and Wales. Consequently, the
pace and style of educational reform has been slower and
more consultative than in England and Wales (Riddell &
Brown, 1994). The differences also reflect the less
confrontational political style of the Scottish Office in recent
years and the greater power of the regions.
Children who are considered to have a special educational
need that is 'pronounced, complex' and 'of a continuing
nature' have a Record of Need (similar to the English
In the 1980s the larger Scottish regions had been developing
policies, often described as 'Youth Strategies', which
represented a commitment to the redirection of resources
towards the maintenance of children and young people in
their local schools and communities (rather than in special or
residential schools) and to the development of inter¬
professional and inter-departmental structures. The intention
of these policies was to minimise formal (especially
statutory) intervention in the lives of children and families
and to maximise the informal support available. Some
additional resources were put into schools to encourage the
development of pupil-support schemes, group work and
counselling, and regular school-based inter-agency meetings
were set up in secondary schools. These were called joint
assessment teams or school liaison groups. Out of school,
neighbourhood and region-wide youth social-work and
support projects continued to develop the alternatives to care
and intermediate treatment set up in the 1970s. In some
regions joint decision-making, and sometimes joint funding,
was developed at a regional level between education and
social work departments. Pickles (1992), however,
emphasised that:
'Elsewhere in Britain, such collaborative practices
tend to be restricted to particular aspects ofwork
with children in difficulty such as child abuse or
juvenile justice. The broader approach, which has
always been an aspect of Scottish child care, has
permitted the development of youth strategies
although ... their emergence has not been without
significant difficulties in the translation of fine
principles into real practice on the ground.'
(p.63)
These youth strategies were later paralleled by policies on
the provision for pupils with special educational needs which
tended to support a broad view while maintaining the
necessity for the continuation of limited specialist provision
(Thompson, Riddell & Dyer, 1990; Allan, Brown & Riddell,
1995).
Thus the context of this research was a broad commitment,
in both education and social work departments in all the
major Scottish regions, to inclusive policies of least
intervention and maximum support, with interprofessional
Gwynedd Lloyd, Senior Lecturer in Special
Education at Moray House Institute, Edinburgh, and
Pauline Padfield, Doctoral Researcher at the
University of Edinburgh, discuss the findings of a
mainstream schools from placements in special
provision for social, emotional or behavioural
difficulties.
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decision-making structures intended to maintain pupils in
their own families and in their local schools. Where special
provision was to be used, the purpose of placement, except
for those in their final year of schooling, was to return the
pupil to a mainstream school. Reintegration was expected to
be a principal aim of special schools and units.
The research aims
The aims of the research were to:
investigate the extent and practice of reintegration into
primary and secondary schools of pupils from special
schools and units for children with 'social, emotional or
behavioural difficulties';
• identify the factors which influenced successful
reintegration and those associated with failure.
We also wished to consider gender differences, particularly
as they are often ignored in the literature, where the terms
'pupils' or 'students' are used synonymously with 'boys'
(e.g. in Cooper, 1993).
Research methods
The research concentrated on two regions (local authorities)
in urban, central Scotland, and data was collected, over two
years, on all children (from these regions) who were in full-
time provision for 'social, emotional or behavioural
difficulties'. No judgements were made on the nature or
definition of 'social, emotional or behavioural difficulties'
but all those were included who had been officially labelled
as such for placement through education or social work
procedures, including Children's Hearings. The information
was collected, with the co-operation of the regions, through
regional education and social work records, school registers
and educational psychologists' and social workers' case
files. The collection and interpretation of the data was a
difficult and complex task, reflecting the varyingmethods of
recording the information in the different schools,
departments and regions. Neither region held all the
information centrally. We recorded and analysed data for all
these pupils on sex, date of birth, kind of establishment(s)
attended, referral agency, date ofentry, date ofexit, previous
school and destination on exit.
Qualitative data was collected through formal semi-
structured interviews with the heads of the regional schools,
a sample of heads of independent schools and social work
establishments, regional staff, educational psychologists and
with children and young people. Further illumination was
provided by informal interyiews with teachers in mainstream
and special schools, psychologists and pupils. Notes and
recordings of interviews were then analysed and coded
according to categories generated by the data.
The findings are limited as they are essentially descriptive
and cannot claim to be generalisable. They reflect the
weakness of research which is largely qualitative, and also
the strengths of an approach which values the views and
judgements of respondents. Our intention was to provide a
picture which would be recognised and understood by
participants in the field.
Findings
615 pupils were identified in 49 establishments, including
day units, day special and residential schools, ofwhich 21
were owned and managed by the regions through education
or social work departments and 28 were independently
owned by private individuals or charitable organisations or
trusts. These pupils formed a very small proportion of the
total school population: about 0.7% in one authority and
0.4% in the other. Three quarters were in day placements;
the others in residential schools.
Reintegration was unusual
Reintegration to mainstream schools from full-time
alternative placements was rare in both regions. During the
two year period of the case study, only 39 pupils returned to
mainstream schools. Of these, 21 were still in mainstream by
the time of our follow up, and 11 had been permanently
excluded or were again in (or waiting for a full-time place in)
an alternative education setting. Often reintegration was not
in the pupil's original neighbourhood school.
Many pupils were spending long periods of their school life
in full-time alternative provision. Earlier identification and
referral to full-time placement (or full-time alternative
placement) did not appear to increase the possibility of
reintegration; most pupils remaining within full-time
alternative provision for the rest of their school lives.
Mainstream schools were seen to be resisting
Staffof the alternative schools perceived mainstream school
staff as being resistant to reintegration.
'Mainstream schools are saying "gi'e us peace!".
The current climate in schools will lead to more
barriers to reintegration; the job will be harder and
harder.'
(Head teacher of a day special school)
'The teachers' work load means that they are
saying "no, no you are not dumping any more kids
on us.
(Head teacher of a special school)
Reintegration was often seen as a kind of professional
favour: special provision staff using connections or
identifying particularly sympathetic mainstream colleagues.
'So you might be philosophical, the policy that
everybody is saying they agree with but when it
comes down to getting kids in it is whether or not
you can develop these relationship links... I phoned
a friend ofmine who is an Art teacher and who
works in B Academy and I told him the problem
and I asked ifhe could do anything about it and he
says "... right I will take them (for 3 periods of art a
week)." It wasn't based on a regional thing, an
educational thing, it was based on pure luck that I
had a friend who was an Art teacher.'
(Head teacher of a special school)
Pupils did not have a right of access to mainstream schools.
Several staff also expressed particular anxieties about the
impact of the impending Devolved School Management (the
Scottish version of Local Management of Schools).
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'DSM must make it more difficult to get back into
schools. In the past we've been able to use the EO
(Education Officer) to say "they must!" '
(Project leader)
A question of support?
A high level of targeted financial support was seen to be
crucial and staff in both sectors saw the level and quality of
support, during transition to mainstream schools, as central
to successful reintegration:
'The quality of reception from the receiving school
is absolutely critical; our experience tells us that.'
(Head teacher of a residential school)
The special schools and units were not staffed in order to
provide the necessary amount of contact for support during
transition to the mainstream. Several heads would have liked
to be able to provide transitional support:
'From this school's point of view the first factor
against is human resources because it requires a lot
ofpreparation before it is even feasible, and by that
I mean, number one the amount ofpreparation that
has to go into it before just discussing it with a
local secondary school, provided they are prepared
to take them. There are no formal links in this area
with any of the mainstream schools in the sense
that they have an obligation... they can refuse at
any time they want.'
(Head teacher of a special school)
Alan, who returned to mainstream twice (the second time
successfully) was aware of the importance ofthe support that
he was given:
'I could cope with the work a'right the second
time, 'cos the first time I was there there was'nae
as much remedial help. And then they changed it
aw, like, there was mair remedial help... because
there was only one remedial teacher at school the
first time.... the second I went back there was about
ten... ken what I mean?... right! So they got it aw
changed.'
Reintegration was seen by some staff to be more likely if it
was the principal task of the special school or unit, with a
climate that created an expectation of a return to
mainstream:
'I think for reintegration the whole atmosphere
within the school has to be reintegration. You have
to push it all the time, otherwise it doesn't work.'
(Head teacher of a special school)
'It may work ifyour school is for reintegration and
you're pushing it all the time, the pupils therefore
see it as a likely outcome to the placement, whereas
a school like this you see it as an unlikely
outcome.'
(Head teacher of a special school)
Many staff felt that reintegration would be more likely if the
right pupils were selected, but there was no agreement as to
how they could be identified. Most school staff believed that
there would always be pupils for whom a placement in a
mainstream school would be unrealistic:
'If you're going to do it, you've got to get the kids
you can do it with, or you could forget
mainstream.'
(Head teacher of a primary unit)
There was a feeling that as the pupils becamemore settled in
the alternative provision reintegration became less feasible:
' When you take kids into the unit you've got to
keep the connection with the parents' school
because as soon as you bring them away from
there, what happens is that they become dependent
on the alternative units.'
(Head teacher of a special unit)
There was wide agreement that reintegration was easier if
children were selected for an alternative provision using
appropriateness for reintegration as the criterion. There
was, however, no agreement on how to identify appropriate
children.
The importance of the family
Co-operation with children's families was seen as important
and as one of the strengths of some alternative schools and
units. Residential staff believed that major obstacles to
reintegration were the difficulties that children and young
people experienced when they returned to live with their
families. Help at such a time is as important as backing and
support when a child returns to school. Staff in day
placements also pointed to the improved relationships that
many parents had with the alternative educational
establishments.
'Some parents would be very, very reluctant were it
to be possible for a youngster to return to the
school that they had hitherto attended... the parents
have been in school more often than the janitors in
some of these places.'
(Head of a residential school)
The place of special provision in a policy of
integration?
Staff in both day and residential schools were concerned for
the future ofalternative provision in the regional context of
an emphasis on integration. Many felt that their service was
not valued, that new developments and policies had not
taken account of their views, and that the future for their
schools was very uncertain. They also believed that the
development of youth strategies and integrationist policies
would lead to an under-valuing of their service. The
consequent overemphasis on reintegration and the smaller
numbers of children returning to mainstream would
inevitably lead to a sense of failure:
'1 think I'm just a thumb-sticker in the dyke!'
(Head teacher of a residential school)
Staff were, however, strong in their assertion of their
specialised skills in working with pupils, who were failed by
mainstream schools. Several saw their school as providing a
haven where stronger relationships could be built. Others
emphasised the educational opportunities provided by
smaller groups, which in many ways heightened their sense
of frustration as they were working hard in emotionally
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demanding circumstances and providing a service which was
seen as marginal to the real education system.
'They are draining your life out of you. You go
home at night and take it out on your kids. I have
given it all away at school so you have nothing left
when you get home.'
(Head teacher of a day special school)
Staffof the alternative schools felt that they had a specialised
skill and knowledge which could be of use to mainstream
schools. Children and young people themselves identified
the strengths of alternative placements in terms of smaller
scale, greater levels of support, positive relationships with
staff and protection from pressures. 'It was a wee-er class
and it was mair easier to work in' (Elma). But many also
regretted the loss of their mainstream school peer group and
were conscious of the stigma of the special school.
Girls
There were many fewer girls than boys in the alternative
schools and units: 22% in one region; 18% in the other. In
one, 21% of the boys and 27% of the girls were in residential
schools; in the other the proportion was the same. More girls
(proportionately) in the first region returned to mainstream
schools, which represented seven out of only 16 children
reintegrating in total for that area.
Girls were often in a small minority in their school or class,
which is illustrated by the following table showing the
proportion of girls to boys in the sixteen mixed schools in
the two regions. The only school which had a relatively
similar proportion of girls to boys was one which catered
exclusively for children with attendance problems. Thus
there was a numerical under-representation of girls in
schools where admission was likely to be more associated
with disruptive or delinquent behaviour (McCluskey,
Maclean & McNairney, 1996).
The smaller proportion of girls was seldom considered by
Heads to be a problem, as it was the policy of several
schools to ensure that girls were in aminority: 'I wouldn't go
above ten or eleven girls, ideally about eight' (Head of a
residential school with 34 pupils). Kate, one of the girls in
the school had been the only girl in her previous special day
unit. The head of the school added:
'We never have them in sufficient numbers to form
a group ... I think the issue with girls is that they
are much more motivated by group pressures and
they can use it against you in much more negative
ways.'
The head of a special school also commented:
'Girls are... they mature a lot quicker than boys
and they personalise, whereas boys carry on.'
And an additional point was that:
'... one of the problems that exists... is there are so
many, too many taboos around the sexual aspect. I
think girls too are much more aware of their own
sexuality and as such represent a bigger challenge
to staff.'
(Head of a residential school)
When this Head was asked about boys' sexuality he said:
'It is not that it is never problematic and I don't
know why it should be... it doesn't seem to reach
the same heights or engender the same sort of
concerns. We have had within the school,
youngsters who we think at various stages have
indulged in what might have been considered
homosexual practices and we have always come
through it... I suppose the biggest safeguard is to
be blunt... boys can't get pregnant, girls can.'
The much smaller numbers of girls in specialised provision
may imply that the difficulties experienced by girls are more
adequately addressed by mainstream schools, or that the
character of female deviance is less threatening (Davies,
1984; Houston, 1987).
Neither region had a specific policy on the gender issues
involved in the identification, assessment and placement of
girls who were considered to have social, emotional or
behavioural difficulties.
Table 1: Proportion of girls to boys in the sixteen mixed schools in the two regions
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'Social emotional and behavioural difficulties'
There were wide differences in the definition of 'social,
emotional and behavioural difficulties'. Each region had
different procedures for the identification and referral of
children for special provision, but there was no official
government or regional definition or criteria. The findings
highlight the problems faced by professionals in describing
and assessing the behaviour or needs of their pupils. Terms
like 'SEBD' (social, emotional and behavioural difficulties)
or 'maladjusted' tended to be used somewhat loosely as if
there was a shared, clear and distinctive definition. The
distinction was often made between disruptive behaviour,
which appears unacceptable to teachers, and that which
indicates some individual psychological difficulty on the part
of the child, with a suggestion that the latter would apply to
children in special provision. Discussions about individual
pupils, however, suggested that the ability of a school to
cope with their behaviour had been a key factor in a majority
of cases of referral to specialised provision.
Accounts of pupils' difficulties clearly reflected the
subjective perceptions ofthe professionals. It is not intended
to suggest that individual professionals had not made
considered and detailed responses to the individual
circumstances of children. On the contrary, the picture that
emerged was of hard-working groups ofstaff struggling to
respond, in terms of their understanding of the needs of
pupils, within a changing and complex professional context.
Both regions were developing procedures to address the
problem that the assessment process tended to reflect the
individual, often idiosyncratic, judgements of particular
schools, teachers and psychologists or social workers.
Identification and referral processes were seen by many
staff to reflect increasingly the budgetary priorities of the
regions. 'The problem is shaped by what is on offer.' This
observation by a senior psychologist defines the picture that
emerges from the data: a confusing range of provision,
reflecting a history of individual and regional initiatives,
where children's needs are inevitably defined in terms of
available resources:
'I think that the big problem that exists is that lots
of places have developed by accident rather than
by design, it has been knee jerk reactions.'
(Head teacher of a day special school)
The financial basis of decision making
There was strong awareness of the financial basis of
decision-making, summed up by a senior psychologist, as,
'... everything's become budget-driven.' In line with their
development policies, both regions (each of which had
different patterns of provision and differing proportions of
pupils in alternative provision) were rationalising and
reorganising their provision and their financial
arrangements. Both used independent or grant-aided schools
outside the region: one had an organised youth strategy with
structures for joint regional reviews of all possible
residential placements; the other was moving towards such




'Education problems' or 'social work problems' ?
There was no clear difference between the populations
processed through education and through the social work
systems. The differences identified may have been
determined more by the desired resource outcomes than by
the characteristics ofparticular pupils.
Although in both regions efforts were being made to
encourage closer collaboration between departments, there
was still a firmly-held belief that some children had 'social
work problems' which needed to be dealt with by Children's
Hearings; others had 'education problems', addressed and
processed by educational psychologists and finally solved by
recourse to alternative provision. In practice, the distinction
was far from clear as children tended to be moved from the
social work sector to the education sector, and vice versa. In
the words of one social work project leader, 'Basically
they're the same children.'
Procedurally the decision to go through the Hearings, when
there have been joint reviews may depend on:
'... whether the child needs an element of
compulsion, as some children undoubtedly do, and
the education legislation ... although it ought to
cope with that, doesn't... you can't compel a child
to go to school with a Record ofNeeds.'
(Principal Psychologist)
There were differences in both policy and practice between
the authorities over whether or not children with social,
emotional and behavioural difficulties (SEBD) should have
Records ofNeed.
'To Record or not to Record ?... and the reasons for
Recording seem to have little to do with children
and more to do with some ideological decision
made by whoever was head of the psychological
services at that time... some regions will not put
children into the school unless they're Recorded
and others won't put them in if they are!'
(Head teacher of an independent residential school)
In one region, the policy was to Record pupils attending
educationally recommended residential schools and not day
placements. In practice, however, several pupils in day
placements did have Records. In the other region, although
there were some pupils in our sample with Records, the
policy was not to Record pupils with SEBD, unless there
was another associated special need. A recently reported
Scottish office funded project found that, across Scotland,
most pupils identified with SEBD were not Recorded (Allan
etal., 1995).
Discussion
The findings of the research raise questions about the
implementation of the policies of integration and youth
strategy; about the idea of the 'continuum of provision' in
Scotland; about the concept of 'social, emotional or
behavioural difficulties'; and about gender. A view regularly
stated in Scotland is that, as a result of recent policies, fewer
children with social, emotional or behavioural difficulties are
being placed in segregated provision, which is, however, not
confirmed by any accurate Scottish statistics. Nevertheless,
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there is evidence that while some special schools have
closed, particularly in the residential sector, others,
previously taking other groups of children, have altered their
entry criteria to include children considered to have social,
emotional or behavioural difficulties. Recent research on the
integration ofpupils with special educational needs suggests
that the development of more systems of support in
mainstream may widen the proportion of children included
in this group, while not reducing the numbers being educated
outside the mainstream (Allan et al., 1995).
The complex and difficult task of finding the children in this
research, demonstrates the real difficulties that face both
regions and central government in Scotland in collecting and
interpreting data about the numbers and the placement of
children and young people in the two separate systems:
education and social provision. The complicated system of
provision was the result of historical differences, regional
policies, individual initiatives, differing departmental
structures and ideologies, budgetary priorities, theoretical
differences and both co-operation and conflict between
professionals. The rates of referral and placement, and the
character of the provision varied between the two case study
regions; neither was keeping or monitoring the data in a
unified, systematic way.
It demonstrated that children moved between the two
systems, refuting the view that the education and social work
provision was serving different populations with different
characteristics. Problems were shaped by what was on offer.
The education and social work systems of dealing with
children and young people have different procedures and
give different rights to children and families, which are
difficult for them to understand. The professionals involved
also experienced difficulties as they tended to understand the
role oftheir own agency but were often unclear about the full
range ofprovision and professionals potentially involved in
the lives of these children.
Work with children with social, emotional and behavioural
difficulties is permeated with professional dilemmas and
paradoxes, exemplified in Dessenf s (1989) observation that
'Helping kids can harm them'. Staffworking in special
provision were also aware that while they are offering
smaller classes, a haven, warm relationships and were
focusing in a more individual way on personal and social
development, pupils do not have access to the full
curriculum. Facilities were limited; curricular options
reduced; buildings sometimes old, shared or adapted from
other use. Staffwere conscious too, of the arguments (from
the debate on integration) on issues like labelling, the lack of
access to peer groups, and the confirmation ofa deviant career.
The concept of social, emotional and behavioural difficulties
was not clearly defined but reflected the subjective views of
the professionals involved in the process of the assessment
of individual children. Many professionals argued that it is
important to view children's behaviour in its context and in
a framework which emphasises the interaction between the
child and the school, reflecting the level of support available.
There is, however, some evidence of a return to a more
individualised account of children's difficulties, away from
the more interactionist or systems-based models (Cooper,
1995). A shift back to psychologically-based rather than
sociologically-based understandings is apparent (children
are suddenly discovered to have 'attention deficit disorder')
although the situation may be less apparent in Scotland,
where the official term includes the word 'social' reflecting
the wider view. Galloway, Armstrong and Tomlinson (1994)
argue, in an English context, that a perspective which defines
children's difficulties in terms of individual disturbance,
requiring specialist intervention, serves to remove the
responsibility for the child from hard pressed mainstream
teachers. The mainstream school staff in this research also
emphasised their ever present dilemma concerning the needs
of the few against those of the many.
The research findings themselves point to a lack of clarity
over the continued role for special schools and units within
a policy context which emphasises inclusion. Policy
commitments to inclusion do not guarantee success in
practice and the research points to a real tension between the
descriptions ofpolicy and its enactment in a more complicated
real world where the character ofprovision lags behind the
thinking. The recognition that reintegration is not likely for
some children, by implication, accepts that some may spend
substantial parts of their education in segregated provision.
Scotland is now moving to a new structure of more and
smaller administrative authorities, each of which will
fortuitously inherit the kind of special schools and units
which happen to fall geographically within their territories.
There is a possibility that children may be placed in this
provision because it is there, and because the new authority
has inherited financial responsibility. New policies and
practices are, however, being developed. Now there is an
opportunity to reconceptualise 'social, emotional or
behavioural difficulties', acknowledging the multiple and,
sometimes, conflicting uses of the term: as an administrative
category in relation to access to resources or specialised
provision; as a description of the behaviour of, or problems
experienced by, children (boys and girls) and as an
indication of the limits of tolerance of individual schools.
In a review of the use of special provision, the key question
is whether the rights of children and families to specialised
support are incompatible with a commitment to include all
children within the mainstream educational community. The
evidence suggests that there are no easy answers, but that
the questions still need to be asked.
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EDUCATION FOR SOCIAL EXCLUSION? ISSUES TO DO WITH THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF EDUCATIONAL PROVISION FOR YOUNG WOMEN
WITH 4SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL AND BEHAVIOURAL DIFFICULTIES'
Gwynedd Lloyd & Anne O'Regan
This paper discusses the experience ofmainstream
school and special educational provision of some
young women with 'social, emotional or behavioural
difficulties', and asks questions about the outcomes
and effectiveness of this kind of education in a policy
contextofinclusion. It arguesformore public discussion
of the role ofalternative educational provision.
Introduction
There is very little recent research into the effectiveness
and outcomes of special educational placement for pupils
identified as having social, emotional and behavioural
difficulties [(S)EBD], By outcomes we mean the
achievements of, and what happens to, the young people
after their stay in alternative provision. By effectiveness
we mean the assessment of these against defined standards.
In a recent review of the literature on effectiveness and
outcomes we argued that it was difficult to find a productive
debate on this issue in a climate where the policy
emphasis is on inclusion (Cullen and Lloyd, 1997).
However despite such policies of inclusion in Scottish
authorities there continue to be relatively constant
numbers of children and young people placed in alternative
out of mainstream school educational provision for
SEBD. Even when there is discussion-of effectiveness it
rarely considers the aspect of gender.
The literature on deviance in school still mainly fails
to take account of the experience of girls (Lloyd 1998;
Crozier and Anstiss 1995). Discussion of disruptive or
disaffected 'pupils' or 'students' often turns out only to
be about boys (Cooper 1993; Colville Qaig 1995). Research
into the incidence of disruptiveness and disciplinary
exclusion from school shows a clear majority of boys
(Blyth and Milner 1996; Cullen et al, 1997) and the
processes of identification and placement of boys and
girls in alternative provision are clearly gendered (Lloyd
and Padfield, 1996). Scottish exclusion research found
boys to be between three and four times more likely to
be excluded. Yet when 176 head teachers were asked
what they thought were the salient issues about exclusion
only two mentioned gender! (Cullen et al, 1997). By
implication, often, girls do not get into trouble at school,
commit crimes - because they are not boys. However
600 girls had been excluded at least once from the 120
schools in the sample of the Scottish exclusion project.
Over 80% of pupils in Scottish special educational
provision for 'social, emotional or behavioural difficulties
difficulties' are male. In 1996 of 1,685 pupils in such
provision 270 were girls. These constitute a significant
minority of girls in the system whose experiences are
not discussed. In this paper we describe the views of
some young women on their experience of mainstream
school, special provision and professional intervention
in their lives. We relate these to some ideas about
effectiveness and argue that there should be a wider
debate.
Social emotional or behavioural difficulties (SEBD)
This is the label used by educational professionals in
Scotland to describe and formally process children or
young people who are troublesome or troubled in
school. It has no official definition, but is, rather, a
subjective professional judgement, implying one or
more of the following.
• We believe this child is experiencing problems more
severe than those experienced by most children.
• We are finding this child's behaviour in school
extremely difficult to cope with.
• We find this child's behaviour strange and disturbing.
We think that this child's social, emotional,
psychological and/or educational development is
at risk unless some help is provided.
• We consider that someone more expert than
ourselves should become involved with this
problem.
• This child has been assessed as having SEBD and
therefore requires special support/resources
(Munn and Lloyd, 1998).
We use the term in this sense as an administrative
category rather than as an individual psychopathology
on the part of the young women in our study. (There is
an interesting difference between this term and that of
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Emotional and Behavioural Difficulties (EBD), used in
England and Wales, perhaps suggesting a greater
awareness in Scotland of the social context of individual
behaviour).
In Scotland the provision does not reflect the English
distinction between provision for EBD and provision for
excluded pupils, with the implication of worthiness of
the first group and unworthiness of the second. There are
however two routes into alternative provision, the
'educational' route through assessment of special
educational need and the second, the 'social welfare'
route through a decision of a Children's Hearing.
However the selection of school in most authorities,
especially if this involves a residential or expensive
placement, will then be made by a multidisciplinary
group. Most alternative educational provision will have
children placed by both routes, although there is some
degree of specialisation. The two systems offer different
rights and procedures to children and families, which
can be confusing. Often educational professionals too are
unclear about their operation (Lloyd and Padfield, 1996).
What counts as effectiveness?
The literature on the effectiveness of provision tends
to refer to three different, although related, sets of
standards:
1. Adherence to key principles
2. Fulfilment of aims and objectives
3. Meeting individual needs (Cullen and Lloyd, 1997).
1: Adherence to Key Principles
The first key principle, often invoked, recognises the
rights of the mainstream majority to a safe and orderly
environment. This view assumes the causes of disruption
to be within individual children whose placement out of
the mainstream thereby ensures the rights of the majority.
A second refers to the rights of individual children as
specified in the UN Convention and in the Children
(Scotland) Act 1995. This may be problematic as these
rights are not specified in educational legislation. A third
invokes the right of integration into the mainstream,
referring to the Salamanca Statement and similar assertions
that educational decision making should be based on the
equality of human worth (UNESCO, 1994). Trfis is
sometimes translated into a principle of least intrusive
intervention (Kendrick, 1995).
2. Achievement ofAims and Objectives
These tend to include tire aims and objectives for tire
educational system as a whole, including specification
of the curriculum and application of national testing and
examinations (Cole and Visser, 1998). Other aims and
objectives include those set by the local council, those of
particular establishments and those of individuals
involved in the work. Increasingly these aims include
financial notions of best value. It is clear, and will be
illustrated later, that there is likely to be conflict between
these different aims and objectives.
3. Meeting of Individual Needs
The special educational legislation in Britain is
based around the notion of the assessment and meeting
the individual need. This is problematic in various areas
of special education but is obviously particularly so in
relation to the notion of social emotional and behavioural
difficulties which refers to a subjective judgement made
in relation to the actions of child in a social context. The
literature tends to refer to such professionally perceived
notions of needs rather than those defined by the
participants. There are some accounts of the views of
young people but these tend to be obtained while they
are still attending the alternative provision and often by
members of staff in the establishments (Cooper, 1993;
Craig, 1995; Hill, 1997).
The literature on effectiveness tends, as argued
above, to refer to one or more of these standards,
although often implicitly rather than with clear
specification. A recent study, described in a book
entitled 'Effective Schooling for Pupils with Emotional
and Behavioural Difficulties', reports on a wide survey
of special schools for EBD in England (Cole et al,
1998). They draw together the elements which they
argue characterise a 'proficient' school. The authors,
while developing an interesting and useful account of
practice in such establishments, do not discuss how this
relates to broader issues of effectiveness or to the
problematic and potentially conflicting definitions
implied within the concept itself.
The research
The project discussed in this paper was a small scale,
qualitatively based study of the views of young women
who had been identified as having social, emotional and
behavioural difficulties. Interviews were carried out
with twenty young women in range of settings in their
last year of compulsory schooling. They agreed to be
interviewed again after leaving school. Despite huge
practical problems in trying to find the young women we
eventually traced 15, of whom we interviewed 14 and
tire parents of the fifteenth. All names of people and
establishments have been changed.
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Table 1, below, gives information from the first
interview and Table 2 shows their domestic and work
situation at the time of the second interview. This paper
concentrates on a discussion of their educational
experiences. A more detailed account of their domestic
circumstances is given elsewhere (Lloyd and O'Regan,
in preparation).
First interview (20 young women)
Current school
at mainstream secondary 2
excluded from school/left early/didn't go 5
residential school 8
day alternative educational placement 5
Experience ofmainstream schools
Truanted 10
truanted and disruptive 4
excluded 4
attended and difficulties 1
don't know 1
Living (at time of 1st interview)
residential school and/or care 9
home (mother) 5
home (both parents) 3
own flat (after leaving care) 3
Baby
while school age 2
Table 1
Several had been to many mainstream schools, the
most was 16. Some had been in multiple care situations,
and in and out of their own or foster families, children's
homes and residential schools.
Second Interviews




living with baby's father 2
still relationship with baby's father 1
occasional contact with baby's father 1
no contact with baby's father 3
no contact with baby/baby's father 1
Marriage
no plans/opposed 14
engaged but no plans to marry 1
Living (2nd interview)*
at mothers' home (rfather) 3(1)
own tenancy 5







currently working/supported training 2
Table 2
* Tire table indicates where they were living at the time
of interview 1.
However from the interviews it was clear that many
of the young women lived more complex lives than
suggested above, often in households with a varying
membership of members of their extended family, their
partners, children and friends. Even the young women
who had their own tenancies didn't always stay there
alone all of the time, some returning home sometimes,
sometimes having other people living in their flat.
Views of mainstream school
We discussed their experiences of mainstream school
in both interviews. Most of the young women were
negative about their secondary school experience and
several regretted their missed educational opportunities.
Most of the young women talked about being absent
from school; some had been excluded.
I didn't like school. I wasn't really at school. I didn't
like it... I liked primary school... Just that there was
a lot of people there and I get nervous when there's
a lot. (Cath, mainstream school (sometimes) +
evening support group).
Cath said she was also occasionally suspended from
school for being "loud".
Tricia and Pat both saw their residential school
placement as principally because of truancy, although they
had also both committed offences. They had resisted the
attempts of the professionals to get them to return to school.
Truancy. The attendance officer used to come round,
she had these tartan leggings on -1 wouldnae go any
way with her - these skin tight jeans. Pure tartan! she
goes do you want to go out for something to eat and
we can talk about going back to school. I'm no'
going anywhere with you dressed like that.
Susie regretted her missed schooling.
No I went to St George's at the beginning of second
year, it was alright for a wee while but then a lot of
troubles started, because I used to be in care and that
didn't help either, I just used to go fighting and be
really cheeky to the teachers, no' doing their work. If
I could go back to school now I would go back. Then
I left school and fell pregnant and now I've got him.
Gemma was permanently excluded and had a history
of exclusion which she said was because she kept losing
her temper in class.
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I would end up saying something that would get me
suspended. I lost a lot of education through it.
(Gemma was excluded, from mainstream school and
therefore also from her part time support placement.)
Gemma felt that her school had sometimes deliberately
provoked her.
... the Rector and that and my guidance teachers they
hated me. (Interviewer: Did they, why was that?)
Because I was bad tempered. They would do anything in
their power to wind me up so it would get my temper.
One teacher got me expelled for saying hello in the
corridor... I was going along saying hello, hello, hello.
She felt a keen sense of injustice
Then we got saying something to a teacher and she
was just as bad as I was and I got made to apologise
but she didn't apologise to me.
Looking back at her school in the second interview
she saw her difficulties at school relating to her family
reputation and to the school's lack of understanding of
her feelings about the sudden death of her older sister.
I just couldn't cope with school. Too many of the
teachers ... I mean you go to a school... it was like
my surname had a reputation. Two of my sisters, I
had three big sisters but ones dead. Two ofmy sisters
were snobs but the other one .. .she was quite rowdy
like me. Because I wasn't like the other two that
were bright and brainy ... it was like ... how can you
no' be like your sisters? I was like ... I'm no' gonnae
be like them... that made me ten times worse. The
school just mucked me about. It was just too much to
cope with at the time ofmy sister's death.
Mandy said she was given a bad time at school by
teachers and pupils because of the reputation of her
older sister. Many of her large family had been in
trouble at school.
Aye, we just didn't like Churchill, it was just
Churchill, my wee brother George, he's in a home
now, he's at Nairn now and he has to go to Churchill
one day a week and Amanda she was the same, ken,
like me she got taken to the panel. (Children's
hearing). So was Andrew, no one of us has actually
stuck it except my brother John and Paul ... it was
just things about in class. Everybody kent us.
Two of die girls said they had stopped going after
'some trouble with a laddie (Joanne). Several described
a picture that included difficulties in relations with teachers,
problems with peers in school and how non-attendance
becomes a pattern that is difficult to break:
Once you start dogging it you can't go back, because
you get into a routine, and you really can't and even
if you want to you can't do it... I wish I could have
gone to school but I just couldn't. (Christine)
Others had friends who truanted with them. Evelyn
in a residential school had been to several schools, found
it difficult to settle in new schools and eventually
stopped going altogether, truanting and offending with
her pals.
I don't know, I just never went, I just didn't like it. It
was just a case of oh I don't want to go back there
again, and then it was just a case of I'll just not
bother going out. And then we would just go away
and do our own thing.
Rona, in a special school, didn't regret her lost
schooling.
I dinnae ken ... I think it was just the crowd I got
into, really, that started me getting into trouble, just
the wrong crowd. I was alright at High school up
until about third year. I was never off either. ... I just
started falling behind once I got in with the crowd
that I was with at that time. I hardly ever went to
school once I got in with that crowd... that was it...
I just lost all interest, altogether ... that was it.
It's like ... my Mum and that ... they all say oh I
wish I was back at school, and she keeps on asking
me do you not wish sometimes you'd stayed on at
school ... no ... it doesn't bother me. In first and
second year I used to say I'm staying on at school ...
I'm going to do this and I'm going to do that... by
the time I was in third year I was not interested. I was
fed up with it. (Rona)
For many of the girls their difficulties with school
were seen to be connected with the failure of schools to
recognise and accommodate changes and problems in
their out of school lives. This is very clearly expressed
by Ann who identifies the importance of one teacher
who was willing to stick with her through her
difficulties. Ann had been abused in more than one
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situation. Her account of her schooling is long but
included in full as it expresses the range of important
issues so clearly.
... primary school I went to St Luke's and Kirkbrae.
I really enjoyed school at first, when I was wee I
remember in primary 2 and 3 I loved school, I really,
really enjoyed it and I remember always getting
everything right because my mum she done a lot of
work with us at home for school, she enjoyed doing
it as well. The first really bad experience I had at
school that really made me stop and think was when
I was in primary 4 and we had this headteacher
called Miss Pullman and I wouldn't say I was bad
but I was really chatty and I was talking to my friend
and she pulled me up for me talking in the corridors
because other kids were working and she got hold of
me by my throat and she battered my back, she kept
persistently hitting my back off this wee pillar thing,
and my back was really bruised and it was really
painful and that's when I started skiving, because I
wouldn't go in because I was scared of this teacher
but I wouldn't tell my mum, so I started skiving, so
my mum took me out of that school St Luke's and
put me into Kirkbrae and I started settling back down
again and I was doing quite well ... when I was at
Kirkbrae there was a time when my house went on
fire where we were living and we got put in a decent
house, so I missed a good three months of school
there and that left quite a gap, but I managed to fill it
back up quite easily. I remember catching up ok, I
went to high school and that's when my parents had
their divorce and my mum moved into C. (housing
estate) and my dad stayed behind. At first I was
missing a lot of school because I was staying at home
with my mum because she was really upset so at first
it wasn't really me that didn't want to go to school, it
was just that I wanted to be with my mum because
she couldn't handle it very well and then friction
started between me and my mum and eventually at
twelve and a half couldn't live with mum anymore,
there was really too much going on and I moved out
and moved in with my Aunt Helen who is a complete
nutter and she kept me off school to watch her
kids and to do her housework and generally just be
her wee skivvy you know and she told me don't
bother going to school you'll learn more here than at
school. So I stayed with her for near enough a year.
So that was a year I only turned up at school once
every six months just to say hi I am still registered
here.
I moved out my Aunt Helen's and into care and by
this time I had missed that much of school that I just
didn't want to know about it. They put me back into
my mainstream classes and told me to go and I lasted
about two days if I was lucky. It wasn't just the fact
that I was so far behind it was also the fact that
everybody knew that I was up for the laugh and it
was the pressure from my peers to say something
funny or do something and I couldn't handle it and I
lasted two days and then I got introduced to Sophia
(learning support teacher) and it was a first time I
had ever met or ever known about her. We got talking
and at a meeting it was decided that I would work
from learning support based in learning support and
work from all my classes there, so I thought that
sounds ok. So I turned up and I was sitting there
going "I cannae do it, I cannae do it", but Sophia she
was fabulous she gave me a great pushing and I
really did work hard in the learning support and I
caught up with all my work Considering that I
missed near enough three, four years of school while
I was here, there and everywhere, she really did help
me quite a bit because I got better grades in my
exams than some of the other kids who had been
there every day. So its Sophia I've got to thank. She
was really brilliant and there were a number of times
when I just couldn't take it and she always gave me
another chance.
Ann left school early to do a course in FE. Two years
later she is working, living with her boyfriend in her
own flat and is optimistic about her life. She is still in
touch with Sophia. Her account is a complex pattern of
difficulties at home, family changes, care, truancy,
disruptiveness in class, unsympathetic (and cruel?)
teachers and then finally, and fortunately from Ann's
point of view, a teacher who was supportive and
understanding. This story points to the difficulty of
developing easy and straightforward accounts of social,
emotional and behavioural difficulties - it shows the
interaction between family, peer group, school, social
context and the choices made by the individual woman.
It also suggests that, despite the range of difficulties
faced, support from an understanding professional at a
point in the life of a young woman when she is looking
for this, can be critical.
Views of alternative provision
Several of the young women in this study identified
individual professionals as helpful. Equally there was a
strong feeling that others had been interfering and had
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not understood their lives. Their experience of certain
professional forms of intervention influenced their
views of the kind of support they would be willing to
accept as young adults.
There was considerable consensus that the teachers
in the alternative education provision were more reasonable,
that they listened and that the young women could talk to
them. In smaller classes teachers were more sympathetic
to difficulty and you could ask for help.
They sit down and explain things to you when you
are stuck and that and in mainstream school they just
leave you sitting there. (Julie)
Most teachers are like do this, do that, you've got to
do this or you're getting detention, they are not like
that here, they ask if you want to do this or that...
because you can talk to them, you couldn't talk to
the teachers at other schools. (Rona)
Michelle, now in a special school, was critical of the
support she got in her last school, identifying a common
experience for girls in special provision, that they are in
a small minority in a place dominated by boys.
Well they put me in Andrew Mackay (on site unit),
which was like a small room, and mostly it was boys
and that really got on my nerves as well because you
know you get really smart comments and that.
Lesley had been in a secure unit with a small number
of girls and a large number of boys, after she had been
abused, in care, running away, drinking and committing
offences. She felt safe there.
Dead nice and I felt dead safe and Moira (staff) was
really nice, she's coming down to see me, we still keep
in touch and I still keep in touch with my best mate
who stays in Aberdeen, now, she's pregnant as well.
Lesley liked being one of a small number of girls but
was critical of the limited curriculum options.
I got on a lot better with the boys than I did the
lassies. Girls are right bitches, boys aren't like that
... St Andrews could have been a lot better, I mean
all they had at Standard grade was English and
Maths. (Lesley, Standard grade, Scottish equivalent
ofGCSE)
Several young women appreciated a more informal
kind of support, where they felt.
You could talk to them and get a laugh, its no like
staying in your own house, but its just like having
pals, some of them, well they are all different, but
some of them are just like your pals. (Evelyn)
The young women had made choices about the
support too. Sometimes they acknowledge that the help
was available but say they just weren't ready to take it.
... 'cos at the time I didn't want help. If I could do it
over again I'd do a lot of things differently. (Susie)
Evelyn made an important point related to the arguments
about effectiveness ie that different young women will have
a variety of experiences and views of the same provision.
Some of them hate it in there, some of them like it
and some of them aren't bothered.
Mary Ann was very critical of her first residential
school but positive about her secure placement, yet
Laura had been positive about the same first school.
I wouldnae wish my worse enemy on that place...
It's a dump the staff they're cows basically ... I loved
the secure unit, I didnae want to come out of it, I got
fairly close to the staff, really close. (Mary Ann)
Dianne andMandy were still both in contact with the
staff in their off site support unit.
It wasn't anything to do with the education part... we
only got an hour and three quarters a day, but we also
did a group work session as well where everybody
communicated with everybody else. (Mainstream)
School was totally nippy because you'd go to
somebody and it would be like ... come back at such
and such a time, but at Moray if you walked up to
Sheila or Jim and said can I speak to you ... aye sure
come on. If you needed to speak there and then, they
would take that time out and speak to you. But at
school it was Oh come back here and come back
then, but I need to speak to you now ... oh I haven't
got time for all that. But at Moray you had somebody
there to speak to you and they listened and they
understood what you were saying to them. (Dianne)
Jim and that they did care for me and all that... they
had a lot of time. (Mandy)
Susie and Tricia had respectively been excluded
from, and stopped going to, the same unit.
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I didn't like it. I didn't like their attitude... The
people that were in it they acted as if they were
better than everyone else, whatever they say, you had
to do. (Susie)
So the same provision could be valued in retrospect
by some young women and criticised by others. Most
had mixed views, especially about residential provision;
while several felt that they had been helped there they
still wished that they had not had to go and that better
support had been available to them in mainstream
school. Although there is also the recognition that
sometimes they chose not to accept the help that did
exist. Where support was valued it was seen as informal,
acknowledging the young women as individual human
beings and not as intrusive. Several of the young women
in the later interviews were clear that they were glad to
be freed of what they saw as interfering professionals
who had made decisions without understanding their
lives, who 'didn't really understand what a young person
HYi.v going through. It was just a job to them' (Lesley).
The accounts of their school experience offered by
these young women demonstrate how complex is the
link between individual biographies and the structures of
schooling. They are pessimistic about their experiences
of much mainstream secondary education but also
optimistic about some kinds of mainstream support.
Sometimes such support is also rejected. It may be that
young women, like Susie, at some times in their lives are
unable to see the value of this support, which indicates
the importance of its availability to young people when
it makes sense to them, rather than simply when the
professional decision-making specifies.
Often, however, the support offered in the alternative
provision is valued more highly than that previously
available in mainstream school. However even here this
is not universally seen as helpful. It is often seen as
positive in specific comparison with the mainstream, on
the assumption that the desirable features of the alternative
provision, for example smaller classes, more open
relationships with adults and more support in class,
could not have been available in the ordinary school
(Cooper, 1993). There was regret by some young
women for their wasted educational opportunities and
the limited curriculum (Cullen and Lloyd, 1997; HMI,
1990). The same provision was valued quite differently
in some cases.
In terms of the varied standards against which
effectiveness is often set, the first was Adherence to Key
Principles. One key principle, often invoked, recognises
the rights of the mainstream majority to a safe and
orderly environment. The absence of most of these girls
from mainstream classes may be seen by their teachers
as positive for the majority. It is clear from tire accounts
of the young women that some of them were difficult for
teachers to manage in class. Most however made their
own decision not to attend. In any case as argued earlier,
this standard is dependent on a narrow individualised
notion of deviance. If the rates of exclusion from school
reflect the character and ethos of the school (Cullen et al,
1996) then Gemma's exclusion, for example, may not
have improved classroom relations.
Their experiences also pose some problems for the
next key principle relating to the rights of children. Their
placements through both educational and social welfare
structures, reflecting a typically complex pattern of home,
family and educational issues, highlight the difficulties
of maintaining the rights specified in the Children
(Scotland) Act 1995 when these are not recognised in
education (Lloyd, 1997).
The third key principle referred to the right of all
pupils to be educated with their peers. Their inclusion in
the mainstream has ultimately been defined by professional
decision-making but often in response to the decision to
self exclude. This does raise an important qualification
to the argument over inclusion, which is that young
people themselves should have some say over the nature
of what they wish to be included into. We cannot argue
for inclusion into unsatisfactory educational experiences.
These young women had not had constructive experiences
of mainstream school but their comments suggest ways
in which this could have been better.
A second set of standards referred to the
Achievement ofAims and Objectives, the first of which
increasingly expects alternative education provision to
achieve the aims and objectives of the overall education
system. The educational attainments of the young
women in this study were not high when set against
national standards, nor had they been offered the full
range of the curriculum. They had however been offered
a more individualised curriculum which they had in
general valued. There is a well documented dilemma for
alternative educational provision between the emphasis
on the full range of the mainstream curriculum and a
more creative, individualised response to disaffected
young people (Cole and Visser, 1998; Cole et al, 1998;
LloydSmith and Davies, 1995).
The aims of individual schools often tend to focus on
the third set of standards, that is the Meeting ofIndividual
Needs, of young people and therefore may be in conflict
with broader national aims or the overall aims of their
councils which may reflect a focus on inclusion. In this
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context the aims for alternative provision may be rather
confused as the provision is seen as a necessary but
undesirable reflection of the difficulties of an inclusion
policy. Many of these young women did not feel they
had participated very fully in professional discussions of
their needs.
Education and young motherhood
As argued earlier there is little current discussion of
effectiveness and even less about gender and outcomes.
Yet there is at the same time a popular moral concern
about lone and teenage mothers, whose apparently
irresponsible behaviour creates welfare dependency for
themselves and delinquency in their children (Field,
1996; MacDonald, 1997). We have argued elsewhere
that the findings of this small study do not fit with the
notion of a fixed and feckless underclass, nor with a
picture of hapless victims of structural inequality unable
to make choices about their lives (Lloyd and O'Regan,
submitted). The young women discussed here have
made choices, some to have babies. They wish to live
lives independent of interfering professionals but also
face adversities and could benefit from informal support.
The discussion about effective outcomes for girls
and young women who have been in care or special
provision, tends to imply that early motherhood should
inevitably be seen as failure. For some of the young
women in this study it had created a satisfying life
which, although perhaps not planned, represented a
positive experience. The literature does not apply the
same standards to young men and young women -
fathering and/or supporting their children are rarely
considered as relevant criteria of success or failure to be
discussed for young men.
Conclusion
The young women in the second part of this study
were living in disadvantaged areas, they were financially
poor, their employment histories had been patchy, many
of them were pregnant and had babies. Several were
isolated, with few friends and little support. Yet most
had positive views of their lives and futures. Sometimes
these included aspirations for work, sometimes they
focussed on their future with their children. Some of
those with babies had a strong wish to create a life for
their children free of the abuse which they had suffered
themselves. It was not clear that their patterns of work
were any different from other young people in their
neighbourhoods. Equally their early pregnancies may not
be so unusual. The findings do indicate the complexity
and difficulties of measuring effectiveness.
Although in some cases the lives of the young women
reflected a long pattern of professional intervention,
these interventions were in retrospect viewed with
mixed feelings by many of the young women. Some saw
them as the inevitable consequences of their own
actions, especially those young women with a strong
history of offending, others were more resentful. They
did in many cases emphasise the value of certain kinds
of support, from certain individuals, sometimes at
particular times of their lives.
We believe that the findings of this study point to the
case for a much wider argument over the existence of
specialised alternative provision for young people, and
in particular for young women. Clearly some of these
young women, during their earlier years, had experienced
extreme difficulties in their family life and neighbourhood.
Equally some of them had created difficulties in their
neighbourhood and school. Some kind of professional
support or intervention may have been inevitable. It was
not always clear, however, that the professional interventions
in their lives, while sometimes removing them from
what seemed to be the context of the problem, had
necessarily equipped them to survive any better than
their peers in the adult world. These interventions had
created a strong view that, as argued earlier, professionals
were valued who treated them as equal human beings,
who listened and provided uncritical support even while
sometimes criticising their actions. This kind of support
was not seen to be often available in the mainstream,
although, as for Ann, it could be there.
The study brings us back to broader questions of the
aims and purposes of mainstream schooling. If alternative
provision provides what is not available in the mainstream,
then it reflects the failures of mainstream education to
provide an adequate pastoral and learning environment
for young women like these. Much discussion of the
effectiveness of alternative education for young people
with social, emotional or behavioural difficulties fails to
acknowledge the complexity and confusion over the
standards to be applied. We are arguing for more public
discussion of the role of alternative educational provision
in relation to the paradox created by public policies of
inclusion alongside exclusionary educational practices.
This discussion should include the views of young people,
young men and young women and their families.
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'You Have to Learn to Love Yourself 'Cos No One Else
Will/ Young Women with 'Social, Emotional or
Behavioural Difficulties" and the Idea of the Underclass
GWYNEDD LLOYD & ANNE O'REGAN, University of Edinburgh, UK
ABSTRACT This article discusses some of the findings of a small-scale qualitative study involving
young women identified and processed as deviant, that is as having 'social, emotional or behavioural
difficulties', in their schoolyears. It also explores some of the ideas currently much discussed in both the
press and academic literature about the underclass and lone motherhood, arguingfor an understanding that
acknowledges the complex interweaving ofstructure and agency in the lives ofdisadvantagedyoung women.
There is very little research in Britain on gender and deviance in school, despite the
considerable variation in the numbers of boys and girls identified as having emotional or
behavioural difficulties and in those excluded from school (Crozier & Anstiss, 1995;
Riddell, 1996; Lloyd, 1999). In Scotland secondary school age boys are between three
and four times as likely to be excluded from school as girls and are likely to be excluded
for longer (Cullen el al., 1996). In alternative provision, for what in Scotland is called
'social, emotional or behavioural difficulties' (SEBD), there are more than four times as
many boys as girls. The different incidence is clearly related to gendered constructions
of deviance and gendered processes of identification, intervention and patterns of
provision (Lloyd, 1999).
Equally, although there is a growing literature on lone mothers and despite the
centrality of the idea of the lone mother to much of the argument of the political Right
on the underclass, most of the literature on youth, the underclass and social exclusion
pays little attention to gender. MacDonald's otherwise comprehensive collection of
papers on this theme has very few references to young women or to gender issues
(MacDonald, 1997a).
The debate over the existence of an underclass which is anti-social, welfare-dependent,
anti-work and criminal is well documented. MacDonald and others summarise the
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arguments into four main positions, the moral turpitude argument, the structural poverty
position, the need for more research view and lastly, the outright rejection of the idea
(Westergaard, 1992; Griffin, 1993; Field, 1996; MacDonald, 1997a). We intend to argue
that the findings of this small study provide illuminative support for MacDonald's own
argument against the usefulness of the idea of the underclass and for 'a more productive
recasting of research on contemporary youth, their transitions and social exclusion'
(MacDonald, 1997b, p. 196). The argument draws on data from interviews with young
women whose lives include many of the features associated with the idea of the
underclass, such as unemployment, early motherhood and histories of professional
intervention, and yet do not conform to the simplistic picture, often drawn, of feckless-
ness and welfare dependency. Our interviews show that, although their lives were
affected by poverty and by their histories of difficult experiences as children, they had
many hopes and aspirations of work, homes and parenthood in common with other
young women of their age (Baldwin et al., 1997; Jones, 1997).
Social, Emotional or Behavioural Difficulties
Social, emotional or behavioural difficulties (SEBD) is the official term used in Scodand
to denote children and young people considered to require additional help/support in or
out of mainstream school because of tiieir behaviour or emotional difficulties (Munn &
Lloyd, 1998). Various unsuccessful attempts have been made in Scodand to define this
label in individual psychopathological terms. It is clear that its use reflects the subjective
perceptions of professional judgement and decision-making and that a more helpful
understanding is in pragmatic terms, which claim no clarity over how to compare
•disruptiveness in different institutions or difficulties in individual pupils.
In Scodand the provision for SEBD differs in its structure from England—there is
nothing direcdy similar to the Pupil Referral Units for excluded pupils, widi the
associated implication of unworthiness of those excluded as opposed to the worthiness of
those identified as having EBD. The term SEBD is used to refer to all pupils receiving
special educational support or in special provision, whether excluded, formally Recorded
as having SEBD, or as a result of personal or family difficulties or offending in the
community. There are two routes into alternative provision, the 'educational' route
through assessment of special educational need and the 'social welfare' route through a
decision of a Children's Hearing, although the selection of school, especially if this
involves a residential or expensive placement, will usually be made by the same
multidisciplinary group. Most alternative educational provision will have children placed
by both routes. The two systems offer different rights and procedures to children and
families, which can be confusing. Often educational professionals too are unclear about
their operation (Lloyd & Padfield, 1996). There is probably a greater professional
consensus in Scodand over a generally welfare, needs-based and multidisciplinary
approach to the education of children and young people in difficulty as a consequence
of the influence of the Children's Hearing System (Hallett et al., 1998).
In our study we accepted that the term SEBD had been applied to the young women
we interviewed but did not assume that it told us anything about them, other dian that
a professional judgement had been made.
The Research
Twenty young women were interviewed in their last year of compulsory schooling. They
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Table I.
First interview (20 young women)
Current school
at mainstream secondary 2
excluded from school/left early/didn't go 5
residential school 8
day alternative educational placement 5
Experience of mainstream schools
truanted 10
truanted & disruptive 4
excluded 4
attended & difficulties 1
don't know 1
Living (at time of 1st interview)
residential school &/or care 9
home (mother) 5
home (both parents) 3
own flat (after leaving care) 3
Baby
while school age 2
were white, Scottish and had been identified as 'having' SEBD. (There are hardly any
black girls identified with SEBD in Scotland, although ethnicity can be a factor in
exclusion from school, for example, in relation to gypsy travellers [Lloyd et al., 1999.])
Most of the young women had been involved extensively with the social work and
juvenile justice systems, including secure placements. They were identified by their school
or centre: three residential schools, two secondary schools and three day alternative
educational establishments (two youth strategy centres and one leavers' group in a special
school) (see Table I). Two of the residential schools were for girls, the others all mixed.
The aims of the research were to explore issues involving the ideas of effectiveness and
outcomes of alternative educational provision for young women identified with SEBD
and to provide space for the rarely heard voices of such young women. In the first
interview they were asked about their experiences of schooling in different settings, about
their understanding of the professional judgements and processes that had led to their
different placements and about their aspirations for the future and their lives after they
left school. The young women agreed to be interviewed again after 2 years. We were
able to trace 15, ofwhom we interviewed 14 and the parents of the fifteenth. There were
great difficulties in finding them. They were spread out across the central belt of
Scotland. Many had moved, and when we did find their telephone numbers their
telephones were cut off. Some of those we failed to find seemed lost to the formal
agencies of the state, for example, the social work department and the careers service
(Wilkinson, 1995).
In the second interview they were asked to look back at their schooling and the
professional support they had received and to tell us about their current lives, in the
context of their earlier aspirations. Clearly this is a very small-scale project and
generalisation inappropriate. However, we hope to show that we have used the findings
to explore some important ideas and to point to the need for more such research on a
wider scale.
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Table II.




living with baby's father 2
still relationship baby's father 1
occasional contact baby's father 1
no contact baby's father 3
no contact baby/baby's father 1
Marriage
no plans/opposed 14
engaged but no plans to marry 1
Living (2nd interview)*
at mothers' home (father) 3 (1)
own tenancy 5







currendy working/supported training 2
Brief Summary of Findings
The findings could be used, superficially, to support the arguments for the existence of
an underclass. They offer a picture of teenage lone parenthood, unemployment and
welfare support. However, as we will show, they can also be seen to present a more
complex picture. Table I gives some information about their educational position at the
time of their first interview, some idea of their schooling history and where they lived at
that time. It also shows that two of the young women had babies while still under school
leaving age. Several had been to many schools (the record was 16), some had been in
multiple care situations and in and out of families, children's homes and residential
schools.
Table II indicates their circumstances at the time of the later interviews, including
where they were living at that time. However, from the interviews, it was clear that many
of the young women lived more complex lives than the table suggests, often in
households with a varying membership of their extended family, their partners, children
and friends. Even the young women who had their own tenancies did not always live
there alone all the time, some returning home sometimes, or having other people living
in their flat.
In the argument that follows we discuss the ideas central to the notion of the
underclass, in relation to these findings and to the comments of the young women. In
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—single motherhood and marriage; and
—professional intervention and support.
Issues of elTectiveness and outcomes of alternative placement are discussed elsewhere
(Lloyd & O'Regan, 1999)
Work and Unemployment
Murray, among others, argues that for members of his identified underclass unemploy¬
ment is the norm and work is no longer seen as a source of self-respect. His discussion
of this concern includes young women only indirectly inasmuch as their lone mother¬
hood and welfare dependency is one of the reasons why men apparently feel no need to
work (Murray, 1996; Field, 1996). Almost all of the young women in this study had clear
and well worked out expectations ofwork. Of the four who had never worked, three had
already been pregnant or had a baby by the time they left school. Eleven had worked
for some time, although rarely at the job they had wished for in their first interview (see
Table III).
Tabu; III (20 young women).
Hopes for work
Work with children 6 Car mechanic 3 Catering 2
Painter/decorator 1 Nurse 1 Hairdresser 1
Medical receptionist 1 Actress 1 Art/design 2
Get a job 2
There were considerable discontinuities between their hopes and expectations and the
realities of the kind ofwork they found. Only two young women had found work in their
chosen area but they had not liked it. Rona had had clear plans to be a hairdresser:
... and I didn't like it. At first when you're on work experience it was good, but
once you're actually working and you're getting paid for it and you're getting
told, do this do that, getting told to do about three different things at
once—wash hair, clean up hair, do this, do that. I ended up saying—no see
you later! (Rona, not working, with a baby)
Christine wanted to be a nurse and had worked for nearly a year as an unqualified
assistant in a residential home for the elderly:
You used to have to do shifts, early shift, late shift, I was too young to do the
night shift. But you had to do six and three quarter hours a shift. You were
knackered 'cos you were working nine or ten shifts between your days off.
(Christine, unemployed)
Six young women had planned to work with children; some felt that their own difficult
experiences meant that they would understand the pressure that some children faced:
When you've been there, you've worn the T-shirt, you know what they're
going through. (Gemma, now a trainee caterer on a supported scheme)
I don't think I would find them difficult, I do believe I would enjoy it. Because
I was in that many homes and I have friends now who are still working in the
homes and I really want to do it. I know when I was there they had two
members of staff who had been in care and even the people who didn't know
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that they had even been in care, you asked them their favourite member of staff
and at least one of their names would come up. (Ann, now a care assistant in a
nursing home for old people)
Cath had worked only briefly in a creche:
I just felt like they were asking me to do everything—it was like I was younger
and they were trying to boss me about and that so I didn't like it
She then worked in a canteen in a chicken processing factory but had given it up when
she became pregnant.
Three young women wanted to be car mechanics. Susie wanted, and still plans to be,
a motor mechanic:
I had a job for a while. 1 had to give that up because his Dad couldn't look
after him [baby] because he had a job. Since then I've just been looking after
him. It was in the S Centre, fish and chip shop ... It wasn't hard, it was just
I didn't like coming home with greasy hair and I started getting spots because
of the grease. (Susie, currently not working, plans to do a course as soon as her
baby is toilet trained.)
Some young women with babies were unable to work because of the lack of appropriate
childcare. Sometimes they were unwilling to leave their babies with others, an anxiety
reinforced by their own experiences of abuse. The option of leaving your baby with a
grandparent may not be open to young women who were abused in their families.
I'd like to get a wee job, but at the moment—I couldn't get a job at the
moment. I can't leave her with anyone else because I worry about what's going
on. Basically there's two people I trust with my bairn, that's me and her father.
I don't trust anyone else. There's too many dodgy people about nowadays.
(Dianne, not working, with a baby)
Two of the young women were currently caring for and supporting their mothers, who
had physical and mental health problems. Rona had asked her boyfriend to give up
working as she was lonely by herself with her baby:
... when I'm sitting by myself. Having the bairn, no a car, nae shops ... the
shops are miles away. He was [working] till last week because I got fed-up
sitting in the house by myself... I used to sit on my own and when he came
in from his work I'd say—do you have to go?
So most of this group had worked and still had expectations of work. Their experience
of work had mainly been that work was hard and unpleasant. For some this had not
engendered a commitment to work that would sustain them when other things were
difficult. Others were more determined to work and to find a satisfying job. In their
initial interviews, like the young people in Williamson's Status ZerO group (Williamson,
1997), they did not anticipate their patchy experiences of work and unemployment.
Williamson argues that the young people in his study had developed a culture of survival
to respond to the changing structure of opportunity in post-school transitions
(Williamson, 1997). The young women in this study also perhaps reflect the observation
of Baldwin and colleagues that:
although the movement from school to work is important, for some groups,
their housing careers and family relationships are of equal (and for some
paramount) importance. (Baldwin et al., 1997, p. 84)
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Teenage Motherhood
The concerns about 'dangerous' idle youth intersect with those on lone parents, making
these teenage mothers doubly dangerous to society, both because of their own apparent
lack ofmorality and welfare dependency and because of their responsibility for produc¬
ing the male, delinquent youth of the future (Phoenix, 1991, 1996; Roseneil & Mann,
1996; Tett, 1996). As the position and the actions of young mothers are crucial to the
arguments about the underclass, they are often discussed in relation to this status, just as
young mothers, rather than as complex young women.
The young women in this study did not intend to have early pregnancies; typical
observations when diey were still at school included:
I'm never going to get married—don't want any wains. (Louise)
I do but no' the noo, maybe when I'm about 30 odd or something. (Maggie)
I wouldn't be able to cope with a wain at my age. (Mary Ann)
I'd rather have a dog! (Moira)
Most indicated that they would like to have a baby at some point, after working and
having a social life:
... in about 5 years' time. (Gemma)
None of the young women with babies, or who were pregnant, indicated that they had
become pregnant on purpose. Most acknowledged diat it had been accidental, but none
regretted the baby. Both of the girls who were already mothers in die first interviews said
later that in retrospect diey did wish diat they had waited. Both had lived for a long time
in care.
If I could put the time back I would—but have the same baba—but later on.
I don't really regret it. (Susie)
Susie also said in both interviews that having the baby had stopped her from getting into
trouble; she was previously offending regularly, stealing cars:
I'd have been in the jail by now.
She lived in her own flat and rarely went out:
I sit and play with him, sing songs, tell him stories. His dad comes down and
helps but he doesn't stay here. He's trying to find a job at the moment. He got
the sack when I went into labour and he came with me.
She was determined to bring her child up differendy from her own family.
A lot more love—I couldn't do—I blame a lot of it on my Mum, 'cos she did
things in front of me that I feel she shouldn't have. She swore in front of me,
she hit me in front of other folk, and things like that and it just made me more
difficult... I do believe in disciplining a child but not like my Mum would do
it. I ran away for an hour and she battered me with a cricket bat.
Lesley had two children by the second interview, and was no longer living with their
father. She had a history of care, residential schools and secure accommodation.
I was sexually assaulted when I was 12 and I just started drinking and taking
drugs, running away from home and stuff so I got put in secure ... I was in a
children's home for 3 months when I was 12 and I left there when I was 13
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and went to foster parents and then to a family and then to another children's
home.
She had met the baby's father and become pregnant while in a residential school. He
had also lived most of his life in care. She was now going to the local community school,
which had a support unit for young mothers and she had clear ambitions to do her
Highers (examinations) and then a design course:
Get a job and maybe a bought house ... I want a business design company
eventually. I'll have to do business management and stuff as well.
Lesley seemed thin and underfed, her clothes were well worn but her children looked
well fed, well dressed and had lots of toys. She rarely saw the children's father. She had
no family locally, hardly any friends and never went out because she was too tired, but
she was proud of her children and determined to make a good life for them. Neither of
these young women could be represented as the feckless young mothers of Murray's
underclass (Murray, 1996).
Several of die young women with babies did seem somewhat isolated, and without
much support. Dianne had been depressed:
I was on the sick for depression and everything. I'm still on the sick for
depression ... They gave me anti-depressants but I dinnae like anti-depressants,
they're addictive. They keep saying they're not addictive but they are addictive.
I ken many people that are addicted to them.
Dianne got support and social relationships from her boyfriend's family.
I never go up to my Mum's now. It's pretty complicated ... it's one of these
complicated situations.
While some of the young women with babies had little contact with their mothers, for
two others, who had themselves also been in care or residential school, it may have given
them a way back into their families. Laura was living with her mother, who was very
pleased that Laura was pregnant.
She's been buying everything, she's all excited. But I never thought this would
happen.
Laura was interviewed in her room, which was a typical teenage bedroom, walls covered
with posters, where the white lace cot seemed incongruous. She showed the picture of
the baby's first scan. She had no contact with the baby's father, who had wanted her to
get an abortion. Laura, while like the others accidentally pregnant, had also made a
choice to proceed with her pregnancy.
It would be presumptuous on the basis of only two interviews with each young woman
to speculate on the complex individual motivation involved in these decisions. However,
it was apparent that for some of them, who had had difficult lives, they had found love,
affection and warmth in their relationships with their babies. Some of them also found
things difficult, some lived in relative social isolation and some never went out or had a
good time with peers.
Single Motherhood and Marriage
None of the young women was married—it simply did not seem to be a relevant option.
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Marriage was described as an expensive ceremony, unrelated to the setting up of family.
Two girls talked about the possibility of marriage in the future, but most dismissed it.
My hopes ... well to say settled down ... not really ... I don't want to get
married because if I end up like my Mum and Dad well forget it. (Moira)
At the time of their first interview only three young women were living with both parents.
Soon after one was taken into care, and of the 15 found later only Moira was then living
with both parents, although tragically her mother was shortly afterwards murdered by
her father. Most had experience of complex family circumstances, family rows, abuse.
Some now had no contact with family; some had re-established contact having been
living away from home earlier.
[My dad] ... he's dead. He's dead and all. [Laughs] I'm glad he's dead ... it's
not a very nice thing to say but... I've got a lot of hatred for him. (Gemma)
Don't get me wrong ... I love my Mum but I just can't stay with her ... Like
she's not well. She's got manic depression ... she takes about 17 pills every day,
tranquillisers, anti-depressants, you name it she takes it. She's just completely
changed. When she wasn't well I looked after her, but she got better for a while
but now she's that crabbit and nothing I can do is ever right. (Christine)
It would perhaps have been surprising if titey had strong expectations of marriage and
the family.
Professional Intervention and Support
Most of these young women had experience of intervention in their lives by a range of
professionals. By the second interview some wanted to be free of what they saw as
professional interference, and others still wished for support although not intervention. In
retrospect, some were positive about support they had received, others critical. Ann, who
had a history ofmultiple abuse and ofbeing in care, identified a learning support teacher
in her school as central to her avoidance of exclusion from school:
So I turned up and at first I was sitting there going I cannae do it, I cannae
do it, but Sophia, she was fabulous, she gave me a great pushing and I really
did work hard in the learning support and I caught up with all my work.
Considering that I missed near enough 3, 4 years of school while I was here,
there and everywhere, she really did help me quite a bit because I got better
grades in my exams than some of the other kids who had been there every day.
So it's Sophia I've got to thank, she was really brilliant and there were a
number of times when I just couldn't take it and she always gave me another
chance ... I still keep in touch with Sophia and I miss her, sometimes I sit and
think I wish I was at school because Sophia would have the answer, she was
really good.
Ann had varied experience of social workers but finally found one about whom she felt
positive:
Yes. I still see my social worker occasionally. I don't know if when I was 18 1
came off the Social Work Record or not, but she still comes to see me ... like
she'll take me out on my birthday and tilings like that, and if I need any advice
I still phone her up. We got on really well, so I still keep in touch with her but
I'm not actually sure if I'm on record or if she just does it to be helpful.
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[Interviewer—It's good that it was a positive experience.] Well the latter one
was!
At the second interview Gemma was homeless but working in a supported training
situation. Gemma had been excluded from school and described herself as having a
temper. She had been in care and had a lot of difficulties, but saw her life as improving:
A bit better, calmed down on the self harming, fair enough I still do it, but it's
no as often as I used to do it... once in a blue moon. And I was buzzing for
a while there ... got addicted to gas. I came off that slowly. I'm still in the
process of coming off that... it's just like all that stuff to cope with.
She still lost her temper but found that the staff in the training scheme were tolerant and
gave her support. Dianne and Lesley were critical of social workers:
I dinnae go to social workers ... I don't like them. I had enough of them when
they had to be at my meetings and everything. It was like you'd sit there and
they were supposed to be there to help you, and be there for you, but they
were sitting there putting me down. Well Sheila from Moray [alternative
educational provision] was on my side but .... it got to the stage when they
were all sitting there talking and I was just sitting there like that—'talk about
me as if I'm no here', and they've all turned round and went 'Oh sorry'. I was
like that—Cheers. [Laughs] (Dianne)
They were all right but they didn't really understand what a young person was
going through. It was just a job to them. (Lesley)
Lesley now took one of her sons to a social work nursery and found the less
interventionist approach there more helpful:
I can go to her if I want and she doesn't come pestering me.
Most of the young women identified positive support as informal, tolerant and friendly,
more equal than before. (For a more detailed discussion of their experiences of school
and professional support see Lloyd & O'Regan, 1999.)
Discussion
The literature on young mothers tends either to condemn them, construct them as
problems or to suggest they are no different from other mothers (Hudson & Ineichen,
1991; Dennis & Erdos, 1993; Griffin, 1993; Morgan, 1995; Murray, 1996; Phoenix,
1996). Phoenix argued that the reported adverse consequences of teenage motherhood
may not be as devastating as sometimes stated. She warns of the risks of individualising
their problems and contributing to the popular blame attached to their situation. She
argues that, 'Although teenage women who become mothers are often believed to
constitute a social problem, it may be more accurate to view them as a group ofmothers
with problems—often not of their own making—who are struggling against the odds.
Most fare well' (Phoenix, 1991, p. 253). Data from the National Child Development
Study (NCDS) does suggest that teenage motherhood is associated with poverty, low
educational attainment and emotional difficulties while growing up (Kiernan, 1995). Of
course, this does not necessarily suggest that the young women here should not do well.
However, when Phoenix argues that most fare well, we might ask whether some of those
who do not are those with histories of care and abuse. The young women in this study
had varied experiences of family life, which for some included rejection, abuse and even
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murder. They did not wish to see this repeated for their children, which raises issues of
how they can be supported in achieving their aim.
Murray's argument that 'sex is fun and that babies endearing' (Murray, 1996, p. 45)
and that young women are financially rewarded by the state for having babies is far too
simple an account of this process. The young women in this study were not living in
affluence, nor did their current dependence on benefit prevent them from having aspir¬
ations which would be common in Scottish society (Baldwin et al., 1997; Jones, 1997).
No I just want a nice job, nice wee house and just to be happy. I don't want
to be rich, as long as I've got some money to keep myself and things like that
I'd be fine ... and hundreds of dogs ... I love dogs. (Moira)
Get a job and maybe a bought house. (Lesley)
Nor could they be viewed simply as victims of their structural position—they had made
choices. Certainly in their childhood they had important choices made for them by their
families and by professional agencies. They had also made choices for themselves which
influenced the professional decision-making, for example, not to go to school. They made
mistakes like everyone else (Lister, 1996). Several of the young women regretted their
missed educational opportunities. Some had difficult and distressing experiences in their
families and also as a consequence of the intervention of the state. But they had also had
valued experiences and important relationships. They had real and complex lives.
If we reject the views of the young women either as simply victims of structural
inequalities or as feckless creators of their own irresponsible circumstances, then we need
to acknowledge the strengths of some aspects of their lives but also recognise the
difficulties they faced. Some were lonely or depressed for some of the time. Two were
living with friends while they waited to be housed. Some were housed in areas where no
one else would want to live. Ann, for example, living in a street with many boarded-up
houses:
I don't like living here. I don't like it at all, but it's a house ... It's just
horrible—the whole place. It's just really horrible.
Moira lived with her parents, some of her siblings and their children which she said
made her stressed;
And I don't sleep at all at night—I sleep in the morning because ... I don't
know what it is ... I just cannae get to sleep at night. I'll go to sleep about six
and get up about nine.
Rona, who felt isolated and had asked her boyfriend to give up working, found it difficult
to organise herself to do things, like take the baby to the health visitor.
Aye ... I'm meant to be going up to see her today. I can't be bothered getting
dressed. It's one of thae days.
Christine was living with her mother, who had mental health problems, and was
desperate to get away from home but had no immediate prospect of being housed.
I don't know ... get anything ... I don't care where it is ... I don't care what it
is.
Mary Ann had left her residential school and gone home but found it too difficult to
cope. She was clear that the offences she had committed then were a reflection of this
and was relieved to have been placed in secure accommodation where she said she felt
safe and supported.
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What it was, I left Nevis [residential school] and I stayed with my mam for a
couple of weeks, and em, I ended up in Dover hostel and frae there on the
polis was giving me hassle, so I decided to kindae steal a motor, smash the
windaes, smash the tyres, set it on fire—ended up in the secure unit.
Mandy was staying with her mother temporarily while she was being rehoused. Her
family had major problems in their neighbourhood.
Just a load of hassle with my brother, well no just my brother, my sister and
that... ken wi' a murder that got happened to a fellae. We were witnesses so
we were getting all the backlash of it so we had to move out of this place until
it was all calmed down so we came back here ... Quite paranoid still in a whole
lot of the streets, ken round here, you still get things shouted at you.
Cath, who had been in care, was pregnant and living with friends while hoping for
supported accommodation; she did not work because she felt sick and was bored all the
time. One of the other young women had had several miscarriages and had taken an
overdose since leaving her residential school.
Conclusion
In a foreword to Murray's essay on the underclass, Green argues that to refrain from
judging people is to refrain from respecting them (Green, 1990, reprinted in Institute of
Economic Affairs [IEA], 1996, p. 22). On the other hand, writers like Smart are rightly
critical of the value judgements of the agencies of the state in their conceptions of good
and bad mothering (Smart, 1996). For those who wish to be able to offer something
.useful to young women there needs to be another approach, which does not judge, which
rejects the ideological constructions of 'good' and 'bad' mothering, but is able to
acknowledge that some actions by people in and out of families can be open to scrutiny.
Those young women in this study who had been abused did not discuss the experience
in terms of the social significance of the discourse of abuse in late twentieth-century
Western society. They wished they had been protected and wanted to make sure that this
did not happen to their children. We are arguing that they are entided to support in this.
They would also perhaps agree with Smart that you need material resources to be a
'good' mother.
If we are to recognise agency and not see such young women as victims, then we can
voice an expectation of their responsible actions. We can respect them by creating a
climate where, rather than judging the young people themselves, as Green proposes, we
can support and encourage them to define their own notions of responsibility (Green,
1990). They should equally voice their expectations of us. MacDonald's contributors
show how young people's transitions had become riskier and 'for already disadvantaged
youth, more prone to social exclusion' (MacDonald, 1997b, p. 186). Current government
thinking fosters a view of the state as increasingly interventionist in families; curfews and
compulsory parenting classes are based on a model like that rejected by these young
women. Support for young women is increasingly difficult to find from more hard-
pressed community organisations and council agencies, such as social work departments,
struggling to maintain their statutory obligations and unable to provide support in an
informal, rather than interventionist way.
Research like this creates an ethical and theoretical challenge for researchers who wish
to recognise difficulties and adversities in some of these girls' lives but who wish to avoid
both the stereotyping of the lone parent in die underclass argument and the underplay-
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ing of agency and the strengths of individual lives in the structural poverty argument.
Our study does acknowledge the complex interplay of different aspects ofpoverty, where,
as Lister points out, poor housing, 'a bleak urban environment, social isolation, exclusion
from the world of work and lack of political life compound one another' (Lister, 1996,
p. 9). We wished neither to sentimentalise, nor to underplay or avoid evidence of
difficulties. We wanted to talk about the individual circumstances of this small number
of young women to illuminate some of the complexities of the issue, but not by
individualising the problem, which, as Phoenix points out, leads to blame (Phoenix,
1996). We have tried to give some sense of their achievements, their adversities and their
views. We are arguing for research which attempts to address what MacDonald calls the
complicated interplay of individual biographies with structural forces (MacDonald,
1997b, p. 172) and for the inclusion of gender issues with much more specific reference
to the experience and voice of girls and young women.
Care
Do I care what happens to me
Yes I do
Do you care what happens to me
No you don't
Maybe I care about you
Then again maybe I don't
You have to learn to love yourself
'Cos no-one else will
You'll learn the hard way. (Mary Ann, 17, in secure provision)
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From difference to deviance: the exclusion of gypsy-
traveller children from school in Scotland
GWYNEDD LLOYD and CLAIRE NORRIS
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We explore issues generated by a current research project exploring the views of teachers
and children on the conflicts that may be generated by the meeting of the cultural norms of
traveller families with the expectations and value assumptions of schools.
Introduction
The research discussed in this paper was developed in response to an
awareness that, while efforts were being made to encourage traveller chil¬
dren to attend school, at the same time there was some evidence of dis¬
ciplinary exclusion, particularly at the secondary stage. The aims of the
project are to explore how schools perceive the culture of traveller children
and its influence on their behaviour, to investigate whether teachers see the
behaviour of traveller pupils as problematic and how they respond if they
do.
We acknowledge the ethical and methodological issues involved when
the research is carried out by sedentary academics, and have addressed this
in two ways: first, through a reflexive awareness of our own position and a
conscious attempt to reflect the voices of the subjects of the research, and
second, through the bringing into the project of interviewers who are
travellers. This is work still in progress, the paper represents our thinking
at this stage of the process.
The research project
This project has its origins in a conversation between two colleagues, now
in the research team, who had been involved in earlier related pieces of
work, the collection of data on school attendance by the Scottish traveller
Education Project (STEP) (Jordan 1996) and the government-funded
investigation of exclusion from school in Scotland (Cullen et al. 1996). It
seemed that there were issues generated by the wider research on exclusion,
to do with the ability of schools to respond to differences in pupils, which
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might be helpful in exploring the exclusion of traveller pupils from parti¬
cipation in schooling. STEP is a Scottish Office-funded centre that pro¬
vides consultancy and information on traveller education and has a wide
range of contacts with traveller organizations and related groups. Initial
soundings with these suggested that there was support for this kind of
investigation.
Interviews are being carried out in rural and urban areas of Scotland
with mainstream primary and secondary school staff, traveller teachers and
other support workers, and with traveller parents and children from both
gypsy—traveller and show traveller families. As with any marginalized
group, identifying potential traveller interviewees has been a slow and
complicated process of negotiation. In particular, where young people or
their families have had a difficult or upsetting experience of school, they
may not be willing to trust us with their views. Accordingly, we have
negotiated through a range of intermediaries. We have carried out some
interviews and some have been conducted by others with longer relation¬
ships with some traveller groups. Interviews are conducted informally,
wherever the interviewee feels comfortable, and are taped and transcribed.
Most interviews with gypsy—traveller young people have taken place in
their homes, whether housed or living in a trailer. It is intended to complete
the data collection by May 1998.
Gypsy-travellers as an ethnic minority?
There has been considerable argument between academics and within
gypsy—traveller communities over the issue of gypsy-traveller identity
and in particular the use of the term ethnic minority (Fraser 1992). The
history of the groups has been written by and largely from the perspective
of settled observers (Kenny 1997). Depending on the context, the terms
gypsy and traveller can be understood as having sometimes the same or
distinctively different meanings. However, there is strong evidence for the
recognition of common cultural features among European nomadic groups,
described variously as gypsies, travellers and rom or roma (Liegeois 1987).
This does not deny the existence of variation in language and history
resulting from the interaction of these groupings with the sedentary com¬
munities of the countries in which they live. As Kenny argues: 'The
sociology of Gypsies and Traveller is also that of the societies in which
they are immersed and their history insofar as recorded, one of their treat¬
ment by the sedentary....' (Kenny 1997: 9).
This recognition of shared cultural practices and norms allows us to
acknowledge the contemporary and historical distinctiveness of these
groupings without using arguments dependent on biological and genealo¬
gical criteria. Fraser demonstrates that 'to attach prime importance to such
criteria quickly leads to absurd demarcations: Gypsy populations like
others, have a mixture of ancestral strains' (Fraser 1992: 5). Even in the
racist horrors of the Third Reich it was not possible to construct clear
genealogical criteria for the identification of gypsies. A travelling existence
on the boundaries of settled societies leads to a culture that responds to and
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interacts with those it meets and will reflect both historically transmitted
and valued features distinctive to the group and also shared and borrowed
or transformed characteristics of the mainstream culture (Okely 1983, Reid
1997). We are using the notion of culture, not as fixed and measurable, but
as constantly being reconstructed and redefined.
We accept Jenkin's notion of ethnic boundaries as permeable, as
existing despite, and because of, interaction across them (Jenkin 1994).
Self-ascribed and other-ascribed ethnicity are equally interactive (Okely
1983). Our social identity will include not only a greater or lesser awareness
of membership of an ethnic group, majority or minority, but also a range of
other aspects including, for example, age, gender, class, nationality.
Different aspects of our identity may be important or asserted at different
times. 'To be a traveller one does not need to assert it continually'
(Husband 1989). Kendall (1997) points out that the traveller community
is not a homogeneous 'whole' and that their exclusion from the majority
society may lead to 'stronger' members excluding 'weaker" members, for
example men excluding women, English travellers excluding Irish travel¬
lers. Difference is fundamental to our conceptions of identity, for travellers
as for others (Braid 1997)..
The Council of Europe has identified two main groupings of travellers,
gypsies-travellers and occupational travellers. A third group is also often
identified, that of the more recent 'new' travellers. This paper focuses
particularly on the issues identified from the research to do with gypsy-
traveller pupils. The project however did include a group of occupational
travellers, show (fairground) travellers and relevant comparisons will be
made although these are not discussed in this paper.
Scottish gypsy-travellers
In Scotland, tinker, tinkler and gypsy have been used to describe travellers.
Most of the literature (Fraser 1992, Jordan 1996) accepts that there were
large travelling groups in Scotland prior to the documented arrival in
Europe of groups described as Egyptians or gypsies and that there was
subsequent interaction and interrelationships between these groups and
with subsequent waves of visiting travellers. The history of travellers in
Scotland, as in other countries, reflects their relationship with the settled
population and there is historical evidence of changes in response to periods
of particular persecution, for example as in other parts of Europe in the
seventeenth century the adoption by many gypsies of names commonly in
use in Scotland.
Reid, a Scottish traveller, states that: 'Arguments about the nature and
characteristics of the 'true' Gypsy/Traveller are tiresome, outdated and
misdirected.... Although Gypsies/Travellers have a strong identity that
we defend fiercely, we are just as confused as others as to our origins....
Regardless of theories of origin Gypsies/Travellers remain a distinct ethnic
group and are aware of the distinctive nature of the group' (Reid 1997).
The distinctive features of Scottish gypsy-traveller culture include features
common to gypsy-traveller groups across Europe, including, for example,
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pollution taboos, notions of descent and a traditional hostility to wage
labour and preference for self employment (Okely 1983). Fundamental is
perhaps what Kenny (1997) calls the 'nomadic mindset', regardless of
whether currently travelling. Cant, the language historically used by
Scottish gypsy—travellers, reflects their complex history with many
shared characteristics with other traveller languages like Irish Shelta but
also with significant words from Romani as well as from Scots and Gaelic.
This may now be a source of a vocabulary used in private, along with
Scottish English.
An official report in 1993 estimated the number of gypsy-travellers in
Scotland as around 3000, living most of the year in caravans tents or huts
on camping sites of different kinds (Gentleman 1992). These figures are
much contested and are likely a considerable underestimate given the
historic resistance to official processes. A European report (Liegeois
1987) suggests that there are around 5000 nomadic gypsy-travellers and
12 000 housed. Nomadism is seen as a core feature of the gypsy—traveller
ethnic identity even for those who no longer travel (Liegeois 1994) so our
study included those who are partially or wholly settled.
Participation in formal education is still low, one survey in 1995/96
suggesting that 41% of primary age and 20% of secondary school-age
traveller children attended school regularly (SCF 1996).
The Education Act (Scotland) of 1937 provided a dispensation, still in
operation today, that recognized the seasonal nature of much work and
reduced the obligation for attendance at school for traveller children to
200 attendances between October and April (i.e. 100, which represents
half the attendance expected of the sedentary population).
Exclusion
We have already noted that our research began as a response to evidence of
the disciplinary exclusion of gypsy—travellers from school. It is well docu¬
mented, and further reflected in our own research, that disciplinary exclu¬
sion, while ostensibly a behavioural issue, is inherently connected to a
broader social-exclusion of particular groups of pupils, in relation to
class, disadvantage, ethnicity and gender. We want to explore further,
through both the literature and our own interview data, this broader notion
of exclusion as it relates to gypsy—traveller pupils. This could, of course, be
argued for other groups of pupils. In the case of travellers however, we
would argue that they are particularly vulnerable to the 'exclusionary pro¬
cesses' outlined below. There would seem to be a specific constellation of
issues which intensifies differences in culture and acts to produce gypsy-
traveller pupils as 'different' and 'problematic' in the context of school. We
want first to examine school as an institution, because, in the authors
opinion, we need to 'unpack' school practices (as well as traveller culture)
in order to understand the reasons why travellers are both excluded from
school and self-exclude.
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School and power
What do we mean then, when we talk about notions of wider social-exclu¬
sion and of 'exclusionary processes' and practices? How is this manifested,
lived, in relation to gypsy-traveller pupils' experience of school? Of course,
different schools will have different approaches to a range of educational
issues including behaviour, and this is often dependent on the approach
taken by head teachers and senior management (Cullen et al. 1996). But we
would argue that over and above differing approaches to issues of discipline
and school ethos, schools have an inherently 'normalizing' function and, in
short, this is at the heart of the power which schools exercise as institutions.
The 'normalizing' function of school acts to produce and reproduce pupils
according to the value systems that constitute dominant social relations.
When pupils come into conflict with these values, be it because of issues of
discipline, ethnicity or gender, then tension and conflict may result, as we
will argue is the case for travellers in their specific model of exclusion. As
Furlong notes, 'the experience of race, class and gender can be linked to
disaffection through an emergent sense of difference and exclusion'
(Furlong 1991: 302).
When we talk about school as'normalizing and this being at the heart of
'power' we can see this in two interrelating ways. First, the power of one
individual over another, in this case, the power of the teacher over the
pupil. As others have argued (Furlong 1991, Booth 1996, Cullen et al.
1996, Kenny 1997), individual teachers and schools have significant
power over their pupils, and this power allows for the possibility of dis¬
ciplinary exclusion from school. However, we also have to understand
power in a different way if we are to know its effects in relation to the
exclusionary processes to which Booth (1996) refers. To perceive the
essence of power as repressive is to miss its very nature. Foucault argues
that if power were only repressive then it begs the question of how indi¬
viduals could be made always to obey it (Foucault 1980). What makes us
accept power and its effects is the very fact that it does not bear down upon
us, always telling us how to act—as Foucault argues it does not say 'no'.
Rather, power is productive, 'it traverses and produces things, it induces
pleasure, forms knowledges, produces discourse' (Foucault 1980). Power
then, in this sense, is not located only in the state, at the macro level of
society. Foucault considered this power to be 'inert' (Foucault 1990). Real
power is found in the practices and relationships of everyday life in which
knowledges and discourses are reproduced—the 'micro-powers' at work in
society, the many powers with their concomitant struggles and resistances
that make 'big' (state) power possible and upon which it is contingent.
Power then is not just 'up there', rather 'power relations are rooted in
the system of social networks' (Foucault 1982).
The everyday practices of teachers in the classroom act to reproduce
expected behaviour, the form it takes, the way pupils are supposed to con¬
duct themselves, even perhaps how they should sit. Thus, we witness
power rooted in the system of social networks, producing the normalized
behaviour expected of all of us. From an educational perspective (and from
an early age) children learn that they need to attain certain educational goals
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to move on to the next stage. The force of these powers then, is their ability
to produce and reproduce children within certain value systems, the values
of the sedentary, dominant classes:
Through our power, we attempt to get children to accept certain values, to aspire to
certain futures for themselves, and to accept and understand their own strengths and
limitation. Educational structures—the power of education—is used not just to
impose certain sorts of behaviour, but to construct young people in particular ways.
We do not use our power simply to force children to act in these ways. Rather we
insist that they come to see themselves and organise their lives in these ways. (Furlong
1991: 298)
The essence of this second type of power is that we endeavour to 'produce'
children who learn to choose to act in these ways, and this is continually
reinforced through the everyday practices of the classroom. To summarize,
when we explain schools as normalizing it is because of the powers they
have over pupils (in a disciplinary sense) but also the power they exercise in
a productive sense, to produce pupils in particular ways.
The exclusionary processes of school
We have found Booth's (1996) model of exclusion useful in understanding
the factors that contribute to both disciplinary exclusion and a wider social/
cultural exclusion from mainstream school life. Booth argues that disci¬
plinary exclusion is not a single event, the point at which the relationship
between school and pupil breaks down. We need to look at what he calls the
'devaluations' of certain groups of pupils which precede that event and
which contribute to 'exclusionary processes', that is the broader notion of
exclusion discussed above. Booth is arguing that the 'devaluations' of cer¬
tain groups of pupils contribute to disciplinary exclusion, and to a broader
sense of exclusion from mainstream school culture even where disciplinary
exclusion does not occur.
We would argue that the exclusionary processes to which Booth refers,
and which very often lead to instances of disciplinary exclusion, have at
their heart the 'productive powers' outlined above, which act to reproduce
educational values and societal values to constitute, reproduce and sustain
the dominant view of the 'good society'. The essence of this power, in the
context of this paper, is in its ability not only to produce pupils in this way,
but also to exclude those who resist being 'produced' in this particular
form. While gypsy-travellers are economically dependent on the sedentary
economy (Okely 1983, Kenny 1997) they have, to a greater or lesser degree,
managed to resist assimilation into sedentary society. This resistance
extends to educational policies and practices. Even though some gypsy-
traveller pupils do attend school, they may refuse to be 'assimilated'
completely in it. Rather, they take what they require from it to survive
economically, but within their own culture and lifestyle:
Resistance is constitutive of the cultural operations of this open, dependent society,
drawing in and transforming whatever it needs to suit its own purposes which are
often oppositional to those of the dominant society. (Kenny 1997)
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So, in what 'broad' ways are Scottish gypsy-travellers excluded from
school (as opposed to strictly disciplinary exclusion)? And what can we
point to in both the literature and our interview data that might indicate
the 'exclusionary processes' which contribute to both exclusion from main¬
stream school culture and disciplinary exclusion? It is important to note
that in looking at 'exclusionary processes' we are not seeking to attribute
blame, but rather to open up these processes for scrutiny, so that we can
attend to them and look at ways of making school an experience which is
valued by gypsy-traveller pupils.
Exclusionary processes: differences in behaviour
It was noted by some of our interviewees that gypsy—traveller pupils' be¬
haviour could be disruptive to the rest of the class and that this could cause
problems:
Once the boys reached the age of 12, 13, they didn't want to come to school, they were
disruptive they couldn't be put in a class with other children, they just completely
disrupted the place and we found that a tremendous problem. (Principal teacher,
Guidance, secondary school)
There was recognition that this was not always an attempt by these pupils
to be purposefully disruptive, but was perceived by this teacher as 'normal'
behaviour for gypsy—travellers:
The boys had no real knowledge of how to behave in a large group ... sorry, how we
expect them to behave, and would sit and talk, shout out, refuse to do any work, walk
around the place.... I feel that in the case of the traveller boys, they were just
behaving normally to them. (Principal teacher, Guidance, secondary school)
Obviously, some teachers would be better able to interact with and accom¬
modate this behaviour than others. This was acknowledged by some inter¬
viewees about other teachers who were keen to have their class in a routine,
and were perhaps less flexible than other colleagues. The teacher in the
above quote had taken time to reflect on these gypsy-travellers' behaviour
and felt that the reason for it was less to do with intentional misbehaviour,
rather it was related to not knowing how to behave 'properly' in accordance
with sedentary perceptions. It was also noted by some teachers that gypsy-
traveller pupils had a more adult way of speaking with adults than their
sedentary peers, and that this may be interpreted by some teachers as
'cheeky' or behaviourally inappropriate. This lack of reflection on the
part of some teachers in trying to understand behavioural issues is also
noted by Cullen et al.'s (1996) research on disciplinary exclusion. They
found that teachers were not always able to reflect on the underlying
reasons for a pupil's behaviour and this could contribute to the use of
disciplinary exclusion. 'It was clear that the use of exclusion was encour¬
aged by an unwillingness to consider why a pupil misbehaved in school'
(Cullen et al. 1996: 14).
The 'difference' leading to 'deviance' outlined in the title can clearly be
mapped in relation to the behaviour of gypsy-traveller pupils. Perceptions
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of 'difficult' behaviour are embedded in exclusionary processes, and
'difference' is at the heart of perceptions about 'difficult' behaviour and
the inability by many schools to accommodate the diversity of pupils' cul¬
tures. It should also be noted that many gypsy-traveller pupils do not wish
to be accommodated (particularly at the secondary level) and schools very
often do not have the time or resources to understand and investigate
further how they can make school more relevant and accessible to this
group.
Related to issues of behaviour (and another strand which indicates the
power of normalizing practices in the classroom) is the difference for
gypsy-travellers between physically operating in a culture which spends
much of the day outside and the 'insideness' of mainstream education.
This was commented on by a group of traveller support teachers who
had observed gypsy-traveller pupils in PI starting school in October,
when the rest of the class had begun in August. One interviewee noted
that to those children beginning later in the year it may have appeared
that there was no obvious structure in the class. However, generally
speaking, each child knew what they were supposed to be doing, how
they were supposed to operate:
I think some classroom environments ... each individual child kind of knows what
they're meant to be doing, but to an outsider it could appear to be adrift, for a boy
who's not been used to the way that that class works. And it's when you finish that job
it can be seen that, oh well, you just wander round and you do a bit of what you fancy,
(traveller support teacher)
I think the thing at the PI level with the behaviour is that it's just such a culture shock
for the child.. .. (traveller support teacher)
Schools' ability to function is contingent on pupils learning how to
operate in class, and importantly, knowing when they transgress be¬
havioural boundaries. As Booth (1995) has argued, 'The way schools con¬
strue authority sets the context for understanding disobedience and
departures from norms of behaviour'. This both suggests not only the
power that teachers have over pupils (the reference to 'disobedience'),
but also the 'productive power' that produces pupils to adhere to norms
of behaviour, for example, where pupils learn to do automatically certain
things without being asked or told (if they do not, they may be perceived as
having special needs, social/emotional behavioural difficulties or be¬
havioural problems). When children come into class and do not operate
in this way it is often perceived as disruptive to the class. This can happen
whether behaviour is purposefully disruptive (attempts to transgress
behavioural boundaries) or inadvertently disruptive, for example when,
gypsy-travellers either misread the cultural signals of mainstream educa¬
tion, or do not 'see' them (of course, they may choose like other children to
transgress these boundaries). Once again, we would argue that where
teachers do not reflect on the behaviour of traveller pupils and the reasons
underlying it, this becomes a 'devaluation' of gypsy-traveller pupils and
contributes to exclusionary processes which in some cases leads to disci¬
plinary exclusion.
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Further exclusionary processes
The 'normal' education desired and expected by the majority of the seden¬
tary population does not necessarily match what is considered desirable in
Scottish and other gypsy—traveller communities. Ability and attainment
have a different focus. They may perceive the family as the main site in
which their children are educated; education takes place through 'immer¬
sion in the family, personal experience, encouragement of initiative and
exploration' (Lee and Warren 1991: 317).
Travelling people learn their own different things but when you're at school you learn
different things altogether... when I grow up I just want to be here wi' my mither and
that, and my brothers. (Young woman, gypsy-traveller)
The values of mainstream education in terms of what the majority of the
sedentary population perceive education to 'be' can clash quite significantly
with gypsy—traveller education. Most gypsy—traveller parents want their
children to attend primary school in order to learn reading and writing
(Jordan 1995, SCF 1996). For many, this is considered sufficient. In
short, it provides adequate tools to engage with the sedentary population
for economic purposes. The transition to secondary school would appear
somewhat more problematic. This was in evidence in our research; by the
time pupils reached the second and third years of secondary school there
were high levels of non-attendance, particularly for boys (this is the age at
which boys tend to begin working for the family business). Gender is an
important dimension in our understanding of the school experiences of
Scottish gypsy-traveller children and the perceptions of their teachers.
(This will be discussed in more detail in a forthcoming paper.) One under¬
lying factor, according to the literature and suggested by our research, why
these pupils stay away from school is that gypsy—travellers may not make
the same link between academic success and status as the sedentary popu¬
lation (Lee and Warren 1991, Liegeois 1994, Kenny 1997).
Status is ascribed based on age, gender and place in gypsy—traveller
cultures; there would appear to be little connection between academic
success and status. In stark contrast, mainstream education places much
emphasis on academic attainment and success (and this would be at the
heart of many pupils feelings of exclusion from school, not only gypsy-
travellers). Booth (1996) has argued that the most pervasive exclusionary
processes in school are the 'devaluations of pupils according to their relative
attainment.'
Not only is the family the place in which education takes place, mainstream schooling
is often perceived as dangerous and in opposition to Gypsy-Traveller lifestyle:
School, as an external element, and one which affects children's upbringing, is dis¬
turbing by nature, since it upsets the internal education process. Those parents who
experienced it themselves generally have negative memories of it, and hesitate to
entrust their children to it. (Liegeois, 1994)
We are not like you, we do not let our girls go to discos, parties and have boyfriends,
(mother, gypsy-traveller, talking to settled interviewer)
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I remember Mr M [gypsy-traveller parent] saying "I'he school brutalises children',
that was a view, an interesting view, considering his children brutalised a lot of other
children, (special education teacher, secondary school)
Our interviews with children and young people and their parents suggest a
sustained experience of name-calling and harassment which many felt was
not addressed by the schools. Sometimes a sympathetic teacher would
support them but often they felt that the scale of bullying was underesti¬
mated by the school.
My two wee cousins, C... and J ..., they are getting bullied by a load of boys just at
the moment and they're feared to go to school. Their guidance teacher, every time
they tell their guidance teacher, they don't do anything about it! (young woman,
gypsy-traveller)
This was a feature of the memories of some parents. One family who had
chosen to educate their children themselves said that this was the result of
name-calling and because of the parents' own distressing experiences of
school. The father had to eat his school dinner only with cutlery with
special identifying rubber bands. One Guidance teacher when asked
about the relationships between the children from the gypsy-traveller site
and the other pupils replied:
Poor. Two reasons: firstly they kept themselves to themselves, they don't naturally
mix—this is girls and boys; secondly because of the background they come from, they
do at times come up smelling or dirty etc, they get called tinky or blacko.... To this
they would very rarely react violently they would come and complain and would use
this as an excuse for not coming to school for the next three weeks.
Another guidance teacher in a rural school dismisses a gypsy—traveller
mother's fears of dishonesty at school and accepts that if children are dif¬
ferent they will get picked on.
I think she has the impression—and probably the kid has the impression too—that the
travelling people are a close knit, very caring, very honest people—according to her.
Here his bag was stolen but again it was one of those bullying things if you like, where
his bag gets stolen and gets thrown away. ... I think he gets on fine but he is a bit
smelly at times, a wee bit scruffy, he has an English accent so he is different and he
will be picked on from time to time. Not because he is a traveller but because he's
different.
The special education class teacher in the same school talked of two girls
who 'had no problems mixing. They were very acceptable, they were nicely
dressed, they turned up nice, they didn't make themselves different in any
way'. So sometimes school staff implied that the gypsy-traveller pupils had
an obligation to minimize the difference and that if they did not then name-
calling was an inevitable response.
Conclusion
If gypsy—travellers see mainstream education as largely irrelevant to their
lifestyle, their very opposition to it reaffirms their gypsy-traveller identity.
While resisting mainstream education and the danger it imposes to their
culture, gypsy-travellers reaffirm their identity, but their exclusion is rein-
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forced. This exclusion 'connects' and is reproduced by the inability of
many schools to recognize and accommodate gypsy—traveller values and
lifestyle as has been noted above. We see the 'power' of schools (power
as productive of mainstream culture) in their inability as institutions to
include diverse populations. This apparent inability to include continually
marginalizes many gypsy-traveller pupils, despite the good intentions of
many individual schools and teachers, and can foster conflict between
pupils and between pupils and their teachers.
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Bullying and name calling
Research on bullying has mainly focused on incidents and
individuals, concentrating on the psychological characteristics
of bully, victim and bystander (Kelly, 1994). The Bullying
Index, widely used in British research on bullying, excludes
name calling (Aora, 1999) yet other studies in England and
Wales identify it as the form of bullying most frequently
mentioned by children (Smith, 1999). Children from minority
ethnic communities in Scotland said that racist name calling
was a major aspect of bullying (Mellor, 1999). Concern with
characteristics of bullies and victims '... can sometimes
obscure the situational and social influences on bullying
behaviour' (Blatchford and Sharp, 1994, p 6). Kelly argues
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Troyna and Hatcher argued for eight levels of analysis in exploring racist incidents in
school: structural, political/ideological, cultural, institutional, sub-cultural (referring to
the sub-culture of the pupils), biographical, contextual and interactional (Troyna and
Hatcher, 1992). Much work using the specific concept of bullying has concentrated on the
largely psychological dimensions of the last three, limiting the usefulness of this work in
understanding the experiences of children and underestimating the impact of name
calling. We agree with Kelly that such definitions of bullying allow teachers to dismiss or
be unaware of a level of constant painful harassment. Epstein groups Troyna and
Hatcher's levels of analysis under the heading of the macro-political context, the micro-
politics of schools and classroom cultures and relationships, recognising that the levels of
analysis are, in lived experience, intertwined and interact to produce distinctive situations
(Epstein, 1993). We argue that understanding and working to eliminate such name calling
as that described by Traveller young people requires a contextualising of their experience
in the wider position of Travellers in Britain, the culture and relationships of their schools
and of the specific histories and contexts of name-calling incidents.
Travellers in Scotland
The term Traveller is often used of various traditionally migrant groupings. We
interviewed Gypsy Travellers and occupational (show or fairground) Travellers, who
share a nomadic lifestyle and commitment to group identity and to the value of such a
lifestyle, even when housed. Show Travellers often present as a specialised business
community but share cultural characteristics including a sense of family and community,
vocabulary/jargon, work ethic and notions of lineage. The Showman's Guild estimates
some 500 members in Scotland, but not all Show Travellers are members of the Guild.
Several Show Traveller families interviewed moved frequently. Both groups of Travellers
included families who had travelled in England, Scotland and Ireland.
There are 3,000-5,000 nomadic Gypsy Travellers in Scotland and possibly another 12,000
housed (Gentleman, 1992; Liegeois, 1987). Traditional and understandable fear of
authority probably result in underestimating numbers regarding themselves as Gypsy
Travellers (Braid, 1997; Reid, 1997) and reluctance on the part of some individuals and
official organisations to self-define as a legal minority ethnic community (Fraser, 1992;
Community for Racial Equality, 1991). Sociologically they are a minority ethnic
community with shared cultural practices and norms, many common to other European
nomads, Gypsies, Rom or Roma, like pollution taboos, notions of descent/lineage and
family and a preference for self employment (Reid, 1997). Their culture, like others, is
permeable, constantly redefined and, positioned on the edges of settled society, also
responsive to and affected by the mainstream culture, producing features that may be
distinctive to particular geographical contexts, like Scotland.
Like settled communities, Travellers' identities include race, gender, class and nationality.
We argued earlier that difference underlies conceptions of identity (Lloyd and Norris,
1998). We have not researched Travellers as groups: the focus is relationships in schools.
Our concept of ethnicity is of shared culture without implications of biological descent.
Fraser demonstrates very clearly that European Gypsy Travellers like the settled societies
in which they live have 'a mixture of ancestral strains' (Fraser, 1992, p 5). The English
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Home Secretary argued recently for the identification of 'real Gypsies and Romanies.' This
would lead to dangerous biological notions of race. 'Attempts to rank groups are racialist
and neither ethnically valid nor sociologically useful. Gypsies/Travellers comprise a
mosaic of groups with a variety of cultural profiles, with shifting internal boundaries of
varying force' (Liegeois, 1994, p 61).
The families interviewed all self-defined as either Show or Gypsy Travellers. Some were
housed, often in highly disadvantaged housing areas, some lived semi-permanently on a
site and others were still mobile. Participants are not representative in any way of their
community; simply they were willing to share their experiences. Most Gypsy Traveller
families had lived mainly in Scotland. All names are changed.
Travellers in Scotland as in other parts of Europe are subject to increasing state regulation
restricting their ability to travel and stop freely. In Scotland despite pressure on Travellers
to use official sites there has never been a statutory responsibility of local authorities to
provide sites (Save the Children (SCF)/University of Dundee, 1999). Despite some central
government encouragement to provide sites SCF calculated that in 1999 17 councils had
either no provision or did not achieve declining targets. Substantial numbers of families
were still using unauthorised camps, risking prosecution and threats from local people.
Forcible moving on made it very difficult for families currently receiving healthcare (SCF/
University of Dundee, 1994) Law, policy and practice which problematises Travellers
connects with and encourages local hostility and racism.
The research
Anecdotal and research evidence, in England and Scotland, showed that some Traveller
children were being excluded from school (OFSTED, 1996). We set out to explore our
initial understanding, that Traveller pupils' behaviour was an issue in some schools. If
some Traveller pupils behaviour was an issue, how was it described and made sense of by
teachers, pupils and parents? What responses were made to such behaviour and what
strategies used by schools? Semi-structured interviews were conducted with staff (31),
mainly learning support, guidance and school managers in 12 schools; Show or Gypsy
Traveller pupils (18) and parents (24) in different parts of Scotland; and Traveller support
workers (18), some twice. This was a small qualitative study but our findings illuminate
important issues.
A key finding was the difference in staff views on the two groups of Travellers; teachers
and managers were much more positive about Show Traveller pupils and much less likely
to see them as disruptive. The behaviour of some Gypsy Traveller pupils was often,
however, seen as problematic by school staff and several had been excluded from school
(Lloyd and others, 1999a). Some teachers contextualised this within an understanding of
the culture of Gypsy Travellers, others had little knowledge of Gypsy Travellers' lives or,
like the rest of the community, partial, stereotyped or prejudiced views. Equally, lack of
knowledge, or indeed a rejection, by Gypsy Traveller pupils of school norms and values
sometimes underpinned their actions (Lloyd and Norris, 1998; Lloyd and others, 1999a,
1999b). Despite strong differences in school responses to the two groups of Travellers, they
all shared experiences of name calling in school.
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Often this was first mentioned in response to questions about trouble in school. Gypsy
Traveller parents in particular were sometimes understandably reluctant to discuss
discipline but all said their children had experienced discrimination and in particular
name calling, both 'hot' and 'cold', or other forms of bullying (Troyna and Hatcher, 1992).
The article focuses on this finding. Name calling, universally experienced by the children
and young people, was consistently underestimated by many school staff. Young
Travellers and their parents felt that schools did not take it seriously.
Name calling
The title of this paper is 11 year old Gypsy Traveller Shirley's suggestion for making
school better. She wanted not to be called names and the teachers to believe her. All the
young Travellers mentioned name calling and some parents expressed strong concern.
It was the cause of us moving one year this name calling. My wee boy, my oldest son, he was
five and we put him to his first school and he wasn't even five, he was four and a half because
his birthday was in the February, so he got in before he was five. He was in school two days
when he came home and said 'Daddy what's a Gypsy, Daddy, what's a tinkie?'. My husband
says 'It means, I'll tell you what it means son, it means we're moving in the morning, because
you're not even five years old and you've got the whole of your life to find out what tinkies and
gyppos is.' So we moved and that was the end of his schooling for a long time. I think my
husband took it worse because there was this tiny boy at four and a half going to school and it
had started already... (Gypsy Traveller mother 5)
Name calling included tinker and tinkie, labels like dirty and smelly, and derogatory
comments about living on a site or in a trailer. Bella was the only young person who had
finished secondary school She still felt strongly about her experiences:
... folk would keep calling me tinkies and all that and it's notmy fault. You got called tinkies a
lot. Mhm, because of the way I dress. It's not my fault the way I dress, it's just the way I am... I
got blamed. I told some of the teachers but the teachers said just ignore them ... All the folk
that called us scoot but that wasn't very nice. They called us Gypsies as well, smelly Gypsies.
(Bella Gypsy Traveller)
Twins June and Christine enjoyed aspects of primary school and completed an extra year
before stopping attending at 12. They talked forcefully about their experiences.
They say we live in a shoe box and all that—they used to say we lived in a shoe box and all that,
because we couldn't afford to live in a house that's why we had to live in a trailers— Then one
day there's a video thing in school and we were watching the hunchback of Notre Dame-
there's that Esmeralda she's a Gypsy isn't she, and so I got called Esmeralda for about a month
solid. (Christine Gypsy Traveller)
The mother of another two girls felt that it was unfair that they should be picked on and
called dirty.
They really got a lot of hassle and they shouldn't, 'cause they're just as clean as the rest of them
in school. They're just as clean as what everybody else—their hairs and everything—so I don't
know what they should be down on them. (Gypsy Traveller mother 4)
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June and Christine observed that the kids who called them names were often the poorer
kids.
They would call us names and had the cheek because they thought they were all better and
that at the end of the day we could afford our dinners, couldn't we, we could pay for our
dinners by ourselves. And it was them, you know the kids on the tickets, who were saying you
can't afford a house and you can't afford this. I turned round and said 'My dad can afford to
keep me and afford to feed me.' ... they used to think they were all better and big because they
lived in a council house in a scheme (Christine Gypsy Traveller)
There were also examples of physical bullying. Tracy described girls spitting in her hair
and her sister Bella described incidents involving their cousins.
My wee cousins, C and J, are getting bullied by a load of boys just at the moment and they're
feared to go to school... they two boys came up with a load of stick and started to beat the
living daylights out of them. (Bella Gypsy Traveller)
Show families recognised that some schools were more understanding or were more likely
to respond to bullying and indicated that they had carefully chosen the school.
It depends what—school you go to. Most of the schools I go I like them—a few of the schools I
go to are not nice. (Jane Show Traveller)
You'll find that Show men can sort out the good schools from the bad schools a lot quicker than
what the authorities could because what happens is, they seem to sense that when they get in
there you know, that if their attitude is not right towards the children then they all don't go
back. They'll find another school that is keen. (Show Traveller mother 3)
One parent spoke of taking her son to enrol in a new school and being kept by the head
teacher.
After sitting waiting for twenty five minutes he finished marking these papers and then spoke
to me and said 'What can I do for you?' and 1 said' I want to enrol my son in the school'. 'Right
what class?' I told him the class and he said 'Right you can go home now'. And I said 'I would
like to meet with his class teacher and give him some of the work that he's been doing and
explain that I've got a journal and—'No need, just go.' So I said 'No I'd like to meet with the
school'—'I'm telling you just to go and I'm the headmaster—just go!' (Show Traveller mother 4)
Show Traveller pupils were quite clear that they mainly liked their relationships with
teachers and the curriculum, despite problems ofmoving. All of the children interviewed
were currently attending schools for most of the year. Show Travellers seemed more
confident and successful in dealing with schools, acknowledging the value of education
and their right to receive it.
'No he really loves the school. Every teacher he has had has been a good one— The
school really cares about the Traveller kids but also respects them as well.' (Mother Show
Traveller 13)
However virtually all experienced name calling, particularly in the playground.
There was clearly some feeling between the two communities—Show Traveller children
and parents disliked being called Gypsy and sometimes referred to Gypsy Travellers as
hawkers.
'I blow up when they call me Gypsy. I warn people because I blow up, shout and bawl at them
and tell them to go away and not speak to me ever again.' (Kathy Show Traveller)
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One Show Traveller father showed his own prejudice towards Gypsy Travellers when
discussing his schooling.
The teachers were just as blind as the pupils, ie they weren't taught the difference between
Gypsies, tinkers and Show men. We got classed under the the one thing ie 'You're a Gypsy'.
That is one thing that annoyed me and it still annoys me today because kids still come out with
the same thing- 'Are you a Gypsy?' I think that in the curriculum they should be taught, ie
about Hindus, Pakistanis, Chinese, English, Scottish and it still comes down to they say
'Gypsy'. There's no curriculum to teach them the difference between a Show man who works
for a living and pays his rates, rent etc and a Gypsy who just shoots around.' (Show Traveller
father 13)
Several parents from both communities felt strongly about name calling and bullying as a
result of their own experiences, by teachers as well as pupils.
Everybody had silver bracelets. And I had silver bracelets from there to there because they had
been handed down and the smallest one was really tight... and they clanged against the chair
and so she asked... and 1 said it was my bracelets. She said I was not supposed to wear
jewellery to school. I said 'But that's not jewellery, that's part of our heritage—everybody gets
a silver bracelet every year and they don't take them off.' So she took me to the bathroom and
she actually stripped all the skin offmy hand—it was red raw when I came home—she took all
the bracelets off my hand. (Show Traveller mother 4)
One family of Gypsy Travellers were home educating their children. The father had been
made to eat his own school dinner with special cutlery identified with rubber bands! The
mother had been made to play in a fenced off part of her primary school playground with
other Traveller children. So the name calling and bullying so strongly described by
Traveller children and parents, could be seen as continuing the 'quiet erosion' of identity
across generations (Gaine, 1995).
Retaliation
For many parents and children there was a sense of resignation—name calling was
inevitable. 'It just goes with the turf and the kids get on with it.' (Show Traveller father 6)
Mainly the pupils dealt with this themselves through direct physical retaliation or name
calling.'... I get picked on quite a lot.' 'Do you?' 'Aye, but I don't get picked on now.' 'You
don't get picked on now. Why's that?' 'Cos I give them a black eye.' (Billy Show Traveller)
Retaliation was often assumed to be the only expected response for children from both
communities.
See if I came back and said 'Mam somebody's been calling me a name at school' and my Mam
knowed that I hadn't called them back, she would absolutely kill me. She'd go 'what's the
point of telling a teacher when they won't do nothing about it.' (Christine Gypsy Traveller)
You should learn to stick up for yourself—that's what my Mam says, if someone hits me I've
been told to hit back—not go and tell me Mam like a fool. (June Gypsy Traveller)
Retaliation to name calling, by fighting, was clearly one of the important reasons for Gypsy
Traveller pupils finding themselves in trouble. One young Gypsy Traveller talked of his
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sister's exclusion, saying that she was bullied and responded by fighting. Several Traveller
support teachers had been trying to support excluded pupils. 'It was for fighting. One boy
was swearing at the teacher but mainly it's been fighting outside school.' (Traveller
support teacher, describing the exclusion of some Gypsy Traveller pupils)
Occasionally references were to fighting between Gypsy Traveller pupils. Two girls lived
on a site where there had been major fighting between families. Their cousin had been
taken into care and had tried, in the girls' view, to 'keep in' with the other young people by
encouraging the slagging of Bella and Tracy as Gypsies. In one rural area children were
called an upsetting name derived from the name of a well known Traveller convicted of a
violent incident in the community.
Two girls who lived in a house had not wanted their teachers to know their background
but some settled kids had told them. One Gypsy Traveller mother was surprised to hear
her son say that he had tried to keep it a secret.
Non-attendance
Name calling and bullying were among reasons for non-attendance, although several
Gypsy Traveller parents also believed that secondary schooling was not necessary or
suited to Travellers, particularly for girls. Only three Gypsy Traveller children were
currently attending school, two at secondary school and one at primary, although 15 of
those interviewed were still under school leaving age. All had some experience of school,
several had enjoyed some of their primary schooling, although all had been called names
and several also physically bullied. All parents saw the importance of schooling in getting
basic literacy and numeracy skills but had more reservations about secondary school, and
a fear of the corrupting influence of other kids.
See I've never put her to high school in (name of town) because (name of school) is notorious
everywhere for drugs and drink. (Gypsy Traveller mother 5)
Well I wouldn't let go to secondary anyway, but the particular secondary school up here which
is (name of school) that was where her pals went and I said 'No, M because those wee lassies
all had bairns by the time they were 16 and smoking hash and that's all because of (school)
When they go to secondary school they seem to get countrified a lot more. They get in with the
country bairns and they learn a lot of things they should not be learning. Where as if they're
out with their father, out working you know what they're doing and they're learning what you
want them to learn, their own way of life. (Gypsy Traveller mother 7) (Countrified = becoming
like the country, ie settled, children whether actually rural or urban. In this case it referred to
children on a disadvantaged urban housing estate)
Several parents and young people felt their children were discriminated against and
labelled by school staff as well as fellow pupils.
There's no point in telling the teacher
'The teachers don't no' listen to you because you're from the shows. (Billy Show Traveller)
'Did you ever tell the teachers?' 'No because the teachers don't do nothing. No, they can't sort
it out.' (Jane Show Traveller)
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Billy talks about when he told the teacher.
Once it was in PI all the older kids kept bullying on me, throwing me on the ground and that.
And what did school do? Well they go in after the class and make them do a punishment exercise
for a week. And did it work? Yes. (Billy)
Often teachers were said not to believe or to dismiss complaints about name calling.
Although all the kids call names but when they go to the teacher and the teacher doesn't
believe them and says 'Oh no not X, I don't believe that.' But when the other boys tell on him
(her son) he gets the row but the others never get the row—this is what I'm getting at. How do
you expect to keep them at school, you're not going to let your child getting rowed every day
of the week. (Gypsy Traveller mother 4)
The staff of the schools attended by Show Traveller pupils tended not to mention name
calling, stating that they had good relationships with other pupils. Some of the staff of the
schools attended by the Gypsy Traveller pupils acknowledged but tended to underplay its
importance. Being picked on was sometimes seen as 'normal'.
I'm sure there is quite a bit of name calling but they never complain about it. They tend to keep
to themselves and are quite capable of standing up for themselves—they don't tend to come to
you and say someone's calling me names. They tend to tough it out. (Guidance teacher 4)
What about relationships with other children? Poor. Two reasons: firstly they kept themselves to
themselves, they don't naturally mix—this is girls and boys. Secondly because of the
background they come from they do at times come up smelling or dirty etc—they just get
called tinko or blacko (interruption here). In this part of the country it's tinkie and blacko. To
this they would very rarely react violently, they would come and complain and use this as an
excuse for not coming to school for the next three weeks. (Guidance teacher 4)
Here his bag was stolen but it was one of those bullying things if you like, where his bag gets
stolen and thrown away... I think he gets on fine but he is a wee bit smelly at times, he has an
English accent so he will be picked on from time to time. (Principal guidance teacher 2)
Obviously I don't think there is any prejudice or anything like that really exists but kids being
kids will pick on anybody who's got a weakness. (Guidance teacher 5)
Is there any name calling perhaps? I haven't heard any. I wouldn't be surprised. (Depute head 1)
There was much stronger awareness on the part of Traveller support staff both of
difficulties faced by the children and the lack of response by some schools.
It's also very difficult to get the Traveller people to accept the school's way of dealing with
something if it's not perceived to be effective. If somebody calls you names and you do what
the school has asked you to do; you report it to the playground supervisor who takes it up with
management who effectively deal with the pupils involved and involve their parents and
make sure it doesn't happen again. That way they can see that you can make the system work
for you but if they say 'So and so called me names' and they say 'Well sticks and stones will
break your bones but names will never hurt you', of course they're going to batter him next
time. (Traveller support 5)
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Parents and pupils from both communities were positive where special support teachers
had mediated between home and school (seeing them as more understanding and on their
side), and where a school had really responded to name calling
Since she started at that school they've got a good policy because they've got a lot of foreign
kids in there so they don't stand for any racism or anything like that. It's quite a good wee
school. They involve the parents. ... We've been up to see the teachers and you can go in if you
want to see them at any time. They encourage that. (Father Show Traveller 14)
If you had a problem you could talk to Mrs H (Traveller support teacher) about it? Aye you talked to
her, she deals with it but the rest of the teachers don't deal with it... If you don't go (to school)
then your mother and faither gets in bother. (Tracy Gypsy Traveller)
They have a teacher who comes in once a week... and they are quite fond of her... they can't
wait until a Tuesday morning to get to school to meet this teacher... she is a very nice woman
and they've took to her real good. (Mother Gypsy Traveller 2)
The wider community and the school
Name calling in school is clearly related to the wider community. Some school staff were
aware of a level of prejudice about Gypsy Travellers in the local area. 'It depends, if they
are on official sites and out of the way then they are tolerated. There will be a lot of people
anti Travelling people.' (Guidance teacher 4) One teacher told of a Gypsy Traveller
friendship with a settled child.
... her parents told the wee girl not to come because she was having difficulties with the
neighbours, the parent was having difficulties with the neighbours because of Travelling
pupils coming across. (Principal teacher learning support)
However staff tended not to comment on prejudice or ethnocentric views in the
community and their possible impact on the school, despite the evidence that awareness of
'race' and ethnicity are important in children's social relationships (Phoenix, 1997; Troyna
and Hatcher, 1992; Kelly, 1994).
Two young Gypsy Traveller women were interviewed on a site immediately adjacent to
the town rubbish dump. Taxi drivers regularly refuse to go there. In another city's
disadvantaged and run down housing area some families were housed and others lived
on a site in the same neighbourhood. One Gypsy Traveller mother described where she
lived as: '... living in a ghetto like we live here, where we are thrown into the middle of
big council schemes...' She also argued that, as a result of name calling, her kids were
prejudiced against the 'country' (settled) children.
If anyone's prejudiced it's them against the wee country bairns—I suppose that's through
some experience they've had themselves about being called Gypsies and tinkers... R has a lot
ofwee settled pals and they still come up for him and he plays with them, by the end of the day
we are still 'dirty tinkers' you know. You have a serious argument with them and the first
thing that will come out of their mouth is 'dirty Gypsies'. (Gypsy Traveller mother 7)
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Fear of the corrupting effect of housing and incorporation into a culture of loose morals
was expressed by several mothers living on Gypsy Traveller sites and by some of the
young people.
... there's a family of travelling people that I lived beside when 1 was like her a young lassie.
And - they were just normal travelling lassies, they didn't do drugs, they didn't do drink, they
never was interested in things like that. Then one day their parents moved into a house and
they did all their schooling and went to high school and, the moral of the story is that the girls
turned into prostitutes, junkies. The boy's lying in jail doing murder, he's lying in jail for the
rest of his life doing murder through drugs and drink and they went to (name of
school)... they just didn't go the way of Travellers... they tried too hard to be accepted where
they were staying. (Gypsy Traveller mother 7)
We are not like you, we do not let our girls go to discos, parties and have boyfriends. (Gypsy
Traveller Mother 5)
Your people like—with boys and all the girls and all that—they go out with each other don't
they. But we're not like that—well I'm like that OK but—if they asked each other out at school
and courting and all this and me Mam and Dad knows, I'd be absolutely split stone open if me
Mam and Dad knowed that... I'd be stone dead. (Christine Gypsy Traveller)
For Gypsy Traveller parents it was especially important that they saw one of the
differences of their culture as being about protecting their children from the dangers of
settled society. For their children home, school and the community involved a difficult
balancing act not much recognised by their schools.
Confusion about difference
Many teachers showed some confusion/tension between their understandings of some
actions of pupils as possibly originating in their culture and their desire not to discriminate
against their Traveller pupils. Several teachers claimed blindness to difference. 'I never,
never thought of him as one of the Travelling people...' (Depute head 1)
This often resulted in denial of difference, leading to school failure to respond to the
particular situation of some Traveller children, where an understanding of their cultural
background and experiences could lead to a more empathetic response. One Gypsy
Traveller mother recognised that her daughter's former school did not realise that her
parents may not be literate.
She used to give her homework, extra homework because she couldn't do the homework
because I couldn't help her with the homework. There was nobody who was educated enough
to help her do the homework, so she would get extra lines because she couldn't do the
homework, so it just kept building up until—there was an atmosphere that was unbelievable.
(Gypsy Travellermother 5)
Sometimes an assertion that 'they are no different' or 'they are never treated differently
from anyone else' may suggest a lack of recognition of difference or an implication that
successful integration requires anonymous assimilation, passing as 'not different'.
He's integrated no problem, you wouldn't really take him as Travelling people, he's got a
slightly different attitude at times, but as I say you wouldn't associate that with Travelling
people. (Depute head 1 referring to a different boy from the pupil mentioned earlier)
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They were very acceptable, they were nicely dressed they turned up nice, they didn't make
themselves different in any way. ... They were actually very clean and tidy ... they didn't
make themselves out to be tinker girls. (Special class teacher 3)
The findings raise issues about the ability of schools to respond to cultural diversity,
especially when this challenges notions of 'normality' in school attendance and behaviour.
When Gypsy Traveller pupils were excluded from school it was for the same reasons as
other pupils in Scotland, violence between pupils or general disruptiveness (Cullen and
others, 1996). From interviews with Gypsy Traveller parents and children it seems that
much of what the school sees as indiscipline in the form of violence may be in response to
name calling. Fighting or calling back was the main way of dealing with name calling by
the children and young people. Disciplinary exclusion connects here with wider
exclusionary processes (Booth, 1995, 1996).
Some schools are failing to make the connection between discrimination in the wider
community and what happens in schools. Some teachers saw Gypsy Traveller pupils as
inappropriately or excessively concerned with their rights, unaware that their lives may be
a struggle to achieve basic rights and that a strong response to injustice reflects a life
where injustice is routine. School staff often had little understanding of Travelling life,
sometimes rather stereotyped views, based on notions of their history. One Gypsy
Traveller mother was clear that schools should understand the many common aspects of
their lives with settled families. Her account of meeting kids from one of her children's
schools was ironic.
... and this lass said what do you eat for dinner and I said 'Hedgehogs. We cook it over a fire
and we eat hedgehogs.'11 said 'We're just like everybody else and we actually have light bulbs
and a telly and all that' and I said 'We have exactly the same as you except we live in a trailer.'
(Gypsy Traveller mother 6)
Troyna and Hatcher (1992) have written clearly about the dangers of schools offering
exotic stereotyped insights into 'strange' cultures as an intended support for pupils from
minority ethnic communities. It was clear that while some Traveller pupils wished not to
be acknowledged as Travellers, most responded positively when teachers had knowledge
and awareness of their lives.
Anti-racism and anti-bullying policies—privatising of public issues
Some schools had clear anti-racist policies, others clear policies on bullying, yet many
Traveller pupils still experienced ethnocentric name calling, and Traveller support staff
were not always optimistic about policies' effectiveness.
I'm probably old and cynical, but I get, I don't know whether you'd agree but I think there is
a thin veil of all our MCARE and all your multicultural education and I think there's a
veneer of, we must be seen, you mustn't show your prejudices, among teachers. And I think
it's very thin, sometimes—if something goes wrong, they think 'You see!' People, you know,
who I'm surprised at. (Traveller support teacher. MCARE =multicultural and anti-racist
education)
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Many schools have clear policies which are not delivered. This may however be more
complicated than is sometimes acknowledged in practice (Gillborn, 1995; Troyna and
Hatcher, 1992). Connolly argues
'... racism is not simply a unified and unproblematic set of beliefs and practices but is
inherently contradictory and contingent and can only be understood in terms of how it relates
to other systems of inequality, including class, gender and sexuality' (Connolly, 1995, p 134).
It seemed from our evidence that some schools were failing not only to use their anti-
bullying /racism procedures to respond to name calling but were also unaware of broader
issues of culture and ethos in the school and its relationship to the wider community.
There is confusion and a lack of knowledge about ideas of ethnicity and racism/
ethnocentrism. Travellers may not be recognised as ethnic groups and racism seen as
something that happens to black people. A further characteristic of schools was to
individualise difficulties either by dealing with name calling through the disciplinary
systems as single incidents or by failing to discuss the possibility of institutional racism/
ethnocentrism, which, '... operates through the normal workings of the system rather
than the conscious intent of the prejudiced individual' (Commission for Racial Equality,
1991, p 2). Individualising problems leads to what Troyna and Vincent (1996) called
privatising of public issues.
Staff rarely reflected critically on their school's culture or organisation, tending to see
problems in individual terms. As one of the Traveller support staff observed, cultures are
not exclusive to minority ethnic communities.
W-haf I think the shortfall is there is that teachers in schools are not aware of their own culture,
they are all dying to be told about Travellers culture but they are not aware that this is a system
that they operate in... you really have to have a close introspective look at the culture you are
creating in a school.
The need for a wider perspective in schools
For schools to address the problem of racist name calling described by Traveller young
people, a greater awareness is required by staff of its incidence in their school and the
powerful impact it may have on pupils' attitudes to school and school attendance. Both
Show and Gypsy Travellers families saw bullying and name calling in school as inevitable.
The Show Traveller families however in other respects had broadly positive attitudes
towards school—many were very knowledgeable and chose their children's schools
carefully. For Show Traveller pupils name calling was unpleasant, sometimes getting
them into fights but was accepted as something that could often be dealt with. Although
their teachers underestimated the incidence of name calling and bullying, they tended to
be positive about the children's presence. For Gypsy Traveller children and young people
however name calling and bullying was part of a wider picture of a more problematic
experience in school and community associated with both non-attendance and
disciplinary exclusion.
It requires deliberate effort to develop understanding at each of the levels discussed
(Troyna, and Hatcher, 1992; Epstein, 1993; Connolly, 1995) by contextualising their
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experience in the wider position of Travellers in Britain, of their history, culture, of the
local community and an analysis of the institutional norms and practice and relationships
of their schools as well as an account of the specific biographies, histories and contexts of
name calling incidents. Where this understanding existed among teachers this often was
as a result of mediation by Traveller support staff.
Conclusion
We recognised the dilemmas faced by those who see their culture threatened or devalued
by schooling and the difficulties this created for individual pupils expected to operate in
both cultures. To recognise the wider role of the structures of schooling in influencing their
experience does not deny the emotional intensity of that individual experience (Furlong,
1991). However simply to respond to name calling as an individual problem is inadequate.
Listening to children and responding to individual incidents of name calling is necessary
but insufficient to address wider peer group issues. Schools could do much more through
a recognition of the importance of social relationships, both in the curriculum and in the
formal and informal interactions between teachers and pupils and among children and
young people. We have argued earlier that this requires a recognition of the social and
cultural context of the school and attitudes of neighbourhood. These relationships are the
basis of the experience of social inclusion or exclusion. There may well be a dilemma, in
particular for Gypsy Travellers, in their wish not to experience the difficult aspects of
exclusion but ambivalent about full inclusion in school. Schools equally face dilemmas in
striving to become inclusive within an educational context which often constructs children
in terms of ability and achievement, failing to recognise the destructiveness of prejudice
and the exclusion which follows a denial of difference.
Most Scottish councils have policies intended to encourage greater school attendance of
Traveller children. Councils and schools have policies and procedures on racism and
bullying. As many of the children and young people interviewed felt unsupported, there
is a clear case for their review and for the promotion of a stronger awareness of the
position of Traveller pupils in school. 'Teachers should fix situations where there are
problems and not dismiss them as untrue.' (Bob Gypsy Traveller) 'I don't want my boy
singled out, I want him put where he belongs.' (Show Traveller father 13)
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Abstract This article tries to make sense of the recent rise ofAttention Deficit Hyperac¬
tivity Disorder in Britain by focussing on the contribution of the press, parents organisa¬
tions, 'experts' and the drug companies, in the context of the current marketisation of
education and health services. It draws on findings from a research project which studied
press coverage of ADHD, and argues that the existence of active parents' organisations
pushing for medical diagnoses and drug treatment for their children presents a challenge to
our thinking about inclusion.
Introduction: the rise and rise of ADHD
The diagnosis of Attention Deficit (Hyperactivity) Disorder has increased dramati¬
cally in the last few years. Prescriptions in Britain for Ritalin, the brand name for
methylphenidate hydrochloride, the drug most often prescribed, have increased
dramatically in the 1990s. This article argues that the rapidly increasing rate of
identification of children with AD(H)D presents a problem for thinking about
inclusion. The development of a social perspective on disability and the rejection of
the medical model is challenged by the existence of a large group of parents asserting
their 'rights', and the right of their children to be classified as having a medically
defined disorder and to be prescribed medication. We argue that this phenomenon
needs to be understood and not simply disregarded by writers committed to
inclusion. We have to make sense of the social context of the rise ofADHD, but also
have to find a way to develop a dialogue with the children and families.
Evidence for the rapid statistical increase in the number of children identified
as having ADHD can be seen, as indicated above, from the prescription rates of
methylphenidate, Ritalin, the drug most frequently, although not exclusively, pre¬
scribed (Norris & Lloyd, forthcoming). This data is available from the Department
of Health in England and the Common Services Agency in Scotland. It can be
obtained, but can be reproduced only with the specific approval of these depart¬
ments on the grounds that the information is commercially sensitive! Prior (1997)
makes the point that if US prescribing practices were to be replicated here (and the
current rate of increase suggests that this is not unlikely!) we would see 1 in 25
children on medication. He argues that such a large scale pharmacological interven¬
tion (some would say experiment) in the lives of young people ought to be the
ISSN 0968-7599 (print)/ISSN 1360-0508 (online)/99/040505-13
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subject of a more public discussion. Yet the commercial orientation of the health
service information gathering system makes this more difficult. The figures do show
an increase of huge proportions, which indicate strong grounds for questions about
why this should be the case at this time.
Much of the academic literature on ADHD has been written by enthusiastic
proponents, few informing families and professionals about exceptions, and within
a strongly psychological or medical perspective (Barkley, 1990; Cooper & Ideus,
1995; British Psychological Society (BPS), 1996; Brown, 1997; Connor etai, 1997;
Cooper, 1997). Much of this literature refers rather unquestioningly to incidence
rates, and medical and psychological practices in the USA and Australia. There has
also been considerable media interest. In order to develop some understanding of
the role of the media in the rise of AD(H)D we carried out an analysis of press
coverage, looking at 98 articles published in the broadsheet and tabloid press in the
last 5 years, and identifying the themes and patterns that emerged (Norris & Lloyd,
forthcoming). Newspaper articles have played an important role in mediating
information about ADHD, in publicising and providing information to parents and
to professionals, and in contributing to the debate as to what ADHD 'is', its origins,
characteristics and 'cures'. The analysis of the articles identified two dominant
themes, the voice of parents and the role of experts.
Campaigning Parents
The majority of articles included parents describing the difficulties they had faced
with their children prior to diagnosis, many very critical of the lack of support they
had received from professionals. The parents felt that they had been blamed. Parents
often quoted, who were active in the support groups, felt that the professionals
themselves were not informed. The volume of press coverage with the availability of
huge amounts of material on the Internet meant that parents often felt much more
informed than the professional, GPs and psychologists to whom they had taken their
children. 'Informed' implied acceptance of the notion of ADHD and a willingness
to prescribe drug treatment. Frequently, parents referred to practice in the USA or
Australia to support their assertion that Britain is backward in its recognition and
treatment of ADHD. Reluctance on the part of British professionals to prescribe
drug treatment to children is seen as bad practice rather than legitimate clinical
caution.
We are extremely cross with the medical profession. It's about time they
got their act together. (Spokesperson for ADHD Family Support Group.
Daily Mail 25/7/95) Stories are legion of parents struggling for years to get
their children diagnosed as ADD in the face of a vociferous lobby of
educationalists and psychologists who continue to insist child behaviour
has social, rather than biological, causes. (Scotland on Sunday 17/12/1955.)
The inclusive tradition in academic writing has tended to dismiss parents like these
as middle class parents fighting for more than their share of scarce resources (Slee,
1995; Corbett & Norwich, 1997; Dyson, 1997). This seem to us be an inadequate
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response for two reasons. First, although some articles suggests that there is a class
basis to patterns of prescription in the US, there is certainly no evidence to support
the assertion that children being identified in Britain are overwhelmingly middle
class. Certainly, there were some middle class parents quoted in the press coverage,
but clearly not all parents quoted were middle class. Sometimes families were
described where the diagnosis of child with ADHD was part of a picture, which
included exclusion from school, delinquency, problems with neighbours on council
estates. There is little recent research into the social class basis of identification of
different 'forms' of special educational need. Second, there is a danger that we
recognise the struggle that many parents have with the education system to obtain
what they see as the most appropriate education for their child, but by implication,
'approve' of some parents, but not others (Ballard, 1997). Parents who push for
inclusion of their children with physical disabilities into the mainstream may be
applauded. Those who look for a medical explanation may be disregarded. The
parents' voice is heard only if we agree with it.
Academics and professionals have been understandably criticised by the disabil¬
ity movement in recent years for their identification and maintenance of disability as
sickness (Ballard, 1997). It is important for us to explore why is there are currently
groups of parents arguing so strongly for the medical model. One argument involves
the idea of'labels of forgiveness' (Slee, 1995; Reid & Maag, 1997), which imply that
special status should be granted to these children. 'Labels of forgiveness applied to
children include, learning disability, minimal brain dysfunction and AD(H)D since
they are all thought to have some neurobiological bases, thereby exculpating the
individual of responsibility for their actions. Therefore not all labels are created
equally", Reid & Maag 1997, p. 14). Children with 'emotional and behavioural
difficulties' may be choosing to behave badly, but those with AD(H)D may be seen
to have no choice (Maras et al., 1997). Of course the 'meanings' of the labels
themselves may vary. EBD was used by the DFE (1994b) to indicate behaviour that
should be understood and defined in its distinction from behaviour that is just 'bad'.
The use of these labels in practice may derive from an approach in education to
understanding children's actions which divides into a simplistic dualism of bad or
good (but sick).
Many articles quoted parents who felt criticised and condemned by profession¬
als.
They say medics at Aberdeen Royal Infirmary have refused to recognise
ADD and claim psychiatrists at the hospital branded their son a yob and
dismissed them as bad parents. (Parents whose son is suing the hospital,
Scottish Daily Record 15/2/96.) In this country hyperactive children are
branded yobs and people like me are branded bad mothers. (Another
parent suing this hospital, Scottish Daily Record, 7/2/96.)
The Sun, in 1991, agreed to pay libel damages to a 5-year-old boy it had called the
worst brat in Britain. The Independent reported that Jonathan suffered from ADHD
and was 'registered disabled'. The editor of the Sun accepted that Jonathan was
therefore not 'wilfully naughty' (Independent, 24/5/91).
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A diagnosis of ADHD may also bring financial support for parents in that the
identification of such a syndrome may bring entitlement to state disability benefit,
both in the USA and in Britain (Livingston, 1997; Reid & Maag, 1997). This is
important in our understanding of why some parents may argue for the 'label',
suggesting that this cannot simply be a middle class phenomenon, but may also be
related to poverty!
Labels of Forgiveness?
We have argued above that it may be in the interests of parents to select a label that
implies a biologically-based cause, since this eliminates blame and may even pro¬
duce financial help. We acknowledge, of course, that there are strong arguments
against the use of a medical paradigm. Such labels do not help our understanding.
Many writers have questioned whether pathologising individuals is the most useful
way of conceptualising and responding to their educational needs (Prior, 1997). Slee
argues for the deleterious effect on the expectations of teachers of medical prognos¬
tications, and special educational test criteria and graphs (Slee, 1995). This kind of
labelling can deny the individual humanity and complexity of children. It reproduces
discourses that produce 'normal' childhood behaviour and therefore contribute to
the production of deviants.
It raises important questions for academics and professionals as to how parents
and children such as those diagnosed with ADHD can feel supported without
resorting to labels. Can we construct a response that does not deny the experience,
does not allocate blame, and allows parents and children to find personal and
financial support without resorting to medical diagnoses?
Labels do stigmatise pupils; they also by their derivation denote which pro¬
fessional group holds the understanding of the 'condition' diagnosed and holds the
power over the patient/pupil. The label AD(H)D puts the medical profession in
control or rather it puts the particular medical 'experts' in control—it creates a
professional discourse, which is excluding. This makes it difficult to challenge by the
lay person or by other professionals, such as teachers who do not have access to this
specialised discourse. Conversely, such apparent certainties may inspire confidence
in parents and teachers (Christianson, 1992; Ferguson et al., 1997; Slee, 1995).
The Role of 'Experts'
Many of the 'experts' quoted by the press have made a career out of ADHD or are
messianic in their approach, often amplifying ADHD into an explanation of all
deviance.
Gary is one of a staggering 40,000 Scots schoolchildren who suffer from
Attention Deficit Disorder, a brain gene problem that causes violent
behaviour, hyperactivity and poor concentration. A Scots expert now




With many article there is an indication of where parents can get help, for example,
the telephone help lines run by the parents' organisations. So parents who phone
such help lines will be offered further information by other parents already commit¬
ted to the cause. The effect of press coverage is itself mentioned in the articles.
The ADHD Family Support group is in favour of making medication more
widely available. In the last 18 months the group has received 4,000 letters
and telephone calls from desperate parents. A spokesman said 'We receive
around 20 letters a day from parents desperate for help. After one recent
magazine article that went up to 600 a day. (Daily Mail, 25/7/95.)
The articles show clearly the alliances made by the enthusiastic professionals with
parents.
Dr Steer is the only doctor in Scotland listed by the ADHD parents'
support group as a health professional dealing with this condition.
"I don't think the kids will get the service they deserve if they can't go to
Dr Steer," Burr said. "He listens and doesn't blame the parents. Ritalin has
the highest success rate so why back other methods which have a lower
success rate," she added. (Parent of child identified with ADHD, Scotland
on Sunday, 22/6/97.)
So good professionals prescribe Ritalin. More cautious professionals (BPS, 1996;
Prior, 1997) are criticised by parents' groups as out of touch and unsympathetic.
Professionals attempting to argue that this is a complex phenomenon, or that there
are arguments for and against the use of drugs tend, for obvious reasons, not to have
their views so prominently expressed.
Newspapers give you medical research as if it was Wagner with the sublime
moments but the long boring half-hours left out. How then do you show
people the half hours? (Dr T. Wilkie, Medicine in Society, Guardian,
19/2/98.)
There were three groups of 'experts' quoted in the press, those who as above
presented ADHD uncritically within a biological model, those who were presented
as taking the middle ground, recognising the existence of the condition, although
often using the European terminology of Hyperkinetic Disorder (HKD), but not
necessarily accepting the US or Australia model of prevalence rates, and those who
were highly critical of the notion of ADHD as a distinct syndrome. Those profes¬
sionals in the middle group may be subject to a process of incorporation by the
enthusiastic proponents, for example, psychiatrists like Hill or Taylor, each quoted
several times with a moderate position, have in recent years appeared as speakers at
the conferences organised by the campaigning International Psychology Services
alongside those 'experts' representing the extremes of biological determinism.
Experts quoted included psychiatrists, child development experts and psycholo¬
gists. None of the articles reviewed quoted either teachers or GPs. So the media
debate is conducted by professionals on both sides with a particular background in
medicine and psychology, with an expertise in highly selected referred groups of
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children, rather than in the general day to day context of childhood and schooling.
Those who work in the latter are, as argued earlier, excluded from the expert
discourse.
All the 'experts' themselves are clearly affected by the publicity and the
campaigns around ADHD. In particular, the rapid increase in the prescription of
methylphenidate is acknowledged to have been highly influenced by the decision of
Ciba Geigy to reintroduce and actively market Ritalin in Britain in the early 1990s.
"Recent changes in marketing practices in the UK that re-introduced the primary
medication for HKD, methylphenidate, after a ten year absence, contributed to a
rapid increase in the administrative prevalence of HKD in the UK" (Swanson et al.,
1998 p. 430).
Drugs and the Role of the Drug Companies
Methylphenidate in its different forms represents a huge profit-making sector of the
US drug market, estimated at around 450 million dollars a year. Its performance is
ofmajor concern to financial analysts and stock holders, instanced in the following
series of press city comments on the US drug company Medeva.
Medeva should soon have news on improvements to its methylphenidate
attention deficit disorder treatment. Acquisitions from other groups have
brought it Ionamin, a successful anti-obesity treatment. The coming year
should be good. (Telegraph, 29/12/96.)
... analysts expressed some concern about slowing growth rates for
Medeva's top-selling and most profitable drug, methylphenidate which is
used to control attention deficit disorder in children and young adults.
{Scotsman, 20/2/97.)
In 1997, the share price of Medeva fell after reports of health risks connected with
the anti-obesity drug. Analysts warned:
Investors had also expressed concerns about the threat to methylphenidate,
Medeva's treatment for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. Rival
groups has not yet introduced their periods to the market, so sales of the
treatment rose 6% to £54 m but the competition is expected to enter the
market soon. {Telegraph, 11/1/97.)
Competition is fierce:
Richwood's treatments for attention deficit disorder, Adderall and Dex-
troStat, compete against Ciba Geigy and Medeva but have taken a 7%
market share in 18 months. To date, Richwood has targeted the 1 1/2 m
hyperactive American children. There are about 6 m American adults with
the same problem, only about 5% of whom currently have treatment.
{Telegraph, 5/8/97.)
The literature on ADHD in earlier years argued for the use of methylphenidate as
a drug for preadolescent children. However, it is now argued that it can be of benefit
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to older young people and adults. The new markets needed for the drug companies
depend on its expansion to the adult population in the USA and/or the development
of new markets abroad. Interestingly, the drug more often prescribed in Australia is
dextroamphetamine, as this and not methylphenidate, was on the list of Govern¬
ment subsidised drugs (Slee, 1995).
The medical literature is clear in its overall agreement that methylphenidate
'works', in fact it works for everyone, not simply those identified with ADHD;
although there are still doubts expressed over its long-term effectiveness (Swanson
et al., 1998). Reason, however, argues: "... psychostimulant medicine can be an
effective palliative and temporarily enhance powers of concentration whether you
have AD/HD or not (it was apparently used by air traffic controllers during the
Second World War). What worries me is that as currently identified in the USA,
AD/HD unduly pathologises individual differences" (Reason, 1997, p. 22).
In the USA and in Australia the prescription rates vary considerably between
states reflecting a range of non-medical factors and paediatric judgment (Weiss,
1996; Livingston, 1997). In the USA there was massive funding of parents' organi¬
sations by the drug companies, who were also a major source of information.
(Between 1989 and 1995 CHADD, the parents' organisation, received more than
$818,000 dollars from Ciba Geigy makers of Ritalin.) Children in the USA overall
consume more methylphenidate than than in the whole of the rest of the world (Reid
& Maag, 1997). There is increasing concern in some quarters. In 1996, the UN
Narcotics Control Board released a report. "The Board requests all government to
exercise the utmost vigilance in order to prevent 'overdiagnosing' of ADD in
children and medically unjustified treatment with methylphenidate and other stimu¬
lants" (UN, 1996). For several years increasing worries have been expressed in the
USA over misuse of the drug. Methylphenidate is in the top 10 most frequently
reported controlled pharmaceuticals stolen (DEA, 1995). There is increasing evi¬
dence of its widespread recreational use (Boston Globe, 2/12/98). "Every indicator
available, including scientific abuse liability studies, actual abuse, paucity of sci¬
entific studies on possible adverse effects associated with long term use of stimu¬
lants, divergent prescribing practices of US physicians, and lack of concurrent
medical treatment and follow-up, urge greater caution and more restrictive use of
MPH" (DEA, 1995).
Our understanding of the phenomenon of ADHD has, therefore, to include a
recognition of the powerful role of aggressive marketing and the influence of the
drug companies on diagnoses and prescription rates, and therefore on estimations of
prevalence. This understanding need not mean necessarily that we always argue
against the use of drug treatment in situations where parents and children are
desperate, and where they say that it works. It does mean that we have to ask serious
questions about the role of drugs and drug companies, especially in the UK, where
historically there has been less use of drug treatment than in the USA (James, 1996;
Swanson et al., 1998). Is it inevitable that we become a more drug orientated
society?
Equally, there are questions to be asked about the relationship between the
widespread use of prescription drugs and the increasing use of illegal drugs. Arm-
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strong argues that books in the USA for parents and children about ADHD depend
on a model of the human body as a machine. "These simplistic metaphors seem to
imply that human beings aren't really very complex organisms and that one simply
needs to find the right wrench, use the proper gas, or tinker with the appropriate
circuit box—and all will be well" (Armstrong, 1996 p. 427) Thus, we accept that
drugs can 'fix' behaviour. The leading class of drugs sold domestically in the USA
over the last decade has been central nervous system drugs, about a fourth of all
drug sales (Porter, 1997). As 'normality' can be adjusted pharmacologically we
redefine our discourses of abnormality.
There is something odd, if not downright ironic, about the picture of
millions of American schoolchildren filing out of 'drug awareness' classes
to line up in the school nurse's office for their midday dose of am¬
phetamine. (Livingston, 1997 p. 5).
The Concept of ADHD
The above kind of model is also evident in Britain in courses and books aimed at
teachers, which tend to explain the condition with reductionist simplicity (Ferguson
et al., 1997). The implication is that teachers are not able to understand complexi¬
ties, not that there is professional disagreement over the condition (BPS, 1997).
When the press quoted the pro 'experts', e.g. Dr Cosgrove they tended to offer a
simple model.
"ADHD is a form of brain dysfunction caused when the chemical called
dopamine is found in insufficient amounts in the front part of the brain",
he explained. (Telegraph 15/12/96.)
Sometimes the model involved a more expansionist view which tied the idea of
ADHD to general disruptiveness or suggested that it could be an explanation of
delinquency.
The concept of ADHD, like that of special educational needs in the Scottish
legislation, is tautological. Children have it because they show the behaviours which
define it. They show the behaviours because they have ADHD. As a syndrome,
ADHD rests on the identification of a cluster of behaviours, subjectively assessed.
The term comes from the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (DSM, currently IV, 1994 version), which defines psychiatric
disorder as fixed measurable categories, either present or absent. The diagnostic
criteria for ADHD have like others, been defined and redefined over the years. The
DSM reflects the views of those who construct it, as well as reflecting changes in
social attitudes over the years, for example, the presence and then removal in the
twentieth century of homosexuality as a category. There are still key difference
between the identification rules for ADHD in the DSM IV and those for HKD in
the International Classification of Diseases (WHO, 1992, p. 93) produced by the
World Health Organisation, which lead to different rates of identification and to
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different estimates of prevalence (Swanson et al., 1998). Increasingly, however,
British professionals seem to refer to the DSM approach.
Reason argues that ADHD is simply a shorthand for describing children's
behaviour as inattentive, over-active or disruptive to an extent that is unwarranted
for their developmental age (Reason, 1997). Other literature is also critical of the
biological simplicity of some of the conceptual models offered by pro 'experts' like
Kewley who argue that ADHD is a straightforward measurable biological condition
(Kewley, 1997). The arguments about biology are important for those of use
concerned with inclusion to address. It is clear that in the field of special educational
needs there are conditions which have a biological, sometimes an identifiable
genetic, origin. It has been important for the disability movement to argue strongly
against a model which defined people in medical terms, as determined by their
disability. It is equally important to argue against a crude biologism in the context
ofADHD, but at the same time we have to begin to try and make sense of the huge
medical developments which tend to be reported simplistically, usually causally, in
the press, with phrases like "delinquency is in the genes", "oppositional behaviour
is caused by the brain" ... etc. Even if it may be possible to 'measure' the existence
of something like ADHD through brain imaging, there are still hugely important
questions about the complex relationship of this to the actions of children in a social
context. Equally, it is important to point out that brain research has also recently
shown the versatility and adaptability of parts of the brain, and that brain develop¬
ment is not fixed at birth, but that it continues to develop in interaction with the
environment during childhood.
The notion of biology in interaction with environment is a more useful model
for those concerned to recognise the reality of the problem experienced by some
children and their families. Some writers argue for a developmental, contextual
perspective on ADHD (Pellegrini & Horvat, 1995). An understanding of children's
actions which acknowledges the relevance of their inherited or acquired biological
features does not need to become narrowly deterministic. It is possible to build these
understandings into models which emphasise a dynamic interaction between indi¬
vidual and environment—even highly individualist human characteristics develop in
a human social and physical environment (Caprara & Rutter, 1995; Pellegrini &
Horvat, 1995). Biologies can be created by and are responsive to environments. The
recognition, referred to above, that innate factors are involved in physical disabilities
has not prevented us from seeing the social construction of the experience of
disability and the institutional role in limiting individual potential.
Gender Matters
There is a gender imbalance in the diagnoses of ADHD. This tends to be noted, as
in the following quote from a paper in the Lancet, but not often discussed. "The
ratio of boys to girls with ADHD/HKD is between 3:1 and 9:1 but this may decrease
with age. Part of the differences between the sexes may be referral bias related to
symptoms of disruptive behaviour since boys have more hyperactive/impulsive
symptoms and more conduct and oppositional symptoms than girls" (Swanson et
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al., 1998, p. 429). There is no further discussion of gender differences in the Lancet
paper. Research into ADHD tends to involve only boys. Some discussion of gender
differences relies on social context-based explanations for the differences despite
earlier assertions of an individualistic, biologically-based account. Cooper and Ideus,
for example, argue that externalising behaviours such as the more hyperactive form
of ADHD are more common in boys, whereas girls are more inclined to internalise
their 'problems', and they account for this in terms of sex role expectations. There
is no suggestion that the greater existence of the hyperactive form in boys could
equally be related to such social expectations—it has already been explained as
the result of "... chronic underfunctioning in brain chemistry" (Cooper & Ideus,
1996).
The gender issue points again to the importance of the promotion of an
understanding of the social context which challenges the notions that culture is
irrelevant in understanding children's behaviour and that you can transfer a 'syn¬
drome' from one culture to another, and expect to find an identical incidence and
response.
The Educational Context
What has happened in education during the 1990s, which might be relevant to
understanding why teachers are seeing this this dramatic increase of children with
ADHD in their classrooms? Important factors must include the marketisation of
education, the greater local autonomy of schools, league tables of performance,
greater central specification of the curriculum and the 'celebration of individualism'
(Barton, 1997). The parallel increase in exclusion from school points to an educa¬
tional climate where children who do not conform are individually blamed. "...
describes this as an insidious device for regulation and surveillance of increasing
numbers of students" as ADHD changes disruptiveness to dysfunction, allowing
parents to be 'forgiven; neither they or the school are responsible (Slee, 1997 p.
413). Teachers may be more likely to identify a child's behaviour as disturbed rather
than disruptive if this brings external support or additional funding (Galloway et al.,
1994). Various writers have pointed to the impact of policy upon the creation of
categories in order to attract special resources, funding or personnel (Slee, 1995;
Corbett & Norwich, 1997).
Syndromes Means Funds
Dyson describes the 'colonisation' of mainstream schools by special educators who
in theory are "... working to transform those schools; in practice, they are constantly
under pressure simply to reproduce the traditional features of special education"
(Dyson, 1997). In Scotland, the attempts of some education authorities to distribute
scarce resources equitably to the most 'deserving' schools have led to the develop¬
ment of audit procedures, which encourage the identification of 'syndromes' or
specifically labelled disorders in order to justify funding of learning support staff
This parallels the impact in England of statementing procedures and the Code of
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Practice (DfE, 1994a; Dyson, 1997) emphasising those groups of children with
identifiable disabilities rather than those with those associated with social disadvan¬
tage like moderate learning difficulties, or emotional and behavioural difficulties. It
would be understandable if teachers, as well as parents, looking for scarce resources
for this group were to look for ways in which they could justify their arguments by
minimising the social disadvantage and emphasising individual need.
Discussion
We have argued that the case of ADHD is problematic for those of us who are
concerned about inclusion. The pressure from groups of parents for a medicalising
of their children's difficulties and the prescribing of drugs, supported by enthusiastic
professional proponents and by marketing of drugs has been widely reported in the
press. The marketisation of education and health services with the associated
emphasis on individuals as consumers supports this process. It cannot, however
simply be ignored or dismissed as middle class parents arguing for scarce resources.
It must be important to promote further critical debate over the concept of ADHD,
its use and the medical response. There is a danger that practice will be increasing
influenced by inaccessible medicalised discourses, which exclude teachers who feel
left behind and bewildered by an array of biological theories. We need to read the
research into the arguments about genetic and environmental influences, so that we
can argue with the crude biological determinism we find not only in the press, but
in the professional literature for teachers. Cooper may be right when he argues that
challenges to the validity of the diagnosis of ADHD should not be based simply on
a blanket rejection of the medical model (Cooper, 1997) He then goes on, however,
to embrace the concept of ADHD enthusiastically. We can be more informed in our
challenges.
There is a strong argument for further research into the social class basis of
identification of certain 'syndromes', and into the relationship between identification
and financial benefit. There is an argument for continued research into the politics
of resource allocation and the implementation of the code of practice, statementing
practices in England, and Recording and local council use of audits in Scotland.
Educational professionals could develop a dialogue with parents about the resource
issue and point to the reemergence of medical labelling in order to obtain scarce
resources, when as Corbett and Norwich point out the notion of individual deficit
becomes a political rather than a psychological concept (Corbett & Norwich, 1997).
Equally, there could be further discussion of the relationship between disciplinary
exclusion and exclusionary practices in schools, and the wish of parents to find
medical labels for their children. We need to explore the role of the drug companies
in promoting the identification and treatment of certain conditions. The White
Paper on freedom of information published in 1998 by the British Government
suggested that there might be occasions when information might be withheld, for
example in relation to commercial confidentiality. The magazine Health Which
(April 1998) argues that there is still a need for further campaigning over public
information on drug prescription and on licensing and safety issues.
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Conclusions
Implied in the process of disciplinary exclusion and that of assessment of special
educational need, is the notion that inclusion depends on entitlement to participate
in mainstream or sometimes in any education. Not all pupils may be entitled. If
pupils are difficult or challenging they may not be considered worthy of inclusion.
Worthiness is not implied in explanations involving social disadvantage or learning
difficulties, but medicalised explanations convey worthiness and, by association,
funding. In this paper, we have tried to argue that challenging this requires us to
think about the complex relationships between education and parents, the media,
the medical profession and private enterprise. It is possible to develop a sociological
perspective without denying the psychological validity of the experience for children
and parents. It should allow us to consider how we can transform our educational
practices so that individual medicalised solutions are not the only way to avoid the
blaming of parents and children.
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Informalun ecordedphysicalpunishmentwascommoim y
schools.JimmyBoylerec rdshisfi stcontactwi hamemb rfsta f StJohn'sapprovedschoolw en' ldguyinrobes'hitimth headwithbilli ra l.27Phys calpunishmentslecommoi girls' chools,althoughthereh dbe nmanycompl intsb uGuthrie's Girls'SchoolinEdinburgh.28Byt e1960s,othergirls'scho lwer relyingmoreonchemicalm thodstontrou ulypupils.Valiumwa prescribedbyschooldo torsf uwithanyg rlttheisc tionf thestaff.Bothboys'andgirls'schoolslsusl ckroomsc tain disruptivep p ls.Anotherwidespr adracticeath fe kend homeleavsrewardf goobehaviour,l dingtve yinc nsistent patternoffamilycontactnyhildre . Inmanyschools,w atnowappeartbecruendinappropriate practicescontinu dalongsidewarmcons ructivrel tio ship betweenma ystaffandpupils.IASenseofFr edom,JiBoyli criticaloftheha shandregimentedr giminStJoh 'sbud es neverthelessacknowl dgethimpactofhisr l tionshipwi htead, BrotherPaul,describinghims' nd irableperson,nwa interestedandwhocared'.29Oftenpupilsrotethsch ollat r yearsexpre singtheirap reciationofe peri nce. However,bythe1970srasanoth rcausf onc rni highratesofeoffendingbyyaft rle vi gapprovedscho ls. Two-thirdsfb yswerefouni1969thavereoffen edwithinthr yearsofbeingrele sedfr mapprovschool.30T er tconviction waslo erf rgirls' chools,w ichperhapseflectedadiffer ntbal n intheirpopulation. Theseconcernsweinfluentialthdevel pme tfmor community-basedfor finterve tionwi hhildrenandyou gpeople whoeredelinquent.Ea lyexampl sofsuchprojectsrePanmu HouseinEdi burghandthe'Clubbie'D de .Thesc ntr swork withyoungpeoplehoerconsideredtn dagr a rlevof supportthancouldbepr videdyindividualsup rv sionaocial workerbutlessextremethanremovalfrohom .Thiapproachi fte referredtoas'inte m diatereatment'.Iusnalt rnat ve residentialcarewasalsoencouragedbysominflu nti lrese ch Englandwhichhaddemonstratedtheinconsistentchar cterft processthroughwhics mechildrenend dupir idential establishments.Therwacons derablevariationdep ndingowhe childrenlived,whichsc ooltheyatten ed,socialw rkeror psychologistwa ,andhichmagistrateadethedeci ion.Tutargu thatalackofprofessionalc nsensused'almountrammelled professionaldiscretion'.31 Effortstpromotemoreffectivin erprofessionaldecisi n-making wereimportantfeaturesfthyouths rategi supbynumb rof 264•SCOTTISHLIFEANDOCIETY
Scottishreg onsinthe1980s.ILoth anRegstrategy,tup 1983,wasbasedonthfollowingprinciples: 1.Problemsassociatedwithchildren'sbehaviourrcircumsta ces shouldbedea twithhereverpossibleyk pingtc iin his/herlocalcommunity,usi gthresourcesftfa iland otherlocalresourcesinaflexiblmanne . 2.Childrenwhoa triskofh vi gtle eomr riskofbeingxcludedfr mchoolrwhavpecialdu¬ cationalneedshoulbjointlyassessedi omes s reviewed. 3.Boththeeducationandso ialworkdepartm ntsillendeavour tocontributedaya dg oupworkprovisionnlternativ toheresid ntialcarefadolesc ntchi ewh rii p¬ propriate. 4.Nochilds ulberecommen edforresidentialaunl ss: a)he/shesnoom(includingsubstitut )ithe communitywhichan,ithappropriatesup ort,pr vide anadequatedegreeofcontrolcar , b)he/sheiatrisktohimself/herselfot rsinthcom¬ munity,or c)he/sheasmedical,psychiatricorsp cialeducation lne s whichcanonlybede ltithinaresidentialc nt xtand/or itsnthechild'sbestint resw chcannom tia y otherway.32 Thedevelopmentfy uthstrategi sandofcommu ity-based alternativestoresidentialcar ,sw lldemogr ph cchanges,ha impactontheratefeferralsListDschools.Tf rreducti ns intheListDpopulationssawanlmostidenticalincre sether tof referralstosidentialschoolfothmaladjustedinSc t nd,raising interestingquestionsabouthr ald ffer ncesbetw ntscho lo indeedaboutthtendencyofprof ssionalstailor'needs' f childtoheadmissionriter afts ool.TListDscho lsthem elv hadbecomer thervari dintheirregimesytlat1970san rly 1980s:somehadmovedtlessfor al,m rchild-centr dappr ach withidereducationalprogrammes,wh lot ersmaintainedth traditionalstylew thcon nu demphasisotr det i i gw h limitedrem dialeducationprogramme.33 In1983,thesameyearastfirstyouthstr t gy,thgovernm nt publishedtheFidd sReport,Tut rofListDScho ls,3*w icha highlycriticalofeducationastandardsinthes ho l ,a d1986c ntr l fundingortheListDschoolswaswithdrawn.ByFebruary1986the populationftheLisDschoolshadfallen655pupil ,anbyA ril thereweonly14schools.35McCrackena gu st twit drawalof FROMRAGGEDTRESIDENTIALSCHO LS•265
centralgovernmentfrthadministra iona dfu d goftheL tD schoolsleftthemlikeabuwhosedriverandconductorgotffandl t thepassengerstoirowndevic .HquotesC lvin,fth government'sSocialWorkServicesG oup,whoexplainedth t onefthreasonsth yg toffbuwath tllepassengers wereindisputeaboutwh reth ywant dgoitfirsplace, andssomefthepas ngersctuallyow dthbus,driver andco ductorwereianimpossibleposition.36 SincethScottishOfficeclo dtL tD,allresid ntials hoolsareli t d onListGwhichcontainspecialandreside tials hoolsf rpupwith arangeofspecialeducationaleeds.Thm nst treisno recognisedofficialdifferenceb tweenthoss hoolsichw rerm rlyListDschoolsandthosewhichereresid ntialschoolsf maladjusted children. Somefor rListDschoolsbe amemuchrsimi arnt eir admissioncriteriaandegimettheschoolsformaladjusted begantorecruittheirchildrenthro ghed ca ionalpsychol gistsa er thanchildren'shearings.Ma yoft eschoolsowl odmitdapupils, andmanyadmitchil renbothfrhearingsdth ou heducat on-de¬ partmentreferrals.As allnumberofschoolsbe meinc porat di o local-authorityprovisi n,othersbecameharitabletr tlong d charitiesandsomebec eindepend ntrofit-makingschools,ownedbyindividuals.In1998therear29r sidentialschoolsc t ringfopupi s withsocial,emo ionalrbehavi uraldiffi ulties,fw ichf ra currentlybeingconsideredf closure. In1990,areportfromtheScottishHMI,C oosingw ta e,rgued thaterew sstillconsiderabledegr effortui ou n ssi referral specialprovisionforchildrennowu uallyreferredtash vingcial, emotionalorbehavi uraldifficulties.Th yf dt t'P pi sf comparableagendback ound,evincingsimilarro lems,c lb treatedquitedifferentlyd pendingowh rethhapp nedliv '.37 TheHMIarguedt att erewasdemonstrablediff r ncbetw enth highqualityoftheplanningandrecor -keepingfthec ref childrenandt u evenqualityofthateduc tionalsi e. Accordingly,theschoolsint e1990shavework dtimp veir educationalprovisionandtconf rmn tio alcurriculumgu de ines forallschools.Re entHMIin pectionr por sindi a et teduc tional qualityistilpatchyandtheresti lconcernsexp essedaboutth overalleducationalachievementfildr nl avi gresi entialdo her specialchoolsforupi swiths cial,emotionalrbehavi ural difficulties.Particularconcernhabe nexpr ssedv rhqualityf educationalprov sioninreside tialsecureprovisio . Anotherareafconsid rableconcernith1990shasbe nt 266•SCOTTISHLIFEANDS CI TY
residentialsup rvisionofchildren.Ithabecomcleat tintpast therewasabuseofchildrenbys afanotherchildr ninsome residentialschools.Thishaledto'incre sedv ttingofstaffandm stringentstandardsinregistratio sa dinspectionofschools'.38 WHERENOWFORTHSCHOOLS? Therehasbe nv rylittlrecentres archorevaluationofresidential schools,althoughin1995theywerinclud dias dyoftheoutcomes ofsocial-workinterventionwithyoungpeopl .Thplacementw srated asveryhelpfulby59percentoftyou gpe linterviewed.Parents andreferringsocialwo kersalsorespondedpositively.Aspectsvalued included'smallclassesanindivid allytailoreteach g;lowturnover ofstaffandre idents;plannedentrya dprogrammes;flexiblelinkswith families'.39 Thereistill,however,astrongargumentforresearchwhich exploresdifferentaspectsoftheffectiv nessothschools.Inaliter ture reviewcommissionedandproducefortheSc ttishOfficin1996,we arguedthatthe ewouldbvalueinanationalauditoftheusffull-tim alternativeprovision,includi gresidenti lschools,inthpubli ,private andvoluntarysectors.Walsrguedth t,inaclim teofemphasiso integrationandothmai tena ceofchildrenwit intheiro n communitiesandfamilies,therisl tlpublicacknowledgementothe residentialschoolsanlittldebatovetheiruse.40Therhasbeenl ttl researchintoeith rshort-olong-termoutc m sfresidential-school placement. Recentthinkingaboutreside tialschoolsshowsthemewhichhave beenrecurringsin ethdaysofthein ustrialsch olsandthe reformatories.Thereisacontinu dbeliefnthemoralstrengthof education.Thereisstillanun asyrel tionshipbetweenthstatandthe residentialschools,ma yofwhiaren townedradministeredby educationauthorities.Therearstillcledifferencesinthexperiences, referralpatt rnsandnumericalrepresentatioofgirlintheresidential schools.Concerni ftenexpressedov rthplacementofsmallnumbers ofgirlsinwhatareessentiallyboys'school . TheincreasingemphasisiBritissocialp licyonthevalueof workisreflectedinthcontinuingdilemmaoverwheth rthresidential schools'curriculumshouldrefle tagreatervocationalelement. Welfare-basedpolicieemphasi ingthneedsofdisadvantag dchildren aresetagainstincre singdemandsfoamorejustice-basedappr ach focusingnyo ngpeople'sdelinqu ncy.Treatmentversuspunishment, careocont ol,asMcCrackenargues,a erecurringarguments.41Ther continuestbeadebateov rwhetherthoriginsfcrimecanbef un inpovertyori poor*pare ting. FROMRAGGEDTORESIDENTIALSCHOOLS•267
Attheendof1990sereistillastrongprofessionalcon nsus
inScotlandverthimporta cefnclusiontr bledantr ublesome childreninmainstreamschools,ndomeauthoritiesr ing residentialschoolsanddiver ingres urcesintlt rnativeprovis o .At thesameime,ostprofessionalsineducationands alw rkou d argueforew,well-resourced,high-q alityr sidenti lschoolsft smallnumberofchildr nwhocann tbeplac delsewh re. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS Thanksreduforttimgiv nbyhkn wledg ablestaffiSnowdonand Wellingtonscho lsandforaccesstheirfa inatinghi toric lmateri l . NOTES 1.Scotland,1969.
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14Genderandexclusionfrom school GwyneddLloyd1 Introduction The'NewLabour'gov rnmenthasindicat ditsdesirtacklso ialxclusion anditsevidentthatschoolexclus sareonfthe rlie tpoi taw pupilsbecomedetachedfromthem instrea .Attenti nhaur edhfac thatnotonlyisexclusionfromscho lincreasi g,butth tfarmo eoythagirls areexclud dfromschool.Wh nt isiacknowledgedinthliter tur ,tendso bethroughafocusonthemaj rityb ysandrar lythsm llerbui lsignifi¬ cantnumbersofgirlsexcl ded.Th schapterwillfocusodiscipli aryexclus on fromschoolasgenderedpr e sthroughadiscussionoffindin sr mrecent Scottishresearcpr jecton'ExclusionfromSch landAlternative '.Iw ll showthatexclusionaryprocessesinScotlandasimilarlyge deredalthougth s aspectmaynotoftenbeexplicitlr cognisedorconsid edbythparticipa tsin theprocess.Therisv ryconsiderablvariationbetweensch olsinthpropor¬ tionfgirlsexcluded,po ntingacomplexpatterofgender dconstructi nof deviancea dr isingquest onsaboutthrelati nshipbetw engenderaschool ethos.Thechaptersuggeststu efuln ssofc mparativerese chonthimpa ofdifferentp liciesandpracticinv rieculturalcontextsn r ha dsoothe border. Scotland:thec nt xt InScotland,unlikeEnglanda dW es,therhasnotbeenationalr p rti g systemonexclusionnorharecentlegislatid f n dthproc sofxclusi n otherthaningeneralterms,thlawoexclusionbei gfoundinumbef differentActsandregulations(Cull neal.1996 )Informationnpupils excludedwascolle tedfromeducationauth ritiesthr ught edataonnon- attendancetschool,exclusi nparadoxicallyundertheheadingofunauthorised absence.Severalauthoritiesobjectedthisandfailtsubmitfigur s.Iny casethela kofstandardisedexclusiondefini ionsanproc semeantth tthose figureswhichdidappearwehi lyinaccurate.I1998follo ingthepublica¬ tionftheresearchdiscus dbelowandfterperiofnati nalconsultati n theScottishOfficepublishedna ionalguidelinesonexclusi(SOEID1998).
258Groupsatthemargin Therearotherk yfeatu esfthSc tishcont xtw cmaybrelevanto
adiscussionoftheproc ssexclusi .S me,s chdev lopme t quasi-marketstructu eforthedeliveryfed cationalser icesandig fic nt curriculumhanges,a ecommontScotl dnth rpartsfBri inbt characteroft ec nge,im ybearguedh sediffe e t.S ro gLab u - controlledlo alauthorities,wi hlm stns ho soptingu ,teacherr d unionrepresentingmostteach rs,a dvocalp rentalprofessionao ganisa¬ tionsmeantth trewaperhapsmofabal ncithc ralgov nment, althoughtheeffectofr c ntstru turinglocalgovernmenintothirty- twosmallerauthoriti sh ss i ltbeen(Ridd lndBro1994).Sc t sh educationhasperh pslwaysbe nsmallerndorhomog eouystem,wi h curriculumchangemanagedthrou husofn tionalg ideli si contrast themoreprescriptiveNa ionalCurriculum.Scottisheducationm nistersa d HMIsinthelastfewyearrarelyeng g dpubliccriticismofteache s. FurtherrelevantfeaturesofSc t ishsocietya ,firstthelativ lsmallp o¬ portionofchildrefromethn cm rityc m unities,veryfewrAf ican- Caribbeanfamili sand,seco d,thhigh rlev lofc ldreiv gnpov rtyan
intherestofBritain(Ll ydanRiddell1997).Outschoolth rhbe n broadc nsensusthvaluefwelfare-basedChildre 'sHe ringSyst m wheredecisionsarmadebyl pan lb uthildrenons r dtneedc m¬ pulsorymeasuresofcareand/orontr l.Thisystemiba edstruc al separationbetweenthleg lestablishmentofuiltandconsiderissu s ofcareandwelfarreflectsc nce ntde lithhi dr nun r16it rm ofwelfareevenhthgroundsfreferralaroff cbas(Sc a er1992). MostScotti hauthoritieslsohavp lic sndstru ures,f enre e r dt youthstrategies(Kendrick1995),tp motein er-a ncyw r i gandmain¬ tainchildren,w erepossible,inthelo alschoolsancommuniti . Intheearly1990stherw ,ho ver,asensfincr ingpr ssuoschools andconcernovewhatseemtbincr singnumb sfp pilei g excluded.Ther searchreportebel ww scommissionedytScotti hOffi inordertopr videaicturefex lusionlicynpract cScotl n . ExclusioninScotland:theresearch Theaimsoftstudywermappolicndpracticeexclus oninScotl n andtoexplorein-schoolalternativesexclus n.Thepr jecth dt ehas s: studyofeducationau h ritpolicndprocedurescrossSc tl n ,s rv y headteachersabouttheixclus onpolicynr ct e;cstudiofs h ols offeringcontrastinpractices.Thfirsthasefou dconsiderablevariationit waysauthoritiesdefined,countedk ptexclus onfiguresav i tiono thekindofexclusionallow dtlengtht mpermi t d. Instagetwoinformati naboutnumbersfexclud dp pilsw scollect dfr 176schools,60primaryand16se ond ry,thati3erc nofpris o ls andmorethanquarterofllsec ndarysch olsinSc tla d.Iaddition,120f theschoolsprovideddetailedw tt ninformat oaboute chpupih db en
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excludedoveraneight-monthp rio .Th ydnotc nstitutr presenta ive sampleas60percentofthschoolsh dbesel ctedyth irduca ionauthor¬ ity,notrandomly,butseingitherhigorlowxcludingithcontextft eir authority(Cullenetl.1996b).Nev rth less,thda acollec edfr mh s schoolsdoesprovideanilluminatingsnapsh tfSc ttipra tice. In thet irdstageofproj ct,de aileinterviewswc rriutith rangeofschooltaff,t erprofessionals,are tsandupilsintwelves eights condaryandfourprimary,selectesmat h dp rsof'high'low excludingbutwithroadlysimilarpupilp p l t ons.So eeighty-foint r¬ viewsw reconduct ditotalahisstage.Whs mdifficult esng ning accesstopupilandrentinsomechools,parti ularlythriect r. Someheadteachersseem dr luctantdisr ptthecar fullybalanelation¬ shiptheyfelthadnegotiatedwithparen sofexclud dupils.S mint r¬ viewsw reconduct dischool,oth snplacewh repupilsarentfelmor comfortable,foexa pleinhomes.Owev nconductedasuper arket cafe.Sothfindingsdiscussedthisapt rer vfromt einte viewwith headt achersantheiwritt nd taoexclusioinst gt ondmor detailedint rviewshc sstu yschoolsgthreofthresearchproject. Theoverallpicturefexcl sion Some25schoolsreportednex lusi nduringthep vi us8mon h ,f these,21wereintprimarysector.Th39pri aryschoolsrep tingexclusi n figureshadexclu ed202p pilintotalwhilhs condarysch ols(110)had excluded3,562pupils.Threerimaryschooand24sec nsh d excludedmorthan5perc ntoft eipopulationale stonceduri gthisperiod. Inadditiontoexclusion,further959pup lromthes rveysch olhabe n informallysenthome,mei authoritieswh rprocedu esdioffic ally allowthis.Analy isofede i dinformati nprovidsh wet t64ercen ofexcludedprimaryupilsan69erc ntofexcludes o arypup lshbe excludedonlyneccasionduri gthestupe iod.Thwaasubstantial variationinbothpol cyandpracticebetweenhScottisau hori iesndwid disparitybetweenchoolsinnumb rofp ilsexclud danfd yslo ts resultofexclusion.Th eva iationsalo gwi hexclusdatforb yndgi arediscussedinthremainingectionsoft echapter. Excludedpupilsandsocio-economicdisadvantage Ascatchmentareaorsocio-e onomict tusn te silyide tifi dthproj ct usedtwoproxymeasuresfothis;tw reperc ntagfpupilseligib ef freeschoolmealsandthheaeacher 'e timationoftsocio- conomictatus ofthepupils: asthepercentageofupilseligib ef rrsc oolm alsincr a d,ex lu on fromschooltendedincr asebuttherwsub t ntialexc ptions.Some
260Groupsatthemargin 13percentofthschoolshadb thigexclusionratendlow t percentageofpupilseligiblef rrschoolmea .
(Cullenetal.1996b)




































Note:Overallnumb rsshownitabl sa ysresultof incompleteinfor ationprovideds mcategori sbyscho ls.
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figures,frepeatedacrossthcountry,wouldsuggeatproportionfi l excludedfroms condarychool,i. .23perc t,oulbs m whathighn ScotlandthinerestfBritain.StudiesexclusioniEngl ndanW le havellfounddisproportionatelyla gern mbersfb ysthaveeexclud andinp rticularAfrican-Car bbe nboys.B seetweenfourndvtim likelytobexcludedthangirls(BlythanM ln r1996).Apr marysch ollevel ±eproportionofb ysisevenlarg r(Pars nstal.1995;H yde997) Thefindingsoft isstudyalsosupporttheargumenatalthoughgirl smallerproportiontheyarstiexcludedinumb rs-juab u600girlsfro 120schoolsinourstudy!Yetadiscu si nftheexperi ncegi lsr re yfeat s intheliteratur .Nodoesstandtaimpor antissuehperspectiv sf headteachers.Whent176he dteachersinterview dp swoof researchp oje tw reask dnop nque tionab utwhatth ysawlient issuesaboutexclusion,onlytwmentionedg der.Thunquestioningacknow¬ ledgementofthnd rdifferenc sisex mplifi dbytheact ngh aea her secondaryschoolw eprovidingali tofex ludepupils: Idon'tmindifyoutakeh swayandboy/g rlthi g,f rex mple. You'reverywelcomti .I'mnotgoingdbecauseon thath timebutyou'llfindoysgr slyoutweighgirlihis. Itmightbearguedthatmossignificanfind ngourproj tiperhapth wayinwhichthegenderdiffer c sarlar lyt kenfograntedbyr spo d nts. Analysisofurcasest dyinterviewda aoe ,how vep intuss mi e whichmaybehelpfulinexploringgenderedpatternsoexc usion.T sar : •thatgirls'devianceinschoolm ybediffe e tfromb ys'; •thatschoolshavegenderedmo lsofdevia ce; •thatschoolsresp nddiff re lytogirls'deviance; •thatschoolsemp oydiff rents rat gieswithboysandgi ls; •thatteachersresponddiff re lyincla sr oms; •thateethosandcultureofthesc o largend r d; •thatcommitmenttequ lopport ni iesaffectshowsch olres ndt deviance. In theBritishliteratureonexcl sion,asuggestedar i r,whereexclus onicon¬ sideredintermsofgenderthisen sfocuoboys.Byimplicat onther for girlsarenotexclud dsoftensimplybecauseth yarnotboys.Boyff ndmor thangirls,areidentifi dmoroftenshav g'emotion ldbehaviouraldiff cul¬ ties',or'conductdis rder '.Ther forehdi pa ityi'normal'unproblem- aticndexpla ationscharacterisedbyaimpli tbiologicalreductionism. Mores ciologicallyba edargumentssu gestthatlth ghgi lsm ybe 'needy,disruptiveanprontproblemssboy ...th ypres tle fch l¬ lengeischools'(Cr zierandAn tiss1995:44).Girls'disruptive esse nt belinkedtoh irgendeide tityatblessov rtlyc frontati nal.Th
262Groupsatthemargins accountsofgirlsthemselvesget ingintotro bletschoolf rper ist¬ entverydaymisb havioursuchast lk ng,moking,n twearing'suitable' clothes,latenesabs ncndreflectawar ne sfnegotiationv re boundariesofacceptableehaviour(Lloyd1992).Thinegotiationim l s recognitionbypup lsoftheg nd redco structionsfteachers'perceptionsf boys'andgirls'devianthaviour(D ies1984). Anumberofinterviewe sust dyarguthatcharacterofgirls'd vi¬ ancewasdifferent:'Ithirdy arespecially'sbullying,f l goutwi hth ir friends,usuallyoversomeboy'(Ed cationalwelfareoffic ).S rmentioned theparticularimportanceffriendshipsogir sa dlsoatg rlmightb ore likelythanboysog tintotroublearesultfsponding'sl ggi g': They[i.e.oth rpupils]calyounamesandagtyoujustdp strikingbacecauseyougetickofi ,th n'noth rpersothat getsintotrouble'sme.
(Girl,secondarychool)
Itdoesn'tmeanwehav 'tadgirlsinthpashovecausedf ird g e ofworrybutedon'tjusnow.Ican'tev nthi kfahomaybeh eth potential.Th yp seudiffer ntworri s.It i kgirls' rr esarelat¬ ingtohingslikeatte dance.They'remaybb i gk pthol kaft r youngerones. (Primaryschoolheadte cher)
Thevariousparticipantsint sstudyg eareasonsforex lu ion wouldbedifferent:'Th reconsiderablymoroysexcl dedthangirls buttherearece tainlygi lsinliv ngm morwhoh vdshort-termxclu¬ sion,m stlyforlanguageorethanythingelse'(As ista th d,eco dary school). Analysisofthereasonsgiv niwrittend absch olsf rtexclu ionof pupils(instagetwo)ofrtudy,ho ever,indicatthatv rysim art rnf reasonsw sgiveforb yandirl . Figure14.1showst atlargestn mberofexclusionsfr s h ola r whattheschoolseasfig tingorassaultbetweepupils(f ras ltsffe below),followedygenerallydisruptiveehaviour.Vandalismasgiven reasonmuchoreoftenfb ysthgi ls,11:1wh r astsmallfigur r truancyasrea onforexclusionshowedlargestprop rtionfi ls,15lst 24boys.Sothereasonsgiv nysch olsf rxclusionfondgirlsugge t that,althoughboysndgirlseexcl dediverydiffe entpr por ions,tar excludedforsimilarr asons. Ofcoursethekindfreasonsgivenat ems lvespcon iderablet r¬ pretation.Whefig ti gbetw enupilssconsideredrious,h nfighti g becomescharacterisedsassault,d pendstp rc ptionrjudgem nfth staff.Wh tt esefindingdonoir ctlydic tewheth rhenboysandg rls areexcluded,foample,rdisruptivebeh v our,whatassu ptionsbout
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Figure14.1Thereasonforexclusionidentifiedbyschool Notes:Reasonsidentifi dh rwerprovidedbysch olsinthp astwsurv y.Prima ysc o l pupilsN=184,secondarypu ils=2,250. genderandisruptive essmaybeimplicitinthconstruc onfthbehavio r sufficientlydisruptivetowarrantexclusion. Truancyinelatiotoexclusionofgirwarais donumb rfoccas onsby respondents. Iknowonegirljustru sringo dy ua dsheappear ,sdisappearnd sheijustba icallyra singherfingertohesystem,alt oughilookik it'sforpersistenttruancyit'fope sistentdisregardfoanyys emth schoolhasfordiscipline.She'sheekytt ffwhs 'sher-it'ju ta mess-butonefththingig esdowasistruancy. (Assistanthead,econ arysch ol)
\jrcvrf/jvli'leYfteHTti>t
Thissugge tst aimport ntaspecnofail rttendb ti lied challengetoauthorityofschool.Tuseexclusi ninr l tig rls whotruantsraisedbyt oexternalp ofe si ls.Aned c tionallf re officertalkedfworkingtgeti lreturnschoolbuhexclus on herfirstdayofreturn.Sheal os wtproblemslyinging rl'sppa ent attitudetoauthority.Shedescribedhesavingbeenintrou lew tht police.'Itwasm rheattitudth tgin o,shwou dn'tveut ofbedtalkthem.'ARep rterChildren'sHe i gs,whendiscussing secondaryschoolgirlw thapatterofex lusi nndtruancy,lsr i dt e problem'ofdealingwithchildr nhon'tanttbeinscho la dn theydoarriveexclud danyway'.Thegi l'smoth rsatissuesrelat . 'She'sbeenxcludedalot,mai lyf rhbehaviour,nsr s ltft ts ' beendoi gal tftruantingsw ll...Ihinkit'morebor domny¬ thingelse.'Shesaidt th rdaug terw softenexcludedfdisrup iven ssn class: Sheseemstoakoverclas ,s rtfthing.g totkids. . Shecandisrupttcl sse ily...Ithinkwouldyt the'sonf theleaders,youkn w,b causeshe'sn tonfthe p.Everybody moreolessso tfcopiesheandthent at'ste ches rtfl f ,y u know.. Theattendanceoffic rinv lvedwithtfamilyabovlsot lkab utthgrea r maturityofgirlslikethi ,whohavenotoff ciallyreach dsc o l-l vingg ,bu haveactuallymovedonfr mit.The rli rat ityfgi swmentio dby socialw rkerinasecondarych olba edproje t: Teacherscomplainboutve yimmatureboysandgirlco ingn,sp c all boysIthink-firstyearboyst eyasicallybehavelikpr mart rfour pupilswhoarenotreadytccepthdisci lineof'Th t'syo resk,t at's yourchaiandyst yinit!' Interviewsiourcasest dychoolsshowet att erw rvari t nsi conceptofa'acceptable'pupil,inparticulartherim yschoolsyide ti¬ fiedsomepupilsasdifficultb t'savable'.F ct rss entimportanthi definitionincludedage,levelofchi v ment,personaldrelat nshipskill , parentalcontactwi hths hool,parentala dhomcircumsta cesnlengtf theimetproblemhadpersist d.Gend rwasn tm ntionfact rdesp t thehugdisparityinthef g res.Ta parentlyg e t rma uriofirls,how¬ ever,maybsignificantinthateeyeach rsohavconsiderably moredevelopedsocialandrelationshipskills.Theteache sinprim rysch ls suggestedthaoftenexcludedp pilswersehavbe nthoswhod challengedtteacher'scompetenceandst tubyquestioning,contradict¬ ing,wastingtimeorh deribothth rsitclas .Thimp cf
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otherpupilsintheteachers'sjudgmentofwh t erornotapupilr skf exclusioncouldbsavedshouldn tbeunderestimat d.
(Cullenetal.1996a)
Sothesch ol'sdefiniti nofa'savablepupil',b yorg ,malsobinfluenced bytheviewsandthactionsoftheirpe rs(Marshall1996). Itisclearthatoneimp rtantfac oraffe ti ghowscho lsviede i nt behaviourist extentofexplicitchallengetthsch oloroindividu teachers.Relatedtohisistquestionofh wgirlandboysrespontco r c¬ tionrattemptsimposedisciplinebytaff.AteacherofEnglisiasecond ry school,whendiscussingagirlwhoh dbeenintroublethschoolarguedinher favourthat:'s edoesn'answerback,het kestellingoff,nverygraciou ly butshedoesn'tan werback'. Girlsmaybemoreeffectivindefusingchallengeby'taki gtellof .Girls werealsomorelikelyth nboytoeexclud donlyon ewhi hmaysuggestthat ifexclusiondoactsneffectivedeterr t,andthisisnottonlypossiblew oflo kingatthis,thenimaybeoreeffectiveforgirls. Therewassomesugg stionofgreat rleni ncytowa dsgirlatheaccount fromanexcludedb yillustr tes:'Inthclassjua terIc mba kfroexc usio therewasalassiee ringandthte ch rdidn ebo herutwh nIgocaug gotchuckedout'(Boy,secondaryscho l).Amoth r'sviewalrev alsths e perspectiveongirls'deviance:'Ifithadb eoythatwdoingw tIsobelwas doing,Idon'tthinkt eyw uldhavegi ehimsmuchspace.' It couldbearguedthatgi lsm ybetreatedwithg a erlenien yorchivalrous- nesswhenth yoffendinwaysconsideredtypicalforgirlsbuw thgrea erharsh¬ nesswhenth yarconsideredtbeeh vinginunfeminineway ,mortypicalo boys,f rexample,usingviolence.Thihabeenw llestablishedinthcriminal justicesystem.Furth r,imaybethadecision-makinginfluencedbyother aspectsofthgirl'slife,a inwithgreaterharshnessifheactionrenoaccept¬ ablycompatiblewithherfemaled stiny(Gelsthorpe1989;Hud on1989; Samuel1994).Thismayle dtoconsiderationtoget rfindiscipli eand moralityfogirlsbutnotfob ys.S cialw rkstaffinterviewedthisproje tsa non-attendanceaschoolsprovidi gagender- pecificriskfog rl ,expre s din termsofthenotionofm raldange :'They'rgoingoufco tr l,they'rein danger,imoraldangeroften'(Socialworker). So,theinterviewswithprofessionalsinvolv dithexclusi npro e sdsug¬ gestthatgenderisaimportant,althou hoftenimplicit,factorinakinsense ofwhygirlsmaybeexcludedanofwhythmayn tbeexcluded.Th ir accountssuggesth tschoolshaveig ygenderedmodelsofdevianc . Violence,p weranddecision-making Thesmallnumbersofpupilsexcludedforviolencetowardsteachersarsh wnin Table14.3longwithfiguresordrugandoffensivewe ponrelatedexclusions. Herethnumberofgirlsexcl dedfoth sreasonsisevsmaller.Thisi






































paralleledinthecriminajusticpherw ertpro o tionofwomc nv c d ofthemostviolentcr misall rth neirgeneralrepres ntationintcri statistics.Suchwomenm y,ho ever,btreatedrar hlyth neq ival nt menbythcriminaljusticystembecausthe rriinotonlyviol ntu , worse,isunfeminineandtheref remore'abnormal'. Anassistanthe dofsecondarych oldescribeanincidei volv g'bad' girl: Wehadgirlrec ntlywhobrokanoth rgirl'snosithdi inghall.T girlistandingnaqueueithdi i gh ll.Thisonwithaboutt entyf herchumscomethr ghedininghall,go suptgirl,bre kshnose -premeditated,castof400watching.Putherou ,form llyex lud ,nthe basisthatifIwat eparentofthvictimwouldn'tntmydaug tertg backintoplacewherethisgirlas.Tauth ritywo ldn'tleusdth . WehadtobringhkidackutIthint eoutc mew llbet teo r kidmovesswelothn ckibecauswearnotallowtformally excludethebadkid. Thissoundslikeactionysc o lwouldfindunac eptable.Iticle r, however,whetherthiswase naparticularlyb dehaviourb c usiw sgi l andperhapsbecauseitwgi lengagingiviolencewithp rgr p,atyp ofbehaviourusuallyseentmoreypicalobo . Decision-makinginissuesofxclusionmade,ati adethecrim nal justiceystem,largelybmen.Scottishl wdefinexclu ionsthr sponsibility oftheheadt acher.Inourstu ynltwofhes c ndarsch lheadt a hers werewomen.Eveninpri aryschools,umericalldomi at dbywom n teachers,moreth nairdofhe dsw em n.Oneassist ntheisecondary schooldescribedthdeci ion-makingoex lusioninthesc oolboardfstud es, consistingoftheRector(i.e.h adte cher)heDeputR ct randfourAss st nt Rectors,onlynefthelatterfemal .I aybargu ddecision-making mustbeimbuedwithgend r.Ourdataonotll wustconsiderthii y depth.Otherliteraturedoesookr lationsfp w rinschoolsandcl ss¬ roomsingenderterm ,anit rmsofhes sepow rfeltbyteach r .
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Robinsondescribesthdisciplinarytructureft es oolsinh rresearchas authoritarianandseesthisperpetuatedthro ghaideologyf'hegemonic masculinity'(Robinson1992).Maledfem lteacherswers enmploy differentclassroomdisciplinarystrategiesandtov ythesa o i ggen¬ deroftheipupils.Itmaybthats mealeteachersarle shreaten dy disruptivebehaviouringirlsandrethereforemorwill ngtaccommoda e them.Onesecondaryguidanceteach rdescrib dc sofexclu ionth tinhi viewcouldhavebeena d d.Twogirlsroutsideanwet lytea her
togointtheclassro mandsitithemiddl : Sotheyhadt kenimliter lly.Thwentin eclassroomands tth middleoftheflo r.N wIwoulhavg nGrrrrrwhateverndt y wouldhaveg tupndhagothatw uldhavebeet ndof matter.But,notheyendupsuspendedforthrefoday . Sowhetherbehaviourisconsid reduff ci ntlydisruptivforex lusionmay dependothelimitsftolera ce,andhgenderedconce t onsfacc ptable behaviour,oft eindividualt ach randhesc oolt ffwitpow rtexclu . Theselimitsar ,how v rthemsel eal ocircum cribedbys oolanduth rity policy. Schoolsmakeadifference Exclusionratesv ryconside ablyfroms hoolts ho l.Itiwele tablishetha thesedifferencescannotbexplai edsimplyinter sofhindividu lcha acter ofpupilsrthesoci -economiccharact risticsotschools'in ak(Gall way etal.1985;McLe n1987;McManus9BlythandMi n r19 6).Ourstudy, asoutlinedearli r,supportstheviewtscho lits lfdomakaifference. Whileeconomicdisadvantagwasrela edtexclusionrate ,th rwnon less,schoolswithhighexclusionratesinpro perousa eandschoolswitlo exclusionratesindisadvantagedare s.Thstudydoesuggestth reine d forresea chwhichouldleadtm reund r tan ingofthculturesworking- classandmiddle-clasboyandgir s. Comparisonfschoolswithsimilarcat hmentare sndv ydiffe ntex lu¬ sionratesindic dthattherwc aracteristicsofthsc oolw hte d d tomakethemmoreinclusivorexclud ng.M rinclusives h olstended emphasisebotsoci landacademicgoalsr th rth nn rrowlyac de icims,t becharacterisedymorflexiblandop npupil-te cherandschoo homerel ¬ tionships,tohavestronginterprofessionalrelations ips,supportiveseniman¬ agementandresponsivloc lauth rity.Ifdifferenceinoverallxcl irat s betweenschoolscanbep rtlyund rst ditermsofthcul ea dethoft school,thenwne doa kquestionsb uthothe emaybgender d. Schoolexclusionratesv ryalsointhproportionofb yandgiexclude .If suchproportionsreflec edanysim ldistincti nbetw ethd v antbehaviour ofboysandgirlthennewouldexp ctthratbconsta t.We,how v r,
268Groupsatthemargins foundlikeDani ls(1996)thatiswocaseat trb gr nge acrossscho ls.Oneec ndaryh olh dex ludedtgirnboyI ther schools,althoughtherewaslwaysm jorityofb ytprop rtionv ried considerably;is ms hoolsthepr p rtionwaashigh9:1,othe sff thoseexcludedwergirl .Boththr upsfs hoolsinclud du bananral areasnddisadvantagedmoraffluentc tchment.Thratofexclusion bygenderwasnotassociatediththoverallratfexclu ioncho l.S howdowemakesensfuchlargvariation?Whyshouldtxclusionpr cess
insomeschoolsbem rgendered?Ourtudyrais sm eque tionst ai providesanswersalthoughtherrindicationfeawhicldfrui fullyb furtherexplored.Localandnati nalmonitoringfexclusi nstatisticsw df l toaddresss meimp rtantdifferencexclusionat fboydgi lfh y wereanalysedonlyi globaltermshichmaskconsiderablevariationst schoollevel. Interviewsw thsecondarych oltaffsuggestedth tpp rttra gies employedbthescho lsmayso etim sdiffer ntiatacc r inggend r. Selectionofsupp rttrategiesiclearlynfluenc dbythche 'conceptionf theund rlyingreasonsforc ild'difficulties(C l ntl.1996a).Tm in reasonsofferedbyteach rxplanationsfeh vi urprobl msincluddi ¬ ficultiesndomesticbackground,nd rlyingifficultieslearn ngpsychological problem,socio-economicdepr vationandge eralisaffecti nwi hh o . Otherliteraturepointstgreat rend ncyfgirls'b h viouc n¬ structedinte msofemotionalrindividupsychologicaldifficultie(Huds n 1989).Ifdisruptivenessnboymorelik lytseenschoolas'n rmal', thenimayb atdisruptivenessngirlconstructedasoreab rmal and,srgueearlierrespondetwithgreat rharshness.Alterna iv ly,itma bethatitsunderstoodanndicati nofemo ionaldifficultynde ltwith lesspunitively,forexamplthroughcoun el ingratherane clusion.Teach rs' interpretationsofgirls'andboys'deviancemeath tv riouupp rtt egie andpunitiverocessesmaybha p ningindiffer tschooloftwi h nth sameschool. Anotherareawhichcouldbfurt rexplorc ncernsthimpa tfq l opportunitiespoliciesexclus onrates.Severalint r iewe ssugg st dtha therewasapressuroidentifygirlhomightrequiradditionalsupp t.Gi l maybeexperiencingvarious'difficulties'utec ushnoexp ssth m insuchadire tlyconfrontationalwsboytherof er dform lsupport. Soanequalopport nitiesstrat gym yenc uragechoolsta iv lid n fgi ls toincludesupportservices: Butthent at'sonefissuwryolo kany uthst at gy,c ming fromtheth rsidffencit atgirlsmu thava eprobl mss boys,sowemustlookf rgirlheeca sei ljustd n'pres nith sameway,inthedisruptiv yasboyso,y tmuender samepressures,otheyjustiquietly. ("BehavioursuDDortt ache ,econdarvcho l!
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It'sbeenastrangehi grece tly.Onofperforma cindicatorst tw haveisthatwrupposedorkithsm nyfemalealesndjust overthlastcouplefyears,nobyanyonur elv ,ttl c nt upweere59p rcentfemaland41centale. (Socialworkgroupworker,rkingithseconda ycho l)
Thisposition,inart,stemmedfrot eacknowledgementth tw ngirlr offeredsupportthisoft ninv lv dtheirpartici atac ivit esw rt y werealwaysinthmino ity,forexample,groupw rkftentak spl cew tho threegi lstoaroupofeightn nboys.Whengirlsa er f r edtutf schoolprovisi ntheyoftenfindhemselvesitsaitua ion.Ore o then,forgirlstobemo eincludedscr atambal nceda mospherewhich
isnotdomi atedbythinterestsfy .H w v r,thi yalsdr wmore formalattentiontogirlswhm yther foreovequicklthroughta ff systemofthschool. If equalopportunitiespoliciesenc uragth sew rk ngithpu ilsidentified asdeviantinschooltoincludem rgirl ,wh timp ctllth shaveonexcl sion rates!Doegenderequitym anth torgirlswi lbexclud ? Conclusion Ourstudyconfirmsthatwhileearemajorgenddiffer c sinthproc sso exclusionfromscho l,th sedifferen esaroftenle timplicitntdiscu siof theissuofexclusionbysc o ltaf .Wheret sis uearddress d,yug¬ gestagenderedmod lofdevia cinschoola ,c nvers y,gender dn ti n ofacceptablepupils.Itm ybthatschooandteach rrusingdiff ren strategieswithboysandgirls,hcl sroomandscho llevel.Ipoit importantques io sstilltbaskedyresearch rsandp l cyakersb ut howgenderedc nceptionsfbehaviouraldifficulti smayrefl t dinex l ¬ sionrates.Whatcharact risesschoolswi hhighandloratesfex lusi n girls?Howdmoreinclusivsch olsconceptualibehaviou adiffi ultiesd howarethesegendered?Hischoolet sgend r d?Arsc o lwitha ive equalopportunitiespoliciesroces ingmgirlsintdisci inaryroutes?W needtoexplorethproc ssesfdisciplinarydeci io -makinga dlo kthow structuresofsupportareusedf rboysndgirls.Thviewsfi l ,andt i families,arenotstr nglyvisiblithelitera urdsho dbem ec iv ly sought. Therearwiderissuesov rtrelationshipbetw noverallhigattainm t ratesandlowerexclusionr t sf rgirlandwhe herstrat gi storeducr f exclusionandengageboymoreeffectivelyinschoolcouldleadtproportion¬ atelymoreexcludedgirls.Thepolicdile mafoschovertbalan ingf theneedsoftindividualdifficultchilagainstthneeofmorecompliant majoritycanalsbevi wedingend rter .Differencesi x lusionr tm an thatsometimesthism ybunderstoodathneedofdisruptiveboyversus thoseofcompliantgirl .
270Groupsatthemargins Therewouldbveryint r stingqu stionsal oint yimakes sefwhyScottishschoolsmighteemtbexcludingm regirlst aneirequivalentsi EnglandanW leswh thertoverallp t erndr tfincr seofxclu¬ sioninScotlandmaybediffere t.Incr singtesfxclu ioEngla dh vebeenrelatedtohincr asingmarketisationfducation,wi hthegr terau ¬ omyfheadteacherscombinedwithgreatercentralpressuresov rthcu ic¬ ulum.Parentalchoicewidenss cialdistancebe w nschoolsdansthat schoolsw icharefulne dtonsi eradmittingxcludedr'difficult'pupils.InScotlandt opare talchoiceh swiden ddiffe ncesbetwe nschools,particu¬ larlyintheciti sbuterehae nv rtuallynooptingtflocauncil control.Leaguetablesfexaminationresu tsh vel oincrea edpr suresn schools.However,tr ngcouncilpolici sfin l s onsupporth seschools whicharettemptingtoreducetheirxclusiorat . Guidanceoexclusionhrec tlyb eiss dythScottishOffice(SOEID 1998).Theseguidelines,whichfollowfromtres archreport draf om theconsultationwi hlo lauthor tiesunder akenaf rwards,h vv ydiff r¬ entflavourromquivalentDfEEd c ents.Th yemphasiseth texclusion fromschooli eenaslastr ort,t ateduca ionaln dsfexcludedp pils mustcontinuetbeaddressed,thatm lti-agencyapproachessh ulb en theyref ros ri sofpilotroj c sb ingfund dalternativestexclusion. Theyexplicitlyncourageaninclus vapproach.Tharguet t,whiluniform¬ ityacrosshecountrysund irable,s medegrefc nsistencyin ed d,b t leavethprincipalresponsibilityforthmanagementofexclusionwiththlo l councils.Theydnot,however,sp cifystagesfexclu ionidayrthatu e ofgroundsf rexcl sion.Theyda kf rthompletionfin id ntr p rt formreachxclusion,tohebasiflo alndnationalmo toring.Th s willallow,infuturemordetailednalysisofpatt rnsexc usionbgender andthecorrelationfge derwithth rfac orsi xclu ion,sucha ialcla s andeth icity. Furtherresea ch,andfl ctionbyauthoritiesndch ols,aee ed explorehowtheyconstruea drespondtdeviantb avi uri hys girls.Therestructuringin1996oflocalgovernmenti othirty- womallerf twelvelargere ionalauth ritiesm ybincrea ingr terloc ldiv r ityf practicewi hrespecttoexclusionandtalternatives.How r,hdeve opm nt oftheScottishParliamentmaycreatecounter-movet w rdsmorcentralis ¬ tionofeducationalp licyandpractice.Thesdev lopmentssupportr ngse formorecross-borderre ea chfo usingnthimp tfs ciala dedu ational changeot eeducationalexper e cefpupi s,b ysa dgi l . Note 1Theresearchonwhict schapteriba dw sfundeytS ottishOffi e EducationandIndustryDepartmentndrriedoutbyM iriAC ll n,rga¬ retJohnstone,PamelaMuna dtheau hor.
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Section 4
Special Educational Needs
Deviance and Gender in School - Integrating the Thinking
Gwynedd Lloyd
Moray House Institute
ABSTRACT This paper looks at the place of gender in thinking about deviance in school, discusses
some of the ideas that have been generated by feminists in criminology and argues that these can be
helpful in both making sense of, and pointing to new questions for, research in education.
Girls Don't BehaveBadly because they are not boys
Far more boys than girls:
• commit offences
• are excluded from school
• are in special provision for social, emotional or behavioural difficulties
• are identified as having 'attention deficit (hyperactivity) disorder'
Yet the academic literature on deviance in school, with a few commendable exceptions, still
does not address gender. The issue of the disproportionate numbers of boys and girls
appearing in the statistics is rarely discussed. However, an implicit awareness of this affects
the literature so that general accounts of pupils or students identified as having 'emotional or
behavioural difficulties' turn out to be about boys.( For example Colville, 1995; Cooper
1993) Thus gender is ignored and consequently questions of the significance of maleness or
masculinity are not asked.
There is still very little written about girls. Davies' 1984 book, the most quoted text, is now
twelve years old and is still often used as the single token reference to girls. It is interesting to
consider the reasons why this is so. It can not be understood simply by reference to greater
numbers of deviant boys as the number of references to girls is far fewer then their presence
in the statistics would warrant. Riddell (1996) suggests three reasons for the invisibility of
gender in the wider field of special educational needs. The first, the underdevelopment of
disability theory is less applicable in the field of emotional and behavioural difficulties where
there has been a well developed general theoretical literature. The neglect by feminism of
issues of special educational needs is interesting as it is the strong feminist presence in the
criminological literature which has generated the range of relevant research and texts in that
field. There is a substantial feminist literature on other educational issues but not many
feminists have been interested in deviance in school. The third argument suggested by Riddell
involves the dominance of child-centred ideology in the field of special educational needs. It
can be argued that psychologically based models are still dominant in the literature about
emotional and behavioural difficulties, despite the development at local authority level of
strategies based on more sociologically derived models. The work of Armstrong and
Galloway (1994) can be cited in arguing that the conflict between these models is located in
the conflict between the state and teachers over issues of autonomy and professionalism.
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offenders who were modest, humble and remorseful and who seemed to conform to the
domestic role were treated leniently. Those who did not conform to the conventional female
role were treated more harshly (Worrall, 1990, Carlen, 1988).
Thus the behaviour of women in a different sphere of life affected decisions in court.
Leniency and chivalrousness were exercised towards women whose behaviour in and out of
court, and particularly in the domestic sphere was seen to be gender appropriate. Samuel
(1994) though points to circumstances when women seem to be punished more harshly, '...not
withstanding their good showing in the domestic sphere.' This is more likely to happen when
women commit offences which also offend against gendered assumptions, for example when
they have committed crimes of violence or are convicted with others.
Since female criminal behaviour is assumed to be a private and not a social act,
female offenders whose offence is perceived to be social/sociable in character are
more severely punished than those who are not. For young men and boys, then
peer pressure is to be expected and may have a mitigating effect on their
sentencing. Forfemales deviance in groups is doubly deviant.
(Samuel op. cit., p. 72)
Questions forResearch on Deviance in Education
Our study of the reintegration to mainstream school (or not) of children and young people in
special provision for 'social, emotional and behavioural difficulties', found girls to be very
much in the minority (1:4) both overall and in their schools. (Lloyd & Padfield, 1995)
However decision-makers rarely commented on this unless asked directly. Placement was
usually talked about in terms of the individual needs of the pupil placed in special provision
but use of alternative provision overall in the study inevitably reflected a more complicated
range of factors including historical patterns of provision, resource and financial
considerations as well as the assumptions of the professionals about appropriate treatment.
The smaller numbers of girls reflect, in part, the smaller numbers of places available.
Although we included a focus on gender in our research questions, in retrospect we gathered
a lot of our data in a gender blind way. This was particularly true ofmany interviews where
we and interviewees used the terms children and young people. Were we really talking about
boys? In future this kind of interview would need a more explicit strategy to address this.
We also need to consider how the concept of 'social, emotional and behavioural difficulties'
may be operationalised in a gendered process. (Or does the term allow boys to be processed
in relation to 'social' and 'behavioural' while the girls are 'emotional'?) Is there a double
bind for girls whose disruptiveness is seen as offending against gendered norms of social
behaviour. Do schools have different behavioural expectations of boys and girls and how do
these relate to other factors such as class and culture?
Although girls in our study were often in a very small minority in their special schools this
was not considered by Heads to be a problem, rather, in many cases an advantage. Girls were
seen to be more difficult to manage than boys and to create difficulties, especially in
residential schools. Girls were seen to be, as Gelsthorpe (1989) argues, more vulnerable than
boys but also more wicked. Heads raised the issue of sexuality in girls but not, unless asked
directly, in boys.
The dominance ofwelfare considerations in decision making about girls is an issue in the
other project to which I will refer briefly. This is a small scale longitudinal study involving
twenty young women, considered to have 'social, emotional or behavioural difficulties'
identified and interviewed initially in their last year of compulsory school. They have agreed
to be interviewed at intervals over the next few years. They come from a variety of school
settings : mainstream, day special or residential. What the initial interviews have
demonstrated very clearly is that their lives reflect a complex interaction of experiences. They
share the experience of difficulty in school but all of them also at least some of the following:
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There are other interests too here - many academics have come into research from this field of
special provision, dominated both by male staff and by a (financially driven) need to assert
the values of special treatment for individuals. The dominance of male writers may contribute
to the phenomenon described above where research involving only boys is regarded as having
universal generalisability and issues of masculinity ignored. Coote (1994), in discussing
families, children and crime cites Seidler's argument:
(He) has pointed out that men have found it difficult to study masculinity because
they tend to see themselves simply as people, with women as a sub-category.
Theirs, they assume, is the general and universal condition of the human species
from which femininity deviates. To study it would be superfluous, like examining
the properties ofa placebo in a clinical trial.
(Coote, 1994, p. 6)
Over the last 20 years feminist writers have developed first a critique of mainstream
criminology and then a distinctive approach. The absence of women in the overall literature
was identified, as was the tendency to develop explanations of criminality based on the
experience ofmen and boys, thus rendering women's deviance doubly abnormal (Gelsthorpe,
1989).
Work which did focus on women and girls until the 1960s had been very dominated by a
biological determinism. Women's deviance reflected their essential nature, emotional and
unstable. Petrie in her Scottish study of girls in List D schools suggests that in explanations of
women's crime there had been a lingering pervasiveness of 19th century physiological
determinism. There was also a strong sense of the significance of sexuality in girls behaviour,
not regarded as significant in boys. (Petrie, 1986)
It has been pointed out with justification that troublesome boys go in for crime
whereas troublesome girls merely go in for boys. (West, 1967, p. 15)
Researchers in the 1970s argued that decisions about girls in the juvenile justice system were
influenced by ideas about protection, 'at risk' and moral danger. Girls' sexuality was a focus
of concern when the initial reason for concern was criminal offending. Girls were considered
to need to be protected both from exploitation by others but also from themselves.
(Gelsthorpe 1989, Campbell 1981) Thus decision making about girls was seen to be more
welfare than justice based and welfare defined in a more paternalist way. In research in the
English juvenile courts, girls were much more likely to appear for such 'status' reasons,
brought into the criminal justice decision-making system without having been charged with
an offence. Often they were then referred to related systems with boys who had committed
offences. So although fewer girls were dealt with on grounds of offences, some of those
nevertheless moved up the same intervention structure as the boys. It was also argued that
because of the lack of resources for girls, they may move more quickly up a tariff system.
Professional thinking about deviance in girls, they argued, was tied in with assumptions about
femininity. Girls who offended against social norms were also offending against gender
norms. Judgements about the fate of individual girls and women were influenced by
assumptions about their conformity to 'appropriate' gendered behaviour.
Within the notion of conformity there is inscribed a system of gender
differentiation which enables defendants to be judged for their identity as much
for, or instead of, the crime they may be committing.
(Young, 1996, p. 42 - 43)
It had often been argued that women and girls received lighter sentences in the criminal
justice system because of the chivalrous response of the male decision makers in the court
system. Studies of the sentencing of male and female offenders found outcomes for male
offenders to be most influenced by the nature of their offence. But for women offenders,
however, the most decisive factors were demeanour in court and home competence. Female
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truancy, exclusion, abuse, physical or sexual, local authority care, school-age pregnancy and
delinquency. Such phenomena tend to be addressed individually in academic
research and thinking.
The centrality of welfare considerations in decision-making about girls and the recognition of
the family as both a place of protection and danger for girls (Hudson, 1989) could also be
explored in the context of the dilemmas over autonomy as opposed to protection. Is protection
a professional responsibility which operates differently in relation to girls?
The Need forMore Research
Samuel argues that the patterns of decision-making in the criminal justice system in Scotland
are complex and contradictory. They do show evidence, at different points, of both leniency
and greater harshness in sentencing. She argues for more statistical and qualitative data to be
gathered to show why girls and young women seem to have different interactions with the
criminal justice system than boys or young men. (Samuel, 1996)
In Scotland the decision-making structures for juveniles who offend, who are excluded from
school or who are considered to have 'social, emotional or behavioural difficulties' overlap
and coincide. Inter professional collaboration is a key feature of local council policy. The
same girls and young women are involved in the different systems. It makes no sense
therefore to consider these questions for the juvenile justice system alone. We need to explore
practices and assumptions within educational, psychological and psychiatric services as well
as in children's hearings, court and social work.
Do the theoretical explanations operationalised by professionals reflect assumptions about the
more biologically determined character of girls' deviance and/or double standards about
sexuality and morality? Do ideas of chivalry and leniency help to explain differences in, for
example, rates of exclusion from school or does this pattern reflect greater harshness in
response to girls?
Researchers need to explore their own gendered assumptions about the nature of deviance,
male and female. Within criminology, feminists challenged the dominance of positivist
methodology adding a more creative theoretical imagining. In education we could develop
imaginative ways of exploring the experience of girls and young, investigating their
conformity, as well as their deviance. I am not arguing for the replacement of a narrow
biological account of girls and deviance with another narrowly gendered account. But I am
arguing for the inclusion of gender into our discussion of deviance in school. The thinking of
educational researchers could be challenged by ideas developed in other theoretical traditions.
The real world is not so neatly divided and recent (post modernist?) thinking has usefully
encouraged us to challenge the boundaries of academic disciplines.
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